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BEFORE THE
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-26

IDAHO POWER COMPANY

ATTACHMENT 28

Clark, Danielle
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Rmvena
V\lednesday,

2012 11:24 AM

'Leslie White'

Rich; Hackett, Eric
I={E: Double 8 status??

Hi Leslie,
The GI process requires Idaho Power to finalize the GIA, and that is why I am asking for the
in service date. To cla
, I am asking when you want to
n to put test energy on our
system, and the milestones are based on the date you provide.
I'm sure the
Leader
is waiting for this information to schedule our resources, consider outages in the area, etc.
Thank you.

Rowena
Operations Analyst
Inter'change

s -

4

Ext. 388-2658

-----Original
Leslie \tJhite
Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2012 12:41 PM
To: Bishop, Rowena
Subject: RE: Double 8 status??
Fpom:

Hello Rowena,
I appreciate your attention given to the schedule. Is the verification of :he milestones and
inservice date needed For scheduling of construction within Idaho Power or with lP
contractors?
Leslie ;'\lhite
382 W Bannock, 12th Floor
Office: 208.336.9793

ID 83702

Mobile: 208.898.4660

This electronic or printed document contains information which (a) may be LEGALLY PRIVILEGED,
PROPRIETARY IN NATURE, OR OTHERWISE PROTECTED BY LAW FROM DISCLOSURE, and (b) is intended
only for the use of the Addressee(s) named above. If the reader of this message is not the
intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended
, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this
communicaTion is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error,
please immediately notify us by telephone, and return the original message to 'JS at the above
email address. Thank you.
-----Original Message----From: Bishop, Rowena
Sent: Friday, February 24, 2012 3:03 PM
To: Leslie White
Cc: Hackett, Eric
Subject: Double B status??
Leslie,

Please bring me up to speed on Double B Dairy- I've attached one of the messages Rich
responded to you about questions to the GIA. I'd like to verify the milestones and determine
your inservice date for Double B Dairy.
I am available next

~·Jeek.

from you soon!

I look fonvard to

Rowena Bishop
Operations
Idaho Power Company/
W. Idaho Street
Ph: 208-388-2658 Fax: 208-388-5584

2

Boise, ID 83792

Bishop, Rowena

'----------------------------------------------------------------------From:
Bauer, Rich

Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Tuesdav, November 29, 201110:31;\M
'white(IDexergydevelopm ent com'
Blshop, Rowena
RE: Double B GIA
r\t!achment XX- Gen lnt Controi Req.docx

As to 53.9, we would give you notice that we are going to change the nominal voltage in 180 days. You would have the
180 days to modify your facHitles lf required. As you have indicated, since Idaho will own the transformer. the only effect
on you would be if we cnanged the secondary voltage level. I cannot think of a reason that we would charge the
secondary voltage !eve! on this project. In some order installations, if we were to upgrade the primary voltage
we
NOuld have to change the secondary voltage configuration to a 277/480 volt configu(ation. You already have that
configuration, so no change would be required.
i\s to the GOLC. We will give you a analog setpolnt via DNP 3.0 protocol that will indicate the maximum MW allowed.
The reliability events include transmission /distribution outages and excess generation on the system. ! am including a
attachment that gives a little more detail on the GOLC control.

Rich Bauer
Manager Grid Operations
idaho Power Company
208-388-5669

IDAHO
POWER

From: Bishop, Rowena
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2011 4:21 PM
To: Bauer, Rich

Subject: FW: Double B GIA

Rich,
Will you respond to Leslie White about her GIA questions below? thx

Rowena Hishop

Operations .Anulyst
Intercfiange Oyerations - cfiq 4
'Exi:. 188·2658

From: Leslie White l:.rlliJJltq:!white(alexergydeve!opment.corn]
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2011 12:04 PM
To: Bishop, Rowena
Cc: Josh Gunderson
Subject: Doubfe B GIA
Hello Rowena,

Con you provide some insight on the wording in section 5.3.9. Does the section copied below mean that Idaho
Power may upgrade the voltage on the line and at that time iP would provide us with 6 months notice and we
.vould be responsible to make the changes to our facility, but at IP's expense. (What is the timeframe we are
allowed to make the required changes?) Does it appear that since Idaho ?ower owns the transformer, this type
of change may require some protection changes or grounding changes but relatively minor upgrades within our

battery limits?
5.3.9

Voltage Levels. Seller, in accordance with Good Utility Practices, shall mmrrmze voltage
fluctuations and maintain voltage levels acceptable to idaho Power. Idaho Power may,
in accordance with Good Utility Practices, upon one hundred eighty (180} days' notice to
the Seller, change its nominal operating voltage level by more than ten percent (10%) at
the Point of Delivery, in which case Seller :>hall modify, at Idaho Power's expense, Seller's
equipment as necessary to accommodate the modified nominal operating voitage level.

•<\lso Rowena the requirements around GOLC seem to be new. Can you give some detail about the setpolnt (as I
need to make sure this type of control is inherent in our engine control package) and what other reliability
events we can expect.

Generator Output Limit Control ("Re-dispatch" or "GOLC")
The Project will be subject to reductions directed by Idaho Power Company Grid Operations during transmission
system contingencies and other reliability events. When these conditions occur, the Project will be subject to
Generator Output Limit Control ("GOLC") and have equipment capable of receiving signals from Idaho Power for
GOLC. Generator Output limit Contror will be a setpoint from Idaho Power to the Project indicating maximum
output allowed during transmission contingencies.
Thank you for your time and consideration on these points.

Lesiie

leslie White

2

BEFORE THE
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-26

IDAHO POWER COMPANY

ATTACHMENT 29

9,

12

V\a Emall i

C\:::rtiti~d

70Jlll5000020196!&78

uf Idaho.

\;

Double J3

308

\s you are ::ware. !daho Power t;ffcrd a Draft CHA
to the Double B
,i;uc;d
!daho Power received and re~;pcmdect
the DCIA for GOLC

Linn! Control'') ,tmong others. Idaho Power was abo

you
the financial arrangements for !be
Cenerator Interconnection process [s to finalL>:e rhe Generator Interconnection
Attached

ilnd a draft Generator Interconnection
Pleuse review the U!A Attachments to make sure

rn order to prepare the GlA

for your nenerator
are

Jnd

for execution,

the
items to me as soon as
Attachment J of the ( ilA.
2.1nsurance certitkation pursuant to Section 7 of the G!A
i <Cndorsement
insured, and l for the cancellation
3 Proof of Site Control for the
Idaho Power credit
I, Your

in service date to

Fe1ilure to submit all of the

items to me

June ll, :::012

\Nil!

c·ause your Cc'nerawr

to have been c!eemed withdrawn. Please contact me at your eariiest convenience
dt :208-388-2658.

Sincerely,

Josh Harris

Fnd:

Draft nrA for Double B

Cc:

email)

Eric liackctt/lPC

Rich Bauer/!PC
.\c!brac S!oaw!PC

# 308
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Generator lnterconn

Idaho Power Company

'ion Agreement# 308

Th1s Generator lnterconnect:on
Schedule
72 1s
3S
of
, , Idaho Power',

A

or operate a Generation Facility that qualifies for sorvice uwler lcfaho
Schedule 72 and any successor schedule.

Pov;er's

B.

('Agreement') under
Po·Ner
the
day of
2012 between
, Custorner" or 'The Project") ana Idaho Power Company
'IPCO" or Transmission Owner')

The Generation

covered by this Agreement is more particulatfy iescribed in

Attac/?ment 1.

1

terms used 11erein shAll have the same meanings as defined in
of this Agreement.

72 or in the

2.
and conditions under which the
tho

3.
Purchase of Seller's power and other
that Seller may require wilt be covered under
1greements. Nothing in this Agreement is intended to affect any other agreement between t!Je
and Seller.

4.
Attachments
Atf.Jched to this Agreement and incluc!ed by reference are the following:
Attachment 'I - Description and Costs of the Generation Facility, Interconnection
Facilities, and Metering Equipment.
,,.c"=.;;;"-=-"-=""'--= One-line Diagram Depicting the Generation Facility, /r;terconneclion
Facilities, Metering Equipment and Upgrades.

,f}.ftgchment 4 - Additional Operating Requirements t:or the Company's Transmission
System t\Jeeded to Suppot1 the Seifer's Generation Facility
l}tl~J_c:hmst!]J.Ji- Reactive Po~ver.

. .~,c·~"-'"''-"-''",·-·"'·- DescnjJtJOn of Upgrades required to ""'"rT,.. ,
:3est Estimate of Upgrade Costs.

5.

the Ge:neral!Otl

and

idaho Powei Company

Generator lnt

":onnection Agreement# 308

5. 1
Unless terminated earlier in accordance with thH
ti?is Agreement,
Agreement shall become effective on the date
rem am effcct;ve as long as Seiler's Generation Facility is eligible tor service under
Jf

and
72.

5.2
5.2. 1 Seller may voluntaniy terminate this Agreement upon
termination of an agreement to sell power to the Company.

or

5. 2. 2 After a Default, either Party may terminate this Agreement pursuant to
Section 6. 5.

5. 2 3 Upon termination or expiration of this Agreement, tile Seller's Generation
Facility wiil be disconnected from the Company's transmission/distribution system. T!1e
termination or expiration of this Agreement shalf not relieve either Party of Its lrabiiities
:md obligations, owed or continuing at the time of the termination. The provis;ons of this
Section shall survive termination or expiration of this Agreement.

5.3
Iemporary Disconnection Temporary disconnection shalf continue only for so
long as reasonably necessary under ·'Good Utility Practice." Good Utility Practice means any of
:he practices, methods and acts engaged in or approved by a significant portion of t11e electric
industry during the relevant time period, or any of the practices, methods and acts which. in tile
exercise of reasonable judgment in fight of the facts known at the time the decision was made,
could have been expected to accomplish the desired result at a.reasonable cost consistent wtfh
business practices, reliabiltty, safety and expedition. Good Utility Practice is not intended
to be limited to the optimum practice, method, or act to the exclusion of all ott?ers, but rather to
be acceptable practices, methods, or acts generally accepted in the reg ton. Good Utility
Practice includes compliance with WECC or NERC requirements. Payment of lost revenue
resulting from temporary disconnection shall be governed by the power purchase agreement.

5.3. 1 Emergency Conditions. "Emergency Condition" means a condition or
situation: (1) that in the judgment of the Party making the claim is imminently
to
endanger life or properly; or (2) that, in the case of the Company, is imminently likely {as
cietem1ined in a non-discriminatory manner) to cause a material adverse effect on the
security of, or cfamage to the Company's transmission/distribution system, the
Company's Interconnection Facilities or tl1e equipment of the Company's customers: or
(3} that, in the case of the Seifer, is imminently likely (as determined in a nonciiscriminatory manner) to cause a material adverse effect on the reliability and secunty
of. or damage to, the Generation Facility or the Seller's Interconnection Facilities. Under
Emergency Conditions, either the Company or the Seller may immediately suspend
interconnection service and temporanly disconnect tlie Generation Facility
The
Company shall notify the Seiler promptly when it becomes aware of an Emergency
Condition that may reasonably be expected to affect the Seller's operation of the
Generation Facility. The Seller shall notify the Company promptly when If hecomes
aware of an Emergency Condition that may reasonably be expected to affect tl7e
Company's equipment or service to the Company's customers.
lo lhe extent
information is known. the notification shall describe the Emergency Condition, the extent
of the damage or cfeficiency, the expected effect on the operation of both Parties'
facilities and operations, its anticipated duration, and the necessary corrective action.
5. 3. 2 FJputine Pllaintenance. Construction. and Repair
The Company may
1nterrupt interconnection service or cwtail the output of the Seller·s Generation

daho Power Company

1

Generator !nterconn

ion

# 308

and
make CJ reasonable
to contact the Seller prior to
interconnection or curtail deliveries from the Seller's
dfldlor

nol:ce to lire
energy deliveries to ihe
Company.
s/1a// use reasonahfe efforts to coordinate such reduction or
temporory disconnection with the Seiler.

5. 3. 3
On or before January 31 of each calendar year
Seifer shall submit a written proposed maintenance schedule of
.namtenance for that calendar year and the Company and Seller shall
to the acceptability of the proposed scl7edule. The Patties determination as to
acceptability of the Seller's timetable for scheduled maintenance 'Mil take into
c:onsideration Good Utility Practices, lda/10 Pdi.~ver system requirements and the
preferred scheclule. Neither Party 3hall unreasonably ~vith!wld
of the
proposed maintenance schedule.
5. 3. 4.
The Seller and the
to the
extent practical, coordinate their respective transmission/distribution system and
Generation FDcJ!ity maintenance schedules such tlwt they occur simultaneously. Seifer
shall provide and maintain aclequate protective equipment sufficient to prevent
to t11e Generation Facility and Seiler-furnished Interconnection
In some cases,
some of Seller's protective relays wtfl ,brovide back-up protection for Idaho Power's
facilities. In that event, Idaho Power will test
relays annually and Seller will pay the
actual cost of such annual testing. ·.

such

5.3.5
During any forced outage, the Company may
Interconnection
servtce
to
effect immediate
repairs
on
the
Cornpany's
transmissionldistriburion system. The Company shall use reasonable efforts to
the Seifer with prior notice. If prior notice is not given, the Company
upon request,
provide the Seller wiitten documentation after the fact explaining the circumstances of
the disconnection.
5.3.6 Adverse Operating Effects. The Company shall notify t/7e Seiter as soon
as practicable if, based on Good Utility Practice, operation of the Seifers Generation
Facility may cause disruption or deterioration of service to other customers served from
the same electric system, or tf operating tile Generation Facility could cause
to
the Company's transmissionldistnhution system or other affected
clocutnentation used to reach the decision to disconnect shall be provl(/ed to the Seller
upon request. If. after not1ce, tile Seifer fails to remedy the adverse operating effect
within a reasonable time, tlw Company .rnay disconnect tho Generation
Tho
Company shall provide !fie Seller with reasonable notice of such rfisconnectfon. unless
file provisions of Article 5. 3. 1 apply.

5.3.7
authorization fmrn the
before making uny
that may !lave a material impact on the safely
transmissionlciistrihution
Such authorization shall nor be
/v1odifications shall IJe cfone 1n accorclance wd/7 Good
such mocfification without the Company's prior written
the right to ternporari/y <fisconnAct //1e Generaticn

If the Seller makes

t!Je iattr:r shail have

Idaho Povver Company

Generator lnt' 'onnection Agreement# 308

5. 3. 8
The Parties shalf cooperate with each other to restore the
GenerAtion
Interconnection
Facilities,
And
ihe
transmission/distribution system to their normal operattng state as soon as reasonably
practicalJie foflovving a temporary disconnection.
Practices. shall
5.3.9 Voltaae Levels.
in accordance wrth
minimize voltage fluctuations and maintain voltage levels
to Idaho Power.
Idaho Power may, in accordance vvlth Good Utility Practices, upon one twndred eighty
(180) days' notice to the Seller, change its nominal operating voltage level by more rlian
ten percent
at the Point of Delivery, in vvhich case Soller shall mocl!fy at idaho
Power's expense, Seller's equipment as necessary to accommodate the mocilfiod
nommal operating voltage level.

5.4
5. 4. 1
Seller hereby grants to Idaho Power for the
!erm of this Agreement all necessary dghts-of-way and easements to install. operate.
maintain, replace. and remove Idaho Power's Metering Eqwpment, Interconnection
Equipment, Disconnection Equipment, Protection Equipment and other Special Facilities
tlecessar; or useful to this Agreement, including adequate and continuing accoss nghts
on property of Seller. Seller warrants that it has procured sufficient easements and
nghts-of-way from third parties so as to provide fdaho Power with the access described
above. All documents granting such easements or rights-of-way s/1al/ be subject to
idaho Power's approval and in recordable form.
5.4. 2 Use of Public Rights-of-Way. The Parties agree that it is necessary to
:;void the adverse environmental and operating impacts that vvoufd occur as a result of
duplicate electric lines being constructed in close proximity Therefore, subject to Idaho
Power's compliance with ,Pamgraph 5. 4. 4, Seller agrees that should Seller seek and
receive from any local, state or federal governmental body tt1e right to erect, construct
and maintain Seller-furnished Interconnection Facilities upon, along and over any and all
public roads, streets and highways, then the use by Seller of such public right-of-way
shall be subordinate to any future use by Idaho Power of suc/1 public right-of-way for
construction and/or maintenance of electric distribution and transmission facilities and
idaho Power may claim use of such public right-of-way for such purposes at any time.
Except as required by Paragraph 5 4. 4, Idaho Power shall not be required to
compensate Seller for exercising its rights under this Paragraph 5. 4. 2.

5. 4. 3 Joint Use of Fa.c:Jitie;:,':_
Subject to Idaho Power's compliance wtth
Paragrapfl 15.4.4, lcJaho Power may use and attach tts distribution and/or transmission
facilities to Seller's Interconnection Facilities, may reconstruct Seller's Interconnection
Facilities to accommodate Idaho Power's usage or Idaho Power may construct its own
distribution or transmission facilities along, over and above any public nght-of-way
acquired from Seller pursuant to Pcuagrap/1 5. 4. 2. attaching Seller's Interconnection
Facilities to such newly constructed facilities. Except as required by Paragraph 5.4.4,
idaho Power sflal/ not be required to compensate Seller for exercising its rights under
this P0ragraph 5.4.3.
It is the intention of the Parties that the Seller be fc:ft m
5.4.4
substantially lhe same
both financially ancf electrically, as Seller
to lcla/Jo Power's exercising ds rights under /hts Paragmph 5.4. Therefore, the Part;es
agree that the exerc1se by Idaho Power of any of the rigl!ts onumorated in Paragraphs

idaho Power Company
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5. 4. 2 and 5. 4 3 shaif·

( 1)
laws, codes and Good
share the costs of
ownmg and
used
facilities and rights-of-way
If !he Parties are unable to agree en the method of
these costs, the
w:JI !Je submitted to the Commission for resolution
md the decision of the Commfss:on wilf be bfnciinq on tf7e Parties. and
shall
3e!Jer with an interconnection to idaho Power's
of equal
and
as existed prior to ldal7o Power exercising its nghts under this Paragraph 5.4.

6.

G. 1
Assignment. This Agreement may be assigned
either Party upon
1) calenclar days pnor wntten notice and
to object by the other
that:
6. 1. 1 Either Party may assign this Agreement wtthout the consent of the other
Party to any affiliate of the assigning Party with an equal or greater credit
and with
che legal authority and operational ability to satisfy the obligations of the
Party
under this Agreement.
6. 1. 2 The Seller shall have the right to contingently assign this Agreement,
without the consent of the Company, for cof!aterai security purposes to aid in providing
financing for the Generation Facility, provided that the Seller ·,viii promptly notify the
Company of any such contingent assignment

6. 1. 3 Any attempted assignment that violates this article is void and ineffective.
Assignment shall not relieve a Party of its obligations, nor shall a Party's obligations be
enlarged, in whole or in part, by reason thereof. An assignee is responsible for meeting
the same fin anew!, . credit, and insurance obligations as the Seller. Where required,
consent to assignment wt/1 not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed.
6.2
I imitation of LiabilitY.. Each Party's liability to the other Party for any loss, cost.
claim, injury, liability, or expense, including reasonable attorney's fees, relating to or arising from
any act or omission in its perfonnance of this Agreement, shalf be limited to the amount of direct
damage actually incurred. In no event shall either Party be liable to the other Party for any
indirect, special, consequential, or punitive damages, except as authonzed by t/?is Agreement.
6.3

lndemnitv.

6.3. 1 This provision protects each Party from liability incurred to third parties as
a result of carrying out the provisions of tllis Agreement Liability under this provision is
exempt from the genera/limitations on liability found in Article 6.2.
6.3.2 The Parties shalf at all times indemnify defend, and hold the other Party
.0armfess from, any and all damages, losses, claims. including claims ond actions
relating to injury to or death of :my person or damage to propertv, demand, suits,
recoveries, costs and expenses, cow1
attorney fees, and all other obligations by
or to rhird parties, Jrtsing out of or resulting from the other Party's action or f'c11lure to
meet its obiigations under this Agreement on bel!alf of the
Patty except in
cases of gross negligence or ;ntentiona/ wrongdoing hy the indemnified Party.
6 3. 3 If an indemnified nerson is entitled to indemnification under rl7is article as
a result of a claim /)y a t!Jircf
and the incfemmfying Pa1ty
"J/1er nonce and
reasonafJie opportunity to proceed under this article, to assume the rfefnnse of such
claim, such indemnified person may at tho
of tho mdemnifying Party

idaho Power Company
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or pay in

sucll claim.

6.3.4 If an indemmfying pwty is obligated to indemnify and hold any
'ndemmfied person harmless under
afticie, U?e amount owing to the
person shall be the amount of sue/?
person's actual loss, net of any
msurance or other recovety.
6. 3. 5 Promptly after receipt by an indemnified person of any claim or notice of
!he commencement of any action or administrative or legal proceerling or investigation
as to which t!w indemmty provided for in this article may apply, the indemmfied person
shall notify the indemmfying party of sue/? fact. Any failure of or delay m such notification
shall be a Material Breach and :shafl not affect a Party's indemnification obligation unless
such fmlure or delay is materially prejucltcial to the indemnifying party
6.4
Force MaJeure As used in this Agreement, ''Force Majeure" or 'an event of
F-orce l'v1ajeure" means any cause beyond the control of the Seller or of. tfw Company which,
c1espite the exercise of due diligence, sucl1 Party is unable to prevent or overcome. Force
Majeure includes, but is not limited to, acts of God, fire. flood, storms. wars, hostilities, civil
strife, strikes and other labor disturbances, earthquakes. fires, lightning, epidemics, sabotage, or
changes in law or regulation occurring after the Operation Date, which, by the exercise of
reasonable foresigl7t such party could not reasonably have JJeen expected to avoid and by the
exercise of due diligence. it shall be unable to overcome. If either Party is rendered wholly or in
part unable to perform its obligations under this Agreement because of an event of Force
:VIaJeure. both Parties shall be excused from whatever performance is affected by the event of
Force Majeure, provided that:
(1)
The. non-performing Party shall, as soon as is reasonably possible after
the occurrence of the Force Majeure, give the other Party written notice describing the
pafticulars of the occurrence.
(2)
The suspension of performance shall be of no greater scope and of no
longer duration than is required by the event of Force Majeure.
(3)
No obligations of either Patty which arose before the occurrence causing
the suspension of performance and which could and should have been ful!y performed
before such occurrence shall be excused as a result of such occurrence.

Idaho Power Company
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any of tho lorrns or (:onc!Jt:ons of
iflis
(a Default" or an Event of
Party shall cause
notice m ~vnting to be given to the defaulting Party,
the manner in 'iVhich sucr1
occurred if the ciefauiting
shall f.1il to cure such Default ·.vithm the
days after service of such notice, or if /he defaulting Patty reasona/J/y demonstrates
ro the other
that tho Dcfoult can be cur&d within a commercially reasonable lime
!Jut not wlthm such
(60) day penod and then fails to diligently pursue sucn cure,
!hen. the noncfefaulting Party may, at its option, terminate this Agreement and/or pursue
1/s legal or eqwtatJ!e remedies.

6. 5. 2
The notice snd cure provisions in Paragraph 6. 6. J cio
not apply to Defaults Identified in this Agreement as Material Breaches. :vlaterial
Breaches must be cured as expeditiously as possible fo!iowing occurrence of the
breach

7

'11.!2JJ.rance.
Owing the term of this Agreement, Seller shall secure and continuously carry the following
msurance coverage:

7.1
Comprehensive General Liability Insurance for both bodily injwy and property
riamage with limits equal to $1,000,000, each occurrence; combined single limit. The deductible
for such insurance shail be consistent with current Insurance Industry Utility practices for sirmlar
property.

7. 2
The above insurance coverage shall be placed with an insurance company with
an AM. Best Company rating of A- or better and shall include.''
(a)
An enctorsement naming Idaho Power as an additional insured and loss
payee as applicable; and
(b)
A provision stating that such policy shall not be canceled or the limits of
liability reduced without sixty (60) days' prior written notice to Idaho Power.
7.3
Seller to Provide Certificate of Insurance. As required in Paragraph 7 herein and
unnuafly thereafter, Seller shall furnish the Company a certificate of insurance, together w1th the
endorsements required therein, evidencing the coverage as set forth above.

7.4
Seller to Notify Idaho Power of Loss of Coveraoo - If the 1hsurance coverage
required by Paragraph 7. 1 shall lapse for any reason, Seller will immediately notify Idaho Power
in writing. The notice will advise Idaho Power of the specific reason for t!1e !apse and the steps
Seller is taking to reinstate the coverage. Failure to provide this notice and to expeditiously
reinstate or replace the coverage wtlf constitute wounds for a temporary disconnection under
Section 5. 3 and will be a I'v1atenal Breach.
8.

Miscellaneous.

8. 1
The vaticfity, interpretation and enforcement of this Ar;rcement
and each of ils provisions shall be governerJ by the laws of the state of lifaho wtlhout regard to
;ts conflicts of law princtples.
8. 2
.Salvage. No later tlwn sixty (60) days after the terrnmalion or expiratton of this
Agreement, lclal7o Power will prepare and forward 10 Seller an estfrnate of the
value

~daho
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interconnection Fclcilities as
under
12 and/or
described m this
less the cost of removal and transfer to Idaho Power's nearest
if the Interconnection
will !Je removed. If Seller elects not to obtam
ownership of the Interconnection Facilities but instead wishes that Idaho Power reimburse the
Seller for said FaCilities the
may
Idaho Power for tho net
value as
c:sttmated by idaho Power and lciaho Power shall pay sucf1 amount to Seller '•Vithin thirty
c'fays after receipt of the invoice. Seller shall have the right to offset the invoice amount
:my present or future payments due idaho Power.

9.
9.1
Unless otherNise provided in :his Agreement, any 'Nntten ;;otice,
demand, or request required or authonzed in conrection w1th this Agreement ("Notice'') shall be
deemed properly g1ven if delivered 1n person, delivered by recognized national curner service,
or sent by first class maiL postage prepaid, to the person specified below:

If to the Seller:

Seller:----·-------------------~-~
Attention: - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address:

If to the Company:
idaho Power Company - Delivery
Attention: Operations Manager
1221 W. Idaho Street
Boise: Idaho 83702
Phone: 208-388.-5669 Fax: 208-388-5504
9.2
cut below:

_Billing and PaJ:ment.

Billings and payments shall be sent to the addresses set

Seller:
Attention:

--------·-----------------------------------------------------------------------1\ddress: - - - - - - - - - - - - - idaho Power Company - Delivery
Attention: Corporate Cashier
PO Box 447
Salt Lake City Utah 84110-044 7
Phone: 208-388-5697 email: asloan@idahopower.com
9.3
The Parties may also des1gnate
0perating representatives to conduct the communications which may !Je necessary or
convenient for the administration of this .Agreement. This person will also serve as the
of
·:ontact w;th respect to operations and rnaln~enance of the Party's facilities.

idaho Power Company
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Seller's Operating Representative:
Seller:

Company's Operating Representative:
;daho Power Company Attention: Regional Outage Coordinator- Regional Dispatch
1221 VV. idaho Street
Idaho 83702
bus1ness hours
i:Jhone: 208-388-2633, 388-51
or 388-5175 dunng
(after hours Southern Region 208-388-5190).

95
g1v!ng five (5) Business Days written notice pnor

Either Party may
the effectlve date of the

~~~'""..'"'

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have caused this Agreement to be executed by their
respective duly authorized
For the Seller
Name:

For the Company
Name:
rv1anager, Grid

- Idaho Power Company, Delivery

idaho Power Company
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Attachment 1

Interconnection Details
Type of lntercom~ection Service:
Full Output:
Nom1nal Delivery

Studied as an Idaho Power f\letwork Resource under PURPA
2MW
~2.5kV

General Facility Description
The proposea
wi!l connect to 1daho Power's 12.5kV system on Idaho Power Company's
Buckhorn ( BKHN-041 \ distribution line. The total project output is 1 2 MW.

Interconnection Point
fhe interconnection Point for the Double 8 Da1ry Digester Project will be the low-side bushings on the
pacimounted transformer (DB1). The project's location is in T12S R21E Section 18 of Cassia County,
!daho. A drawing identifying the Point of Interconnection is inciuded as Attachment 2. The Point of
Change of Ownership will be the low-side bushings on the padmounted transformer (D81).

Seller's Interconnection Facilities
The Seller wt!J install generators, low-side disconnect S'vVitches, all wiring and conduit between the
generators and the padmounted transformer, appropriate grounding measures, and associated
auxiliary equipment. The Seller will build underground facilities to the Point of Change of Ownership for
the generator facility. The low-side disconnect switct) shall be visible, lockable, w1thin ten ( 10) feet of
the padmounted transformers, and accessible to Idaho Power personnel.
The Seller will install equipment to receive signals from ldaho Power Company Grid Operations for
Generator Output Limit Control ("GOLC") - see Attachment 4 Operating Requirements.
The Seller will provide phone service
Tolec:ommumcaflons below.

to

!PCo's generator interconnect package as described in

All interconnection equipment eiectricafly located on the generator side of the Point of Change
Ownership shall be owned and maintained by the Seller.

Other Facilities Provided by Seller
Telecommunications
!n addition to communication circuits ~hat may be needed by the Sel!er, the Seller shall provide the
following communication circuits for Idaho Power's use:

1. One POTS (P!ain Old Telephone Service) dial-up circuit for revenue metering at the generation
interconnection site.
2.

One DDS (Digital Data Service) circUit guaranteed minimum data rate of 19,200 bits per second for
SCADA between the generation interconnection s1te and a point designated by Idaho Power
Company.

The Seller is required to coordinate with the local communications provider to provide the
cor'lmunications circuits and pay the associated monthly charges. The communication cwcu,ts will
need to be installed and operational prior to generating into Idaho Power system. Note that installation
the local communications provider may take several months and should be ordered in ad,;ance to
wo:d delaying the project. If the communtcation circUit types listed above are not available at lhe site
the local communications prov:der, :he Seller :;;hail confer with Idaho Power.

Generator lntercon

:daho Power Company

If high voltage

is required by the local communications provider for the
the
voltage
assembly shall be engineered and supolied by the Seller.
are available
for 1ndoor or outdoor
The high voltage protection assembly shall be located in a manner that
t;rovides Idaho Power 24-tlour access to the assembly for communications trouble-shooting of Idaho
Power owned equipment.
,,

Ground Fault Equipment
The Seller will install
faurt
Jrnps at the Interconnection Point.

equ:pment tnat will limit the zero sequence fault current to 20

:vtonitoring Information
if the Interconnection Customer requires the ab:lity to monitor information related to the Idaho Power
:·ecloser in the generation interconnection package they are required to supply their own
~:ommunications cwcuit to the control box.
Local Service
The Seller is responsible to arrange for local service to their site. as necessary.
Easements
The Seller will secure underground and overhead easements with Double B Dairy once a spec1fic route
is determined. The Seller will orovide to IPCO a surveyed (Metes & Bounds) legal description along
with exhibit map for IPCO's facilities. After the legal description has been delivered to IPCO for review.
!PCO w111 supply to the Seiler a completed IPCO easement for signature by the rand owner of record.
Once the signatures have been secured, the Seller wi!i return the signed easement to iPCO for
recording. IPCO construction will not proceed untiltt)e appropriate easements are secured.

Idaho Power Comp;hy's interconnection Facilities
Idaho Power w1ll install a standard generatiorh,jnterconnectlon package on the existing distribution

feeder ,BKHN-041) on private property southwestofthe intersection of 1200 South and 11 00 'Nest in
will include four distribution poles to mount a
Cassia County, Idaho. The new interconnection
·ocal service transformer, solid blade disconnects, primary metering package, recloser, relays, fuses
and riser necessary for the package. The interconnection will be controlled by a SEL -311 C line
protection
fhe relay will be located in a pole mounted enclosure and will also contain a test
switch (TS4), SLSS, modems, Isolation interface, power supply, DC converter, control switch and surge
protector.
!daho Power will install (and subsequently own and maintain) one 1500 kVA 277/480 to 12.47 kV
Grounded Wye I Grounded Wye padmounted transformer on top of a vault Conduit and underground
.:;abies will be installed from the interconnection package to padmounted transformer. Protective posts
'NIII be installed to protect the ground mounted equtpment from damage.
A 2" conduit will be installed alongside the underground primary to facilitate information exchange to ~he
customer about the recloser. (The Interconnection Customer is responsible for providing and :nstalling
the appropriate cable).

A.ll interconnection equipment electrically located on the utiiity side of the Point of Change Ownership
shall be owned. operated, and maintained by Idaho Power.

Power Cornpany
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Estimated Cost & OWnership: The

Generation Fadlities:
ProviJed
Seller

Scllcr

.\

f lttcrnmnection Facilities:
bc~HJ

Generauon !utcrconnection
and

~00

IPCO

k V:\Transformer

!PCO

TOTAL···-····~··········
PROJECT GRAJ\'D TOTAL
Full payment iS required up front ln 3ccordance with Schedule
unless payment
made in advance vvith Idaho Power Operations Finance (see Attachment 3).
for construction activtties 'Niii be based upon actual

are
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Attachment 3
}Ii!estones:
idaho Power Company agrees only to the Construction timelines under its direct control
provided in the Facility Study Report for tr1is Project.
2. These milestones will begin, and the construction schedule referenced below, ~;viii only be vai1d
upon receipt of funding in fuil from the Seller or their authorized third party no later than the date
set forth below for such payment Additionally, failure by Seller to make the required payments
as set forth in this Agreement by the datets) specified below will be a material breach of thrs
Agreement, which may result in any or all of the following: (i) loss of rn:lestone dates and
construction schedules set forth below: (ii) ;mmediate termination of this Agreement by idaho
Power: (iii) removal from the generator interconnection queue.
Critical milestones and responsibility as agreed to by the Parties:

5/31/12

Seller

10/11/12

Seller

10/31/12

IPCO

IPCO receives the remaining balance of Construction
estimate $245,000 OR Credit arrangements are approved
byJPCO
Customer GOLC ready to connect & customer telecomm
requirements are complete
IPCO Construction Complete

11/15/12

IPCO

IPCO Commissioning Complete

12/12/12

IPCO

Project Leader issues Construction Complete Letter

12/12/12

Seller

Customer testing begins

Seller

Customer's requested In-Service Date

Agreed to by:

For ihe Seller:
For the Transmission Provider
!daho Power Company, Delivery

Idaho Power Company
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the Seller

to

Operating Requirements
The project is required to comply w;th the
Voltage and Current Distortion Limits found in
iEEE Standard 519-i992 IEEE r:?ecommended Practices and
for 1-!armonic Control in
E:!ectrical Power Systems or any subsequent standards dS they rray be updated from time to time.
Seiler will be able to modify power plant facilities on the generator side of the Interconnection Point wrth
no impact upon the operation of the transmission system 'Nhenever the generation facilities ore
::lectrically isolated from tile transmssron system and a terminal clearance IS issued by Idaho Power
Company's Gnd Operator.

Generator Output Limit Control ("Re-dispatch" or "GOLC")
The ProJect will be subject to reductions directed by Idaho Power Company Grid Operations
transmission system contingencies and other reliability events. When
conditions occur, the
Project w1ll be subject to Generator Output Limit Control ("GOLC") and have equipment
of
receiving signals from Idaho Power for GOLC. Generator Output Limit Control will be a setpoint from
Idaho Power to the Project indicating maximum output allowed.
flicker at startup and during operation w1!1 be limited to less than 5% as measured at the
!ilterconnection Point. For this to occur, the current cannot exceed.65 Amps during start up at the 12.5
'<V voitage level. This forces the generating facility to start the generators separately.

Low Voltage Ride Through
The Project must be capable of riding through faults on adjacent section of the power system without
'ripping due to low voltage, It has been determined. through study, that the Project must be capable of
remam1ng interconnected for any single phase voltage as low as 0. 7 PU for 30 cycles, and for ail three
phase voltages as low as 0.8 PU for 30 cycles.

Ground Fault Equipment
The Seller wtll install transformer configurations that provide a ground source to the transmission
system.

!daho Power Company
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,t\ttachment 5

The proJect must be controlled to operate at unity power
+/- 400 kVar. Voltage flicker at startup
and during operat1on will be limited to less than 5% 3S measured at the Interconnection Po1nt
:Iicker at startup and during operation will be limited to less than 5% as measured at the Interconnection
Point

ldaho Power Company
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Attachment 6

As provtded in Schedule 72 th1s Attachment describes Upgrades,
Upgrades, and provides an itemized best estimate of the cost of the required facilities.

Upgrades

Distribution Upgrades
n/a

Oi.\tribution l. 'pgrades:
aa

Interconnection costs (/rom Attachment 1)
Proiect GRAJV'i!J tOTAL

I
!
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ATTACHMENT 30

Harris, Joshua
From:
Sent:

Leslie White [lwhite@exergydeveiopment.com]
June 11, 2012 6:06 PM
Joshua
RE: Draft G!A - Project #308 Double B Dairy

To:
Subject:

Hello Josh,
·.v1fl

you a caH tomorrow to follow up.

Leslie

from: Hams, Joshua [mailto:JHarris@idahopower.com]

Sent: Monday, June 11, 2012 2:26 PM
To: Leslie White
Subject: RE: Draft GIA - Project #308 Double B Dairy

1 ieft you a v-mail. How much time do you need? I am bound by some time constraints In order to
progressing through our queue.
Thanks,
Josh Harris I Operations Analvst
208.388.5751

I idaho Power Company

From: Leslie White [maiito:fwhiter.rnexergydevelopment.com]
Sent: :V1onday, June 11, 2012 1:39PM
To: Harris, Joshua
Subject: RE: Draft GIA - Project #308 Double B Dairy
Josh,
i would prefer to have a period of time to solidify with the dairyman that in fact this is the case with his dairy.
Thanks,
Leslie

From: Harris, Joshua [mailto:JHarris(6lidahopower ,com]
t"'onday, June 11, 2012 1:37 Pr-1

sent:

To: Leslie White

Subject: RE: Draft GIA- Project #308 Double 8 Dairy

!hanks for the information. So to clarify, your are choosing not to proceed with this project, correct? if so, !'II send out
an official withdrawal letter.
rhanks,
Jcsh Harris I Operations Analyst
.:08.388.5751

I idaho Power Company

From: Leslie White [maHto:lwhite@Jexergy:development.com]

Sent: Monday, June 11, 2012
To: Harris, Joshua

8:14AM

Cc: Hackett, Eric; Bauer, Rich; S!oan, Aubrae

Subject: RE: Draft GIA- Project #308 Double B Dairy
Good morning Josh,
~Ar. Bettencourt, the dairy owner, has indicated that he is having difficulty with this dairy or may be selling it. VVith that
indication vve are not ready to execute these documents.

Thank you,
Leslie

From: Harris, Joshua [mailto:JHarris@idahoQower.com]
Wednesday, l'v1ay 09, 2012 2:52 PM
To: Leslie White

Sent:

2

Cc: Hackett, Eric; Bauer, Rich; Sloan, Aubrae

Subject:

GIA-

#308 Double B

fhe attached is
rnailed to you today. Please provide the contact information for Section 9 and items listed in cover
etter
date outlined. Please let me know if you have any questions.

1

Thanks,
Josh Harris
~221

~=

Analyst

I !daho Povter Company

W. Idaho Street, Boise, Idaho 83702
433-3571

388-5751

I G: ~~=~.>:~.~!.!~~"-!.!.!

.,..,his m.msmission HlU}' ~omam mtOrmadon that is privileged·, contldenual J.Ild/or exempt ti0m disciosure '...mder Hpphcahle ~aw. lfyou are not rhe 1nten~icd rectpxnt~ you
thdt any disdosure,
<Jf use of :he mf\umatwn ~;Yntatnet1 heteln
any retiance thereon) 1S ::-;TRICTL Y PROHiBITED. if )-'OU
transmission in error. ;;lease
con Bet rhe sender and destroy the materia! in its er.tlrety,
m decrrcnlc or nu:nl copy fcrmal. Thlllik you.

3

OCrcby
thrs
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ATTACHMENT 31

Clark, Danie!le
From:

Sent:
To:

2012 9:54AM
Gl308
FinalGIA_308.pdf:

Attachments:

line 308.pdf

FYI

Josh Harris
C)PEqATICNS ANALYST
idano Power i Ge:Jerator Interconnection

From: Harris, Joshua
Sent:
June 19, 2012 3:49 PM
To: 'Leslie White'
Cc: Park, Tessia
Subject: Final GIA - Double B Dairy GI308

The attached was sent to you in the mail
Pi ease let me know if you have any questions.

Josh Harris
OPERATiONS ANALYST

daho Power
1221

I Generator interconnection

Idaho Street

?/ork 208-388-5751
"'lX 208-433-3571

I Bolse, Idaho I 83702

please note the time line in the letter for document execution

June !9, 2012
Via email & Certified ?¥'1oil if. 70113500000156449105

Leslie White
Development Group of Idaho, LLC
\02 W Bannock, Suite 1200
iD x3702

Re: Double B Dairy Digester Project- Generator Interconnection Agreement iGIA} #308
Dear Leslie:
\ttached is the Final GIA, Please complete the NOTICES inionnation, and
and retum both
sds as soon as possible. We will return a fully executed copy of the si!:,'Th1.ture pages tor your
These need to be returned to me

written notification to Idaho Power Company ATTN: Tess Park=-==-=-=::.:..!!.
~~--'"-"""'--=""'"'''"" so that we may prepare
updates fur
When you are ready fbr testing please contact Idaho Power's
Coordinator's desk during
nonnal business hours at least seven (7) days in advance, at 208-388-2633, 5125 or 5175. lf
<:ontact needs to be made after hours, please call Southern Regional Dispatch 208-388-5190.
you have any further questions, please don't hesitate to call.
Sincerely,

Josh Hanis
Operations Analyst
Ph 208-388-2658

Encl:

2 copies- Final GIA fbr Double B Dairy Digester Project

Cc:

Tess Park/ IPC

idaho Power Company
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June 19, 2012

ENERATOR INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT
Schedule 72

DOUBLE B DAIRY DIGESTER PROJECT
1.2MW
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This Generator Interconnection ,Agreement ("Agreement') under Idaho Power Company's
day of
2012 between
Schedule 72 is 8ffective as of !he
--~~----------.,,,,- __, ..,,,,,----~---~----' ("Se1ler", 'Customer" or "The Project') and idaho Power Company
, "idaho Power".
, "IPCO" or 'Transmission Ovmer").
,RECITALS
A.
Seller will own or operate a Generation Facility that qualifies for service under lclaho
Power's Commission~approved Schedule 72 and any successor schedule.
B.
The Generation Facility covered by this Agreement is more particularly described m
Attachment 1.

1.
Capitalized Terms
Capitalized terms used herein shall have the same meanings as defined in Schedule 72 or in the body
of this Agreement.
2.
Terms and Conditions
This Agreement and Schedule 72 provide the rates, cf1arges, tetms and conditions under which the
Seller's Generation Facility will interconnect with, and operate in parallel with, t!Je Company's
transmtssion/distribution system. Tetms defined in Schedule 72 will have the same defined meaning in
tl?is Agreement. ff tllere is any conflict between the terms of this Agreement and Schedule 72,
Schedule 72 shall prevail
3.
This Agreement is not an agreement to purchase Seller's power
Purchase of Seller's power and other services that Seller may require will be covered under separate
agreements. Nothing in this Agreement is intended to affect any other agreement bei:'Neen the
Company and Seller.
4.
Attachments
Attached to this Agreement and included by reference are the following:

Attachment 1 - Description and Costs of the Generation Facility, Interconnection
Facilities, and Metering Equipment.
Attachment 2 - One-fine Diagram Depicting the Generation Facility, Interconnection
Facilities, Metering Equipment and Upgrades.
Attachment 3- Milestones For Interconnecting the Generation Facility.
Attachment 4 - Additional Operating Requirements for the Company's Transmission
System Needed to Support the Seller's Generation Facility.
[~ttachment

5- Reactive Pov;~er.

Attachment 6- Description of Upgrades required to integrate t11e Generation Facility and
Best Estimate of Upgrade Costs.

5.

Effective Date, Term, Tec_l]]ii1§1JQI1 and D~sconnectiQ[l.
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5. 1
Term of Agreement. Unless terminated earlier in accordance with the
of this Agreement, this Agreement shall become effective on the date specified above and
remain effective as long as Seller's Generation Facility is eligible for service under Schedule 72.

5.2. 1 Seller may voluntarf!y terminate this Agreement upon expiration or
termination of an agreement to sell power to the Company.
52 2
Section 6. 5.

/'dter a Default, either Party may terminate this Agreement pursuant to

5.2.3 Upon termination or expiration of this Agreement, the Seller's Generation
Facility will be disconnected from the Company's transmission/distribution system. The
termination or expiration of this Agreement shall not relieve either Party of its liabilities
:md obligations, owed or continuing at the time of the termination. The provisions of this
Section shall survive termination or expiration of this Agreement.
5.3
Temporary Disconnection. Temporary disconnection shall continue only for so
fong as reasonably necessary under 'Good Utility Practice." Good Utility Practice means any of
the practices, methods and acts engaged in or approved by a significant portion of the electric
industry during the relevant time period, or any of the practices, methods and acts which, in the
exercise of reasonable judgment in figflt of the facts known at t/Je time the decision was made.
·::auld have been expected to accomplish the desired result at a reasonable cost consistent with
good business practices, reliability, safety and expedition. Good Utility Practice is not intended
to be limited to the optimum practice, method, or act to the exclusion of all others, but rather to
he acceptable practices, methods, or acts generally accepted in the region. Good Utility
Practice includes compliance with WECC or NERC requirements. Payment of fast revenue
resulting from temporary disconnection shall be governed by the power purchase agreement.
5.3.1 Emergency Conditions. "Emergency Condition" means a condition or
s1tuation: (1) that in the judgment of the Party making the claim is imminently likely to
endanger life or property; or (2) that, in the case of the Company, is imminently likely (as
determined in a non-discriminatory manner) to cause a material adverse effect on the
security of. or damage to the Company's transmission/distribution system, file
Company's Interconnection Facilities or the equipment of the Company's customers; or
(3) that, in the case of the Seller, is imminently likely (as determined in a nondiscriminatory manner) to cause a material adverse effect on the reliability and security
of, or damage to, the Generation Faclfity or the Seller's Interconnection Facilities. Under
Emergency Conditions, either the Company or the Seller may immediately suspend
Interconnection service and temporarily disconnect the Generation Facility.
The
Company shall notify the Seifer promptly when it becomes aware of an Emergency
Condition that may reasonably be expected to affect the Seller's operation of the
Generation Facility. The Seller shall notify the Company promptly when it becomes
aware of an Emergency Condition that may reasonably be expected to affect the
c::ompany's equipment or service to the Company's customers.
To the extent
information is known, the notification shalf describe the Emergency Condition, the extent
of the damage or deficiency, the expected effect on the operation of both Parties'
facilities and operations, its anticipated duration, and the necessary corrective action.
5.3.2 Routine Maintenance, Construction, and Repair.
The Company may
interrupt interconnection service or curtail the output of the Seller's Generation Faciiity
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and temporarily disconnect the Generation Facility from the
transmission/distribution system when necessary for routine maintenance. construction,
and repairs on the Company's transmission/distribution system. The Company w;Jt
rnake a reasonable attempt to contact the Seller prior to exercising its rights to interrupt
interconnection or curtail deliveries from the Seller's Facility. Seller understands that
rile case of emergency circumstances, real time operations of the "Jiectrical system.
and/or unplanned events. the Company may not be able to provide notice to the Seller
to interruption, curtailment or reduction of electrical energy deliveries to the
Company. The Company shall use reasonable efforts to coordinate such reduction or
temporary disconnection with the Seifer.
5.3.3 Scheduled Maintenance. On or before January 31 of each calendar year,
Seller shall submit a written proposed maintenance schedule of sigmficant Facility
mamtenance for that calendar year and tile Company and Seifer shall mutually agree as
to the acceptability of !he proposed schedule. The Parties determination as to the
acceptability of t11e Seller's timetable for sclleduled maintenance will take into
consideration Good Utility Practices, idaho Power system requirements and the Seller's
preferred schedule. Neither Patty shall unreasonably withhold acceptance of the
proposed maintenance schedule.
5.3.4. Maintenance Coordinarion. The Sefler and the Company shall, to t!1e
extent practical, coordinate their respective transmission/distribution system and
Generation Facility maintenance schedules such that they occur simultaneously. Seller
shall provide and maintain adequate protective equipment sufficient to prevent damage
to tfle Generation Facility and Seller-furnished Interconnection Facilities. In some cases,
some of Seller's protective relays will provide back-up protection for Idaho Power's
racHities. In that event. Idaho Power will test such refays annually and Seifer will pay the
actual cost of such annual testing.
5.3.5 Forced Outages. During any forced outage, the Company may suspend
interconnection servtce to effect immediate repairs on the Company's
transmission/distribution system. The Company shall use reasonable efforts to provide
the Seller with prior notice. If prior notice is not given, the Company shalf, upon request,
provide the Seller wntten documentation after the fact explaining the circumstances of
the disconnection.
5.3.6 Adverse Operating Effects. The Company shall notify the Seller as soon
as practicable if, based on Good Utility Practice, operation of the Seifer's Generation
Facility may cause disruption or deterioration of service to other customers served from
the same electric system. or if operating the Generation Facility could cause damage to
the Company's transmission/distribution system or other affected systems. Supporting
documentation used to reach the decision to disconnect shall be provided to the Seller
upon request. If, after notice, the Seller fails to remedy the adverse operating effect
within a reasonable time, the Company may disconnect the Generation Facility. T!te
Company shall provide the Seller with reasonable notice of such disconnection, unless
the provisions of Article 5.3.1 apply.
5.3.7 ~tfodJfication of the Generation Facility. The Seller must receive written
authorization from the Company before making any change to the Generation Fact!ity
that may have a material impact on the safety or reliability of t11e Company's
transmission/distribution system. Such authorization shalf not be unreasonably Withheld.
Modifications shall be done in accordance with Good Utility Practice. If t11e Seiler makes
such mocfification vvithout the Company's prior written authorization, the fatter shall have
the right to temporarily disconnect the Generation Facility.
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5.3.8 Reconnection. The Patties shall cooperate with each other to restore the
Generation
Fac1/ity,
Interconnection
Facliities.
and
the
Company's
transmission/distribution system to their normal operating state as soon as reasonably
practicable following a temporary disconnection.
5.3.9 Voltage Levels. Seller, in accordance with Goor:J Utility Practices, shall
minimize voltage fluctuations and maintain voitage levels acceptable to Idaho Power.
Idaho Power may, in accordance with Good Utility Practices, upon one hundred eighty
( f 80) days' notice to the Seller, change its nominal operating voltage level by more than
ten percent (10%) at the Point of Delivery, in which case Seller shall modify, at Idaho
Powers expense, Seiler's equipment as necessary to accommodate the modified
nommal operating voitage level.
5.4

{and Rights.

5.4. 1 Seller to Provide Access. Seller hereby grants to Idaho Power for the
term of this Agreement all necessary rights-of-way and easements to install, operate,
mamtain, replace, and remove Idaho Power's Metering Equipment, Interconnection
Equipment, Disconnection Equipment, Protection Equipment and other Soecial Facilities
necessary or useful to t/1/s Agreement, including adequate and continuing access rights
on property of Seller. Seller warrants that it has procured sufficient easements and
rights-of-way from third patties so as to provide Idaho Power with the access described
above. All documents granting such easements or rights-of-way shall be subject to
idaho Power's approval and in recordable form.
5.4.2 Use of Public Rights-of.-Wa¥,. The Patties agree t/Jat it is necessary to
JVoid the adverse environmental and operating impacts that vv·ould occur as a result of
duplicate electric lines being constructed in close proximity. Therefore, subject to Idaho
Power's compliance with Paragraph 5.4.4, Seller agrees that should Seiler seek and
receive from any local. state or federal governmental body the right to erect, construct
and maintain Se/!er-fumished Interconnection Facilities upon, along and over any and all
public roads, streets and higl1ways, then the use by Seller of such public right-of-way
shalf be subordinate to any future use by Idaho Power of such public rig/it-of-way for
construction and/or maintenance of electric distribution and transmission facilities and
Idaho Power may claim use of such public right-of-way for such purposes at any time.
Except as required by Paragraph 5.4.4, Idaho Power shall not be required to
compensate Seller for exercising its rights under this Paragraph 5.4. 2.
5.4.3 Joint Use of Facilities.
:Subject to Idaho Power's compliance with
Paragraph 15.4.4, Idaho Power may use and attach its distribution and/or transmission
facilities to Seller's Interconnection Facilities, may reconstruct Seller's interconnection
Facilities to accommodate Idaho Power's usage or Idaho Power may construct its own
distribution or transmission facilities along, over and above any public right-of-way
acquired from Seller pursuant to Paragraph 5.4.2, attaching Seller's Interconnection
Facilities to such newly constructed facilities. Except as required by Paragraph 54A
!daho Power shall not be required to compensate Seller for exercising its rights under
this Paragraph 5.4.3.
5. 4. 4 [:onditions of Use. It is the intention of the Patties that the Seifer be !eft in
substantially the same condition, both financially and electrically, as Seller existed prior
to Idaho Powers exercising its rights under this Paragraph 5.4. Therefore, the Parties
agree that the exerc1se by Idaho Power of any of t11e rights enumerated in Paragrapt1s
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5.4.2 and 5.43 shall:
comply with all applicable laws, codes and Good Utility
Practices,
eqwtabfy share the costs of installing, owning and operating
used
:'actlities and nghts-of-way. If the Patties are unable to agree on the method of
1pportioning these costs. the dispute wt/1 be submitted to the Commission for resolution
and the clecision of the Commission will be binding on the Parties, and (3) shall prov1de
Soller \'lith an interconnection to Idaho Power's system of equal capac1ty and durability
as existed prior to Idaho Power exercising tts rights under this Paragraph 5. 4.
S.

6. 1
Assignment. This Agreement may be assigned by either Party upon tvventy-one
{21) calendar days prior written notice and opportunity to object by the other Party; provided
:hat:
6.1. 1 Either Party may assign this Agreement vvithout the consent of the other
to any affiliate of the assigning Party with an equal or greater credit rating and with
the legal authority and operational ability to satisfy the obligations of the assigning Party
under this Agreement.
6.1.2 The Seifer shall have the right to contingently assign this Agreement,
:vithout the consent of the Company, for collateral security purposes to aid in providing
financing for the Generation Facility, provided that the Seller will promptly notify the
Company of any such contingent assignment.
6.1.3 Any attempted assignment that violates this article is void and ineffective.
Assignment shall not relieve a Party of its obligations, nor shafl a Party's obligations be
enlarged, in whofe or in part. by reason thereof. An assignee is responsible for meeting
rl7e same financial, credit, and insurance obligations as the Seller. Where reqwred,
consent to assignment vvi!l not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or deiayed.
cost,
6.2
Limitation of Liability. Each Patty's liability to the other Party for any
claim, injury, liability, or expense, including reasonable attorney's fees, relating to or arising from
any act or omission in its performance of this Agreement, shall be limited to the amount of direct
damage actually incurred. In no event shall either Party be liable to the other Party for any
'ndirect. special, consequential. or punitive damages, except as authotized by this Agreement.
6.3

Indemnity.

63.1 This provision protects each Party from liability incurred to third parties as
a result of carrying out the provisions of this Agreement. Liability under this provision is
exempt from the genera/limitations on liability found in Article 6.2.
6.3.2 The Parties shall at all times indemnify, defend, and hold the other Party
harmless from, any and all damages, losses, cfaims. including claims and actions
relating to injury to or death of any person or damage to oroperty, demand, suits,
recoveries, costs and expenses, court costs, attorney fees, and all ot11er obligations by
or to third patties, arising out of or resulting from the other Party's action or fat1ure to
rneet its obligations under this Agreement on behalf of the indemnifying Party, except in
cases of gross negligence or intentional wrongdoing by the indemnified Party.
6.3.3 If an indemnified person is entitled to indemnification under tt1is article as
a result of a ciaim by a third party, and the indemnifying Party fails, after notice and
reasonable opportunity to proceed under this attic!e, to assume the defense of sucll
claim, such inclemmfied person may at the expense of the indemmfying Party contest,
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settle or consent to the entry of any judgment with respect to, or pay in
Failure to defend is a Material Breach

:wch claim.

6.3.4 If an indemnifying party is obligated to indemnify and /10/d any
indemnified person harmless under this article, the amount owmg to the indemnified
person shall be the amount of such indemnified person's actual ioss, net of any
insurance or other recovery.
6.3.5 Promptly after receipt by an indemnified person of any claim or notice of
the commencement of any action or administrative or !ega/ proceeding or investigation
as to which the indemnity provided for in tllis article may apply, the indemnified person
shall notify the indemmfying party of such fact. Any failure of or delay in such notification
shall be a Material Breach and shall not affect a Party's indemmfication obligation unless
such failure or delay is materially prejudicial to the indemmfying party.
6.4
Force Majeure. As used in this Agreement, 'Force Majeure" or 'an event of
Force Majeure" means any cause beyond the control of the Seller or of the Company which,
despite the exercise of due dliigence, such Party is unable to prevent or overcome. Force
Majeure includes, but is not limited to, acts of God, fire, flood, storms, wars, hostilities, civil
strife, strikes and other labor disturbances, earthquakes, fires, lightning, epidemics, sabotage, or
cl'tanges in law or regulation occurring after the Operation Date, which, by the exercise of
reasonable foresight such party could not reasonably have been expected to avo1d and by the
exercise of due diNgence, it shafl be unable to overcome. !f f'JJther Party is rendered wlwlfy or in
part unable to perform its obligations under this Agreement because of an event of Force
Majeure, both Parties shall be excused from whatever performance is affected by the event of
Force Majeure, provided that:

(1)
The non-performing Party shall. as soon as is reasonably possible after
the occurrence of the Force Majeure, give the other Party written notice describing the
particulars of the occurrence.
(2)
The suspension of performance shall be of no greater scope and of no
longer duration than is required by tile event of Force Majeure.
(3)
No obligations of either Party which arose before the occurrence causing
the suspension of performance and which could and should have been fully performed
before such occurrence s!Ja/1 be excused as a result of such occurrence.
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6.5
6.5.1 Defaults. if either Party fails to perform any of the terms or conditions of
this Agreement (a ''Default" or an ''Event of Default'}, the nondefaulting Party shall cause
notice in writing to be given to the defaulting Party, specifying the manner in which such
default occurred. If the defaulting Party shall fail to cure such Default within the sixty
(60) days after service of such notice, or if the defaulting
reasonably demonstrates
to the other Party that the Default can be cured within a commercially reasonable time
but not within such sixty {60) day period and then fails to diligently pursue such cure,
then, the nondefau!ting Party may. at its option, terminate this Agreement and/or pursue
its legal or equitable remedies.
6.5.2

{!Aaterial Breaches. The noUce and cure provisions in Paragraph 6.6.1 do
.'vfaterial
Breaches must be cured as expeditiously as possible fa/towing occurrence of the
breach.

not apply to Defaults identified in tf7is Agreement as Material Breaches.

7.
:nsurance.
During the term of this Agreement, Seller s!taf/ secure and continuously carry the following
insurance coverage:

7. 1
Comprehensive General Liability Insurance for both bodily injury and property
damage with limits equal to $1,000,000, each occurrence, combined single limit. The deductible
:or such insurance shall be consistent with current Insurance lndustf"J Utility practices for similar
properly.
7.2
The above insurance coverage shall be placed with an insurance company with
an A.M. Best Company rating of A- or better and shall include:
(a)
An endorsement naming Idaho Power as an additional insured and loss
payee as applicable; and
(b)
A provision stating that such policy shall not be canceled or the limits of
liability reduced without sixty (60) days· prior written notice to Idaho Power.
7.3
§eller to Provide. Certificate of fnsurance. As required in Paragraph 7 herein and
annually thereafter, Seller shall furnish the Company a certificate of insurance, together with the
endorsements required therein, evidencing the coverage as set forth above.
7.4
Seller to Notify Idaho Power of Loss of Coverage - If the insurance coverage
required by Paragraph 7. 1 shalf !apse for any reason, Seller will immediately notify Idaho Power
in writing. The notice will advise Idaho Power of the specific reason for the lapse and the steps
Seller is taking to reinstate the coverage. Failure to provide this notice and to expeditiously
reinstate or replace the coverage will constitute grounds for a temporary disconnection under
Section 5.3 and will be a Material Breach.

8. 1
Governing Law. The validity, interpretation and enforcement of this Agreement
and each of its provisions shall be governed by the laws of the state of Idaho without regard to
:ts conflicts of law principles.
8.2
Salvage. No later than sixty (60) days after the termination or expiration of this
Agreement, idaho Power will prepare and fonvard to Seller an estimate of the remaining value
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of those Idaho Power furnished Interconnection Facilities as required under Scherluie 72 and/or
r:Jescnbed in this Agreement, Jess the cost of removal and transfer to Idaho Power's nearest
warehouse, if the Interconnection Facilities will be removed. If Seller elects not to obtain
ownership of the Interconnection Facilities but instead v•Jishes that Idaho Power reimburse the
Seller for said Facilities the Seller may invoice idaho Power for the net salvage value as
estimated by Idaho Power and Idaho Power shall pay such amount to Seifer Within thirty (30)
days after receipt of the invoice. Seller shalf have the right to offset the invoice amount against
any present or future payments due fdaho Power.

9.1
General. Unless otherwise provided in this Agreement, any written notice.
demand, or request required or authorized in connection with this Agreement ("Notice") shall be
deemed properly given if delivered in person, delivered by recognized national currier service,
or sent by first class mail, postage prepaid, to the person spectfled below:

If to the Seller:

Seiler:------------~-----------j~ttention: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,Zl,ddress:

---------------------=--------------------

!f to the Company:
1daho Power Company .. Delivery
Attention: Operations Manager
1221 W. Idaho Street
Boise: Idaho 83702
Phone: 208~388-5669 Fax: 208-388-5504
92
out below:

Billing and Payment. BBiings and payments shall be sent to the addresses set

Seller:-----------------------/J,ttention:
/\ddress: ~-----------------·-----------

:daho Power Company - Delivery
Attention: Corporate Cashier
PO Box447
Salt Lake City Utah 8411 0-044 7
Phone: 208-388-5697 email: asloan@idahopower.com

9.3
Designated Operating Representative.
The Parties may also designate
operating representatives to conduct the communications which may be rJecessary or
convenient for the administration of this Agreement This person will also serve as the po1nt of
contact with respect to operations and maintenance of the Party's facilities.
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Seller's Operating Representative:
Seller: .
.Attention: - - - - - - - - -

,Address:·-----------------

Company's Operating Representative:
Idaho Power Company- Delivery
.f\ttention: Regional Outage Coordinator- Regional Dispatch
221 W. Idaho Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone: 208-388-2633, 388-5125, or 388-5175 during regular business hours
(after hours Southern Region 208-388-5190).
9.5
Changes to the Notice Information. Either Party may change this information by
giving five (5) Business Days written not1ce prior to the effective date of the change.

10.

Signatures.

iN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have caused this Agreement to be executed by their
respective duly authorized representatives.

For the Seller
Name:

Date:

For the Company
Name:
Title: Director, Load Serving Operations - Idaho Power Company, Delivery
Date:
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Attachment 1

Type of Interconnection Service:
Full Output:

Nominal Delivery Voltage:

Interconnection Details
Studied as an Idaho Power Network Resource under PURPA
1.2 MW
12.5kV

General Facility Description
The proposed project will connect to Idaho Power's 12.5kV system on 1daho Power Company's
Buckhorn (BKHN-041) distribution line. The total proJect output is 1.2 MW.

lnterconnection Point
The interconnection Point for the Double 8 Dairy Digester Project will be the low-side bushings on the
padmounted transformer (081). The project's location is in T12S R2iE Section 18 of Cassia County,
!daho. A drawing identifying the Point of Interconnection is included as Attachment 2. The Point of
Change of Ownership will be the low-side bushings on the pad mounted transformer (081 ).
Seller's Interconnection Facilities
The Seller will install generators, low-side disconnect swttches, ail wiring and conduit between the
generators and the padmounted transformer, appropriate grounding measures, and associated
auxiliary equipment The Seller will build underground facilities to the Point of Change of Ownership for
the generator facility. The low-side disconnect switch shall be visible. lockable. within ten (1 0) feet of
the padmounted transformers. and accessible to !daho Power personnel.
The Seller will install equipment to receive signals from idaho Power Company Grid Operations for
Generator Output Limit Control ("GOLC") - see Attachment 4 Operating Requirements.
The Seller will provide phone service to lPCo's generator interconnect package as described in
Telecommunications below.

All interconnection equipment electrically located on the generator side of the Point of Change
Ownership shall be owned and mamtained by the Seller.

Other Facilities Provided by Seller
Telecommunications
In addition to communication circuits that may be needed by the Seller. the Seller shall provide the
following communication circuits for Idaho Power's use:
1. One POTS (Plain Old Telephone Service) dial-up circuit for revenue metering at the generation
interconnection site.
2. One DDS (Digital Data Service) circuit guaranteed minimum data rate of 19,200 bits per second for
SCADA between the generation interconnection site and a point designated by Idaho Power
Company.
The Seller is required to coordinate with the local communications provider to prov1de the
communications circuits and pay the associated monthly charges. The communication circuits \VIII
11eed to be installed and operational prior to generating into Idaho Power system. Note that installation

by the local communications provider may take several months and should be ordered in advance to
avoid delaying the project. If the communication circuit types listed above are not available at the site
by the ~ocal communications provider, the Seller shall confer INith Idaho Power.
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is required by the local communications provider for the incoming
the
voltage
assembly shall be engineered and supplied by the Seller Options are available
for mdoor or outdoor mounting. The
voltage protection assembly shall be located in a manner that
prov1des Idaho Power 24-hour access to the assembly for communications trouble-shooting of Idaho
Power owned equ1pment

Ground Fault Equipment
The Seller wHI install ground fault limiting equipment that will limit the zero sequence fault current to 20
:~mps at the Interconnection Point.

Monitoring Information
if the Interconnection Customer requ1res the ab11ity to monitor information related to the Idaho Power
recloser in the generation interconnection package they are required to supply :heir own
communications circuit to the control box.

Local Service
The SeHer is responsible to arrange for local serJice to their site, as necessary.
Easements
The Seller will secure underground and overhead easements with Double B Dairy once a speCific route
;s determined. The Seller v.tlll provide to iPCO a surveyed (Metes & Bounds) legal description along
with exhibit map for IPCO's facilities. After the :egai description has been delivered to IPCO for review,
IPCO will supply to the Seller a completed IPCO easement for s1gnature by the land owner of record.
Once the signatures have been secured. the Seller will return the signed easement to IPCO for
recording. IPCO construction will not proceed until the appropriate easements are secured.

Idaho Power Company's interconnection Facilities
Idaho Power w1rt install a standard generation interconnection package on the existing distribution
feeder ( BKHN-041) on pnvate property southwest of the intersection of 1200 South and 1100 'Nest in
Cassia County, Idaho. The new interconnection package will include four distribution poles to mount a
local servrce transformer. solid blade disconnects, primary metering package. recloser. relays, fuses
nnd riser necessary for the package. The interconnection will be controlled by a SEL-311 C line
protection relay. The relay will be located in a pole mounted enclosure and will also contain a test
switch (TS4),
modems, isolation interface, power supply, DC converter, control switch and surge
protector.
Idaho Power will install (and subsequently own and maintain) one 1500 kVA 277/480 to 12.47 kV
Grounded Wye I Grounded Wye padmounted transformer on top of a vault. Conduit and underground
cables vvlll be installed from the interconnection package to padmounted transformer. Protective posts
will be installed to protect the ground mounted equipment from damage.
to the
A 2" conduit will be installed alongside the underground primary to facilitate information
customer about the recloser. (The Interconnection Customer is responsible for providing and installing
the appropnate cable).

All interconnection equipment electrically located on the utillty side of the Point of Change Ownership
shall be owned, operated, and maintamed by Idaho Power.
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Genamion Facilities:
Provided
Seller

Se!ler

.\

Interconnection Facilities:

( )verhead Generation l nrerconnection
Equipmem :md 1500 kVA Transformer

:pco
[?CO

PROJECT GRAND TOTAL

SEE ATT,\CHMENT 6

Furl payment is required up front in accordance with Schedule 72, unless payment arrangements are
rnaae in advance with Idaho Power Operations Finance (see Attachment
for construction activities will be based upon actual expenditures.
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One-line Diagram
and Upgrades

uc;.UILUI

the Small Generation Facility, Interconnection Facilities.
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:'viilcstoncs:
1, Idaho Power Company agrees only to the Construction timel!nes under its direct control
'" n•nncon in the F ac1lity Study Report for this Project.
2. These milestones will begin, and the construction schedule referenced below, 1.vill only be valid
L;pon receipt of funding in full from the Seller or their authorized third party no later than the date
set forth below for such payment Additionally, failure by Se!ler to make the required payments
as set forth in this Agreement by the date(s) specified below will be a material breach of this
Agreement, which may result in any or all of the following: (i) loss of milestone dates and
•:::onstruction schedules set forth below: (ii) immediate term!nat1on of this Agreement by idaho
removal from the generator interconnection queue.
Power;
Critical milestones and responsibility as agreed to by the Parties:

119/12

Seller

11/11/12

Seller

!PCO receives the remaining balance of Construction
estimate $245,000 OR Credit arrangements are approved
byiPCO
Customer GOLC ready to connect & customer telecomm
requirements are complete
JPCO Construction Complete

11!30/12

IPCO

12/15/12

!PCO

IPCO Commissioning Complete

1/12/13

IPCO

Project Leader issues Construction Complete Letter

1/12/13

Seller

Customer testing begins

Seller

Customer's requested In-Service Date

Agreed to by:
For the Seller:

For the Transmission Provider
I iaho Power Company, Delivery

Generator Interconnection Agreement # 307

'daho Power Company

The Company sl1all

aiso provide requirements that must be met by the Seller prior to initiating

""''r"nc::.J operation w;th the Company's Transmission System.

Operating Requirements
The project is required to comply with the applicable Voltage and Current Distortion Um1ts found in
:EEE Standard 519-1992 IEEE F?ecommended Practices and Reqwrements for Harmonic Control in
Electrical Power Systems or any subsequent standards as they may be updated from time to time.
Seller wtil be able to modify power plant facilities on the generator side of the Interconnection Point with
10 impact upon the operation of the transmission system vvhenever the generation facilities are
,:;lectrically isolated from the transmission system and a terminal clearance IS issued by ldaho Power
Company's Grid Operator.

Generator Output Limit Control ("Re-dispatch" or "GOLC")
The Project will be subject to reductions directed by Idaho Power Company Grid Operations during
transmission system contingencies and other reliability events. When these conditions occur, the
?roject will be subject to Generator Output Limit Control ("GOLC") and have equipment capabie of
receiving signals from Idaho Power for GOLC. Generator Output limit Control will be a setpoint from
idaho Power to the Project indicating maximum output allowed.
'loltage flicker at startup and during operation will be limited to less than 5% as measured at the
Interconnection Point. For this to occur, the current cannot exceed 65 Amps during start up at the 12.5
kV voltage level. This forces the generating facility to start the generators separately.

Low Voltage Ride Through
The Project must oe capable of riding through faults on adjacent section of the power system without
tripping due to low voltage. It has been determined, through study, that the Project must be capable of
remaining interconnected for any single phase voltage as low as 0. 7 PU for 30 cycles, and for all three
phase voltages as low as 0.8 PU for 30 cycles.

:';round Fault Equipment
The Setler Will install transformer configurations that provide a ground source to the transmission
system.

idaho Power Company

Generator Interconnection Agreement # 307

F?eactive Power Requirements
The project must be controlled to operate at
power factor +/- 400 kVar, Voltage flicker at startup
and dunng operation will be limited to less than
as measured at the Interconnection Point Voltage
flicker at startup and during operation will be limited to less than 5% as measured at the Interconnection
Point.

Generator Interconnection Agreement # 307

idaho Power Company

rrwcrnnn

Network

in Schedule 72 this Attachment describes
Special
and provides an itemized best estimate of the cost of tile required facilities.

Upgrades
Distribution Upgrades
:118

Distribution Upgrades:
na

JODIL

!utercomwction costs (/'rom Attachment 1)
Project GRAND TOTAL
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IDAHO POWER COMPANY

ATTACHMENT 32

July
2012
VIA Email & Certified Mail #70113500000!56449044

L:slie White
Development
of idaho, LLC
302 W Bannock, Suite 1200
ID 83702

Double B

Project# 308- Ffi'JALIDEFICIENCY :.l'OriCE

Dear Leslie White:
letter dated June 19, 2012 Idaho Power provided you with a Final Generator fnterconnection
Double B Dairy project to be interconnected in Cassia County,
Agreement tor the
Idaho.

Group of Idaho was to execute and return to me the Agreement with the
20, 2012. That time period has now
Your application for
(]eneratwn Interconnection has now been deemed withdrawn and this
has been removed
t()r Idaho Power's Generator Interconnection
If you wish to
wit.IJ this
you must submit a nc:w application tor Generator Interconnection.
lnn>rn•·•nt

Sincerely,

Josh Harris
Operations Analyst
Ph 208.388.2658

;harris(C4idahopower. com
CC (via email}:
T css Park/IPC
Orlando Ciniglio/lPC
HackettJfPC
SloaruiPC
Donovan Wa!ker/iPC

'0
d)

{~)

?07l
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Group

Idaho, LLC

,\ttn: Leslie White

~e:

Double B

GI tt308 FSA Rel:imd

Dear Yfs.

interest of

of:my

,\ubme N. Sloan

CC: Joshua

a result we are refunding your deposit $11
1.1 0.
a
in the <unount of

(208)

BEFORE THE
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-26

IDAHO POWER COMPANY

ATTACHMENT 34

From:
Sent:
·~:lark.

To:

Donovan
October
Oanielle

Subject:

:20121131 AM
Otl

To:
Cc:

Laura Knothe; Harris, Joshua
Darrington,
on Friday

Thanks.

fv1ichael

have

scheduled for 9:30a.m. tomorrow. See vou then.

'Jonovan.
fr·om: James Carkulis lilliiiJ1;Q.;.!Qr!5JJll~~~;u:gLY.Qr;v,:=illQJJJ..§l!;,J:;QO!JJ
Sent: Thursday, September
To: Walker, Donovan; Leslie White

· laura Knothe

Subject: Re: digester meeting on Friday
Ne shall meet tomorrow.

From: Walker, Donovan
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2012 11:43 AM
ro: James Carkuiis; Leslie White; Laura Knothe; Harris, Joshua
Cc: Slackburn1 Rex
Randy
'reiguren @idaho-politics .com'
'rriley@hawleytroxell.com'
Subject: RE: digester meeting on friday

iv1!chael

James,
•iaho Power tJkes
issue with your "first! heard" stJte:nent below. Your statement and inferences that there
some kind of agreement to move the dates in the PPA for the
as part of the
rP,::;ched wr~h
is Josolutelv not correct. i\!1r.
were beth present as your c)
dt a
vVIth mvseif and Mr.
en behalf of idaho Po•:ver, to finalize rhe

.'idS

settlement agreement for the wind
When I

:Vlr. Riley attempted to nresent terms in those agreements related to the

hlrn about it and informed him that there hJd been no agreement and no discussion
that the
termmat1on of the wind

were not

and vvere separate matters th3t had not been
Mr. 3!ackburr~ ,md
informed J\1r.
on September H,
that
there had been no discussion ano no agreement to
the PPA dates for the digesters, and Further that :dailo Power
not
to agree to
in those dates.

put, vour agents- iV1essrs.
3nd
-will confirm that there 'Nas no i.lgreement reached to
the
PPA agreements, and that Idaho f)owcr
any proposal to do so. If the purpose of vour
requested meeting tomorrow is to discuss rnodific;Jtion of the terms of the
PP.I\s, the meeting is not necessary.
advised Exergy, in
on
that Idaho Power is not in agreement to
these
.Jgreements. Additionally, as stared below, Idaho Power has offered
an expedited schedule that would allow us
to complete the required interconnection facilities prior to the end of this year- contingent upon Exergy authorizing
Idaho Power to oroceed with such work no later than
October 1,
tne required deposit and
the GIA.

With the above in mind, please advise

ilS

to whether there is a ni:~ed for us to meet tomorrow.

-Donovan

From: James Cu rkulis Lill9J.liQ;JQJCK!JlJ..S\gJcxt;:rQ't'!]eyg:!o R!.IlS'll~- C:.Qill
Sent: Thursday, September 27, ~'012 9:35AM
To: Walker, Donovan; Leslie
Laura Knothe; Harris, Joshua
Cc: Blackburn,
A!lphm,
Darnngton, Hichael
Subject; Re: digester meeting on Friday
~J!eeting

tomorrow at 9:30 shall be fine. r should be back from North Carolina by then.
different than vvhat vvas

to as the Term Sheet presented for settlement

..vas an email to Leslie last
Thanks
!ames

From: \Nalkcr, Donovan LW.flii.~Y-!Y.YV_~'JSt:::.L!±'!.\.!·an':::mcJw<~r
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2012 08:48 Ar,1
To: James Carkulis; Leslie White; Laura Knothe; Harris, Joshua
Cc: Blackburn, Rex
; Allphin, Randy

>llchael

Subject: RE: digester meeting on Friday

James,
:daho Power c::Jn rneet with you on
Could we rn0ke it <1t either 9:00 or ~1:30 a.rn.l 1\lso, as
daho Power has been clear that it will not agree to
~cheduie foe tne constructton of the
interconnection facilities. ;nd will cornrr11t to
-~nd of the vear IF you authorize idaho f1 0\tJer to
no later than
October 1,

dnd

tile G1/l,.

uired

let me know if you can make 1t at 9:00 or 9:30a.m. tomorrow.

Lionovan

Sent: Thursday,
To:
Donovan; Leslie

! 1arns, .:oshua

Donovan:
l would like to request

on

il

Thanks.

James

Jame~s

IDAHO
POWER.

T G.::Jrku!is

around 10 AM

out.
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IDAHO POWER COMPANY

ATTACHMENT 35

Danielle
From:
Sent:

,NaiKer. Donovan
October08.20121

29

To:

s

2 and 1\Jew

Harns, Joshua; Leslie
Subject: New Energy 2 and New Energy 3

3

Laura Knothe

Donovan:
Thank you for the time today.
him.

~4ot

sure I \Viii

~tand

for more insults though. I would venture to say Rex's

also

So we shall not be t3king the expedited interconnection process for Swager. Let's proceed under normal circumstances.
As to the PPAs, I think it best that we tile our force majeure positions on those based on the
on. Hopefully, ·.ve can resolve both of these outside of the courtroom.
Thanks.
!ames

PURPA docket

BEFORE THE
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-26

IDAHO POWER COMPANY
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NOTICE OF FORCE :\1AJEt:RE
tJl'IDER
FIRM ENERGY SALES AGREEl\r1ENTS DATED :V1A Y 14, 2[)10
RE~

SWAGER FARMS PROJECT (#31616130)
DOUBLE B DAIRY PROJECT (#31616120)

From Seiler:
c/o
Group of Idaho, LLC
,302 W. Bannock Ste. 1200
iD 83702
A.ttn: James Carkuiis
En:utit: jr;l!Jr!.,lli!~~~&:~~Jl:mnJ~L.fQm
Tu Idaho Power:

Vice
Power Supply
Idaho Power Company
PO Box 70
Boise, Idaho 83707
Email: "-'0.!~~~~~~~~

With copy to:

and Small Power Production
Idaho Power
PO Box 70
Boise, [daho 83707
Ernail: ~!~~~~~~~,~~

Date:

28,2012

VL<\ EMAIL, HAND DELIVERY AND REGULAR MAIL

In accordance with Artide XfV (Force Majeure) of the Firm
.~hove (hereinafter, collectively, the "FESA"), Seller hereby
:;ceuaence of a Force .\1ajeure event, in the following

:ncludc

Sale
referenced
Idaho ?ower written notice
tbe

T!Jere are currently ongoing proceedings upon che lPCC
duration and curtailment.
e,g., IPC-E-11-

the issues in \Vhtch

..,
The pending proceedings concern, among other
lchho Power of FESA provisions rcr;arding
of Green
(RECs), or equivalent envi:onmenta1
::md
Dd i veries (Curtailment).
~·<erqy

Deveiopmem Group 802 W ilarHlOCK, l

F

J41!

l

is that umil such
are
uf all renewable energy projects in fdaho is
the ultimate decisions made may render Seller
under the FESA.

The over:11l effect of the

mdecided ami
or in part u!'ahle to
l

A con.~equence of the

the control of

perhaps unintended, but certainly

is that renewable energy

outcome of these
SeHer to

There is.
under lhe FESA.

lenders are unwilling to tend in Idaho ):ending
no financing available,
it

this written notice to Idaho
fdaho Power is advised that a Foree Majeure
event has occurred, thereby creating a suspension of performance for the duration of tbe event, ''s
,·urrher descnbed in Article XIV of the FESA.

pursuant to Scdiou 19.! (Disputes) of .·\rtide XIX of the
if Idaho Power
;his matter, Seller reserves the dght to submit the same ro the Idaho Public LJtHities c:ommission
~mellor

pursue any re:-.o!ution to which it may be entitled before the appropriate 1daho district court,
t'ERC and/or any other applicable tribunal or governing body.

further, Seller asserts that it is m·r't"rr.r"i from c1ny default under the FESA pending resolution of the
1sserted Force
issues,
,vithout Limitation, any dispute or litigation as to whether

;aid Force Majeure Event does

Seller from any such default.

SELLER:

Leslie White
\1ember

cc:

!Jonovan E~ Walker.

James Carkulis
Laura Knotbe
Hrian L. Ballard.

Llc1se, ID

702 p

f

'.G.

31

Office of the Secretary
Service Date
December 4, 20 12

BEFORE THE IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
IN THE MATTER OF THE

CO:HPLAI~T

AND PETITION OF IDAHO POWER
COMPANY FOR A DECLARATORY
ORDER REGARDING THE :FIRM ENERGY
SALES AGREEMENT AND GENERATOR
INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT WITH
NEW ENERGY TWO, LLC.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

IN THE MATTER OF THE COMPLAINT
ANI) PETITION OF IDAHO POWER
COMPANY FOR A DECLARATORY
ORDER REGARDING THE FIRM ENERGY
SALES AGREEMENT AND GENERATOR
INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT WITH
:\YEW ENERGY THREE, LLC.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

_____

CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25

)

------------------)

CASE NO. IPC-E-12-26
NOTICE OF COMPLAINTS ANI>
PETITIONS FOR
DECLARATORY ORnER
ORDER NO. 32692

On November 9, 2012, Idaho Power Company filed a Complaint and Petition for
Declaratory Order regarding a Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) between itself and New Energy
Two, LLC. In May 2010, Idaho Power and Ncvv Energy Two entered into a PPA under which
Ncv>' Energy will operate an anaerobic digester (i.e., the qualifying facility (QF)) at the Swager
Farms dairy and provide 1.2 MW of pov..·er to the utility. The Agreement provided that the
scheduled operation date for the digester is October l. 2012. Complaint at 2; PPA at App. B. In
its complaint (12-25), Idaho Power alleges that the QF did not achieve its scheduled operation
date of October 1, 2012.
On November 21, 2012, Idaho Power filed a Complaint and Petition for Declaratory
Order regarding a PPA between itself and New Energy Three, LLC. In May 2010, Idaho Power
and New Energy Three entered into a PPA under which New Energy proposed to operate an
anaerobic digester at the Double B Dairy and provide 1.2 MW of power to the utility. The
Double B Agreement provides that the scheduled operation date for the digester is December 1,
2012. In its complaint (12-26), Idaho Power alleges that Double B \viii not achieve its scheduled
operation date of "December I, 2012, and will likely not achieve [commercial operationJ by
March 1, 20 13." Complaint at~~ 2.

NOTICE OF COMPLAINTS AND
PETITIONS FOR DECLARATORY ORDER
ORDER NO. 32692

Idaho Power asserts in both complaints that the Qfs have .. failed to take the necessary
steps required to bring the facilit[iesJ online and operational by the dates required in the [PPAsJ
including, ... failing to take steps required to secure the interconnection of [their] proposed
facilit[iesJ to Idaho PO\ver's system." Complaints at 3.

BACKGROCND
A. Swager Farms
In October 2009. New Energy Two submitted a small generator interconnection (Gl)
request tor a proposed 1.2 MW methane gas generating project at Swager farms. Idaho Power
assigned the project GI No. 307. Idaho Power and New Energy subsequently held a scoping
meeting and executed a Facility Study Agreement on October 27, 2009. Complaint at Tab 16.
In January 2010. Idaho Pov.:er submitted its GJ Facility Study Report to New Energy.
The report estimated that Idaho Power could construct the necessary interconnection facilities
with the project in Tvvin Falls County at a cost of about $234.1\00. Complaint at~ 23. On May
24. 2010, Idaho Power and New Energy Two entered into a PPA

f(H

a 15-ycar term at PURPA

avoided cost rates which were in effect prior to the issuance of Order No. 31025 on March 16,
20 l 0. The PPA provides that the scheduled operation date l(1r the Swager Farms facility is
October 1, 2012. Complaint

at~;

31; Atch. I at Appx. B. On May 24. 2012, Idaho Power filed

an application requesting that the Commission approve the PPA. The Commission approved the
Agreement in Order No. 32026 issued July I, 2010.

B. Double B
Also in October 2009, New Energy Three filed a small generator interconnection (Gl)
request with Idaho Power for a 1.2 MW biogas generating project at Double B Dairy. Idaho
Power assigned the Double B project Gl No. 30S. On October 14, 2009, Luis Bettencourt of
Double B, LLC authorized New Energy to act on its behalf in negotiating with Idaho Power
concerning the proposed QF project. Complaint at~ I 0. As was the case with the Swager Farms
project, Idaho Power and New Energy subsequently held a scoping meeting and executed a
Facility Study Agreement for Gl Project No. 30S on October 27,2009. !d. at,, 12.
In December 2009, Idaho Power issued a draft GI Facility Study Report estimating
interconnection tor the Double B project at $225,000.

!d. at

~

13.

On April 2, 2010, New

Energy returned an executed Facility Study Agreement for Double B GINo. 30S. !d. at~ 20. As
was the case with Swager Farms. New Energy entered into a J 5-year PPA with Idaho Power on
NOTICE OF COMPLAINTS AND
PETITIONS FOR DECLARATORY ORDER
ORDER NO. 32692

iv1ay 24. 20 I 0. !d at~ 23. The scheduled operation date for the Double B project is December
L 2012. !d at~~ 23: Atch. I at App. B. The next day. Idaho Power tiled an application seeking
approval of the PPA between Idaho Power and New Energy Three. The Commission approved
the Agreement in Order No. 32027 dated July L 20 I 0.

C. Interconnection
In addition to negotiating PPAs. utilities and QFs must also negotiate interconnection
agreements.

Under PURPA. QFs arc obligated to pay the cost of constructing the necessary

interconnection facilities betvveen the QF project and the utility's system. 18 C.F.R. ~ 292.306.
In Idaho Power's case. it typically requires the QF to enter into a Facility Study Agreement, then
it issues a Facility Study Report containing the estimated cost of interconnection, and then the
parties enter into a Generation Interconnection Agreement (GlA) before the utility commences
construction of the interconnection facilities. After the Swager Farms and Double B PP As were
approved, Idaho Power and the QFs had protracted discussions and communications about
interconnection issues.

On May 24. 20 II. New Energy agent Laura Knothe advised Idaho

Power that Exergy Development was associating itself vvith New Energy for the Swager Farms
and Double B projects. Swager Farms

at~

45: Double

Bat~

37.

On May 9, 2012, Idaho Power asserts that it sent a draft GIA to Exergy for the
Double B project and advised it that failure to submit all ofthe requested items and the executed
GIA '·will cause the Generator Interconnection request to have been deemed withdrawn.''
Double B Complaint

at~~

49. On June I9, 2012. Idaho Power sent Double B a final GIA to be

executed and returned to Idaho Povver no later than July 20. or ''your Generation Interconnection
Application will be deemed withdrawn." !d.

at~

53. Idaho Power insists that the GIA was not

returned and that Idaho Power subsequently issued a deficiency notice that the GIA has been
deemed vvithdrawn and that the project has been removed from Idaho Power's interconnection
queue. On August 28, 2012, Idaho Power refunded Exergy's deposit for the Double B GI project
No. 308. !d. at f/54-55.
On September 14, 20 I2, Idaho Power states that it sent the final GIA to Swager
Farms for GINo. 307. Swager Farms

at~

66. The cover letter for the Swager Farms GlA noted

that Idaho Power "must have the executed GIA and funding no later than October L 2012, in
order to complete construction bv [December 31. 2012]." /d. (emphasis original). Idaho Power
alleges that Swager Fam1s did not execute the GIA.

NOTICE OF COMPLAINTS AND
PETITIONS FOR DECLARATORY ORDER
ORDER NO. 32692
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D. Force Jtajeure
On September 28. 2012. Svvager farms and Double B provided a joint "l\'otice of
Force Majeure·· to Idaho Power. Swager Complaint

at~·.

71: Double B Complaint at

~:

60. In

accordance with Section 14 of their respective PPAs. the QFs notified the utility that they could
not perform under their respective Agreements because of "'the occurrence of a Force Majeure
event." Swager Complaint at Tab 56; Double B Complaint at Tab 36.

~1ore

specitically, the

QFs allege that current Commission proceedings regarding the ownership of renewable energy
credits (RECs) and the issue of .. curtailment'' caused lenders to be ··unwilling to lend in Idaho
pending the outcome of these proceedings.'' !d. Thus, with "no financing available, ... it [isJ
impossible lor [the QFsJ to perform [their] obligation" under the PPAs. /d. at,; 4.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION
At the Commission's decision meeting held on

December 3, 2012, Staff

recommended the Commission consolidate these two cases pursuant to Rule 247, IDAPA
31.01.01.247. Without addressing the merits of the complaints, Staff suggested that the legal
arguments and the parties in these two cases arc the same.

Staff also recommended the

Commission Secretary serve a copy of the two complaints pursuant to Rule 54.05. IDAPA
31.0101.054.05.
FINDI~GS

Based upon our review of the two complaints and Staff's recommendation, we find it
is reasonable to consolidate these cases into a single proceeding. Rule 24 7. Consequently, we
direct the Commission Secretary to serve a copy of the complaints upon the parties pursuant to

Idaho Code § 61-621 and Rule 54.05. Given the voluminous nature of the attachments, and the
fact that Idaho Power has already served both the complaints and attachments upon both New
Energy companies and Excrgy Development Group, \Ve lind it unnecessary for the Secretary to
serve the attachments to each complaint.

We further find that it is appropriate to direct l\ew

Energy Tv,.oiThrce and Exergy Development Group to tile their consolidated answers or motions
to the complaints no later than the close of business on December 27, 2012.

ORDER
IT IS IIEREBY ORDERED that Idaho Povvcr Company's complaintsipctitions
against New Energy Two and Exergy Development Group in Case No. IPC-E-12-25, and New
Energy Three and Fxergy Development Group in Case No. IPC-E-12-26 be consolidated into a

NOTICE OF COMPLAINTS AND
PETITIONS FOR DECLARATORY ORDER
ORDER NO. 32692
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single proceeding.

The Commission Secretary shall serve a copy of the two complaints and

petitions (without attachments) upon the parties pursuant to Idaho Code

~

61-621 and Rule

54.05. The Secretary shall also serve this Order and the complaints via electronic mail pursuant
to Rule 16.01.
IT IS FURTI IER ORDERED that New Energy Two/Three and Exergy Development
tile their answer or motion in defense to said consolidated complaints and petitions no later than
December 27, 2012.
DO:-.JE by Order of the Idaho Public Utilities Commission at Boise. Idaho this
day of December 2012.

PAliL K)EI J ANDER/PRESIDENT

\ ·~

MACK A. REDFORD, COrv1MISSIONER

MARSHA H. S\'tiTH, COMMISSIONER

ATTEST:

/ 1',

/1

I

. (U.v"'-.1.

.1

;

fl!

c'ommission Secretary
0 IPC-E-!2-25 ll'C-L-12-26 dh

NOTICE OF C0\-1PLAINTS AND
PETITIONS FOR DECLARATORY ORDER
ORDER NO. 32692
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if
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
DAY OF DECEMBER 2012.
SERVED THE FOREGOING ORDER NO. 32692 ALONG WITH. THE COMPLAINTS AND
PETITIONS OF IDAHO POWER IN CASE NOS. IPC-E-12-25 AND IPC-E-12-26.13Y
MAILING COPIES THEREOf UPON THE FOLLOWING BY THE METHOD INDICATED
BELOW:

I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT I HAVE THIS '7

[ Leslie White. Registered Agent
I New Energy Tvvo, LLC
,I New Encrgv• Three, LLC
6!52 N. Sparkford Way
Boise. ID 83713

I
.
I
I Exergy Development Group ofldaho, LLCj Molly O'Leary, Registered Agent/Attorney
1 Peter J. Richardson, Attorney
! RICHARDSON AND O'LEARY
11
515 N. 2i Street
~Boise, ID 83702

I

L-aL-,ra-Knoth_e__
I Exergy Development Group of Idaho. LLC

-------,

r-7ccrtitieci tvtail
Email l\vhite:L_/c-xt:rgvdevelnpment.com

·

-l-·--c--·-er-ti_fi_e_d_~-1a_i_l________________,
_,1·

Email peter cv.richardsonandolearv .com
mol Iyl([' richardsonandoleary .com

I
I

I ~Email lknothe~/;exergvdcvclopment.com

James Carkulis
Exergy Development Group of Idaho, LLC
d vvalkerrii; idahopower.com

'
"1/ , f-._..;
,•\
I /)i
1.. J~
I !
JEAN D. JEWELL, COMMISSION SECRETARY
fAA""~ ~

___;;_______.,...,(:: ...p.,-',_.._

'·

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

~-~PUC
ATTORNEYS

AT

LAW

Peter Richardson

2012 DEC 27 PM 12: 28
I['

UTIL!Ti-

Tel: 208-?H-7901 Fax: 208-938-7904
pettr~ deb a rdso nan doleary.co m
P.O. Box 7218 Boise. lD 83707 - 515 N. 27th St. Boise, ID 83702

27 December, 2012

Ms. Jean Jewell
Commission Secretary
Idaho Public Utilities Commission
472 W. Washington
Boise, ID 83702
,..._
!?C~e -;~-2.:;,

RE:

IPC-E-12-26 - MOTION TO DISMISS

Dear Ms. Jewell:
Enclosed please find our MOTION TO DISMISS submitted for filing in the
above-referenced docket on behalf of Exergy Development Group of
Idaho, LLC. Per the Commission's Rules of Procedure, we have enclosed
and original and seven (7) copies, as well as an additional copy to be
stamped and returned to our office. Thank you.
Sincerely,

'

~Cvv,1\.~
Nina Curtis
Richardson & O'Leary, PLLC
Encl.

.~

:

f.

"""-

) . , ~--·-

-

•........

PETER J. RICAHRDSON (ISB No. 3195)
GREGORY M. ADAMS (ISB No. 7454)
Richardson & O'Leary, PLLC
515 North 27th Street
P.O. Box 7218
Boise, Idaho 83707
Telephone (208) 938-7900
Fax (208) 938-7903
peter@richardsonandolearv.com
greg@richardsonandoleary.com

10!2 DEC 27 PM 12: 29

Attorneys for:
New Energy Two, LLC
New Energy Three, LLC

BEFORE THE
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
)
INTHEMATTEROFTHECOMPLAINT AND)
PETITION OF IDAHO POWER COMPANY
)
FORADECLARATORYORDER
)
)
REGARDING THE FIRM ENERGY SALES
)
AGREEMENT AND GENERATOR
INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT WITH
)
)
NEW ENERGY TWO, LLC.
)
IN THE MATTER OF THE COMPLAINT AND )
PETITION OF IDAHO POWER COMPANY
)
FOR A DECLARATORY ORDER
)
)
REGARDING THE FIRM ENERGY SALES
AGREEMENT AND GENERATOR
)
INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT WITH
)
NEW ENERGY THREE, LLC.
)
)

I.

CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-26
NEW ENERGY TWO, LLC AND
NEW ENERGY THREE, LLC'S
MOTION TO DISMISS FOR LACK
OF SUBJECT MATTER
JURISDICTION

INTRODUCTION

COMES NOW, New Energy Two, LLC and New Energy Three, LLC ("Respondents"),
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by and through their undersigned counsel, and file this Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Subject
Matter Jurisdiction pursuant to Rule 12(b)(l) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and Ru1e 56
of the Idaho Public Utilities Commission's Rules of Procedure ("IPUCRP"). This Motion to
Dismiss for Lack of Subject Matter Jurisdiction is addressed to all of Idaho Power Company's
("Idaho Power") claims and prayers for relief.
Therefore, Respondents respectfully request that the Commission dismiss Idaho Power's
Claims and Prayer for Relief requesting interpretation and enforcement of the Firm Energy Sales
Agreements ("FESAs") because the Commission lacks authority to adjudicate rights and duties
under a contract, let alone to declare Idaho Power is entitled to any award of damages.

II.

BACKGROUND

On November 9, 2012, Idaho Power filed with this Commission a "Complaint and
Petition for Declaratory Order" regarding the FESA between it and New Energy Two, LLC and
on November 21, 2012 Idaho Power filed with this Commission a "Complaint and Petition for
Declaratory Order" regarding the FESA between it and New Energy Three, LLC
("Complaints"). 1 In Order No. 32692 the Commission ruled that the two Complaints be
consolidated into a single proceeding and that New Energy and Exergy file a single answer or
motion in defense to the consolidated complaints and petitions no later than December 27, 2012.
In its Complaints, Idaho Power makes certain factual allegations and concludes with a
Prayer for Relief in which this Commission is asked to adjudicate whether or not an event of
force majeure excusing performance under certain contracts has occurred, whether certain
contracts have been breached, and to further adjudicate that Idaho Power is entitled to an award

1

New Energy Two, LLC and New Energy Three, LLC are collectively referred to herein as

''New Energy."
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of damages as a remedy for said alleged breach of contract. Specifically for New Energy Two,
LLC, Idaho Power asked for entry of a declaratory order that:
1) the Commission has jurisdiction over the interpretation and enforcement of the
FESAs and the G lA;
2) that Exergy Development's [New Energy Two] claim of force majeure does
not exist so as to excuse New Energy Two's failure to meet the amended
Scheduled Operation Date for the Swager Farms project;
3) that New Energy Two has failed to place the Swager Farms Project in service
by the Scheduled Operation Date of October, 2012, and that Idaho Power may
terminate the FESA as of December 30, 2012, if the Swager Farms Project fails to
achieve its Operation Date by that date;
4) that, pursuant to the FESA, Idaho Power is entitled to an award of liquidated
damages. 2
With respect to New Energy Three (Double B Dairy Project) Idaho Power asked:
1) the Commission has jurisdiction over the interpretation and enforcement of the
FESAs and the GIA;
2) that Exergy Development's [New Energy Two] claim of force majeure does
not exist so as to excuse New Energy Three's failure to meet the amended
Scheduled Operation Date for the Double B project;
3) that ifNew Energy Three has failed to place the Double B Project in service by
the Scheduled Operation Date ofDecember 1, 2012, Idaho Power may collect
delay damages;
4) that, ifNew Energy Three fails to achieve its Operation Date by March 1,2013,
Idaho Power may terminate the FESA. 3
In the body of its Complaints, Idaho Power asserts that this Commission has jurisdiction
over its declaratory ruling and breach of contract claims with reference to scant and unsupportive

2

Complaint at p. 37.

3

Complaint at pp. 27 - 28.
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legal authority supporting that assertion. 4 For additional authority, Idaho Power references the
FESAs themselves - which, as discussed more fully below, cannot be used to bootstrap this
Commission's limited jurisdiction to expand it into that of a court of general jurisdiction.

III.

ARGUMENT

Idaho law deprives the Commission of jurisdiction to adjudicate a contract dispute, and
the Commission must therefore dismiss Idaho Power's claims requesting interpretation and
enforcement of the FESAs. Those claims may only be heard in a court of competent jurisdiction.
This is so despite Idaho Power's attempts to convince the Commission that a clause in the
FESAs somehow represent Respondents' intent to rewrite Idaho law and confer jurisdiction upon
the Commission over FESA contract claims.

A.

Idaho Law Deprives the Commission of Jurisdiction Over Any Claims Requesting
Interpretation or Enforcement of the FESAs.
Idaho Power filed its Petition and Complaint "pursuant to this Commission's Rules of

Procedure, including but not limited to RP 54 and RP 101." Complaints at p. 1. But both
IPUCRP 54 (dealing with Complaints) and IPUCRP 101 (dealing with Declaratory Orders)
specifically require that the referenced pleading identify the legal authority upon which it is
based. IPUCRP 54.03 requires a complaint to "refer to statutes, rules, orders or other controlling
law involved." Likewise, IPUCRP 10 1.02(c) requires that a petition for declaratory order
"indicate the statute, order, rule or other controlling law" upon which the petitioner relies.
Idaho Power's failure to cite any statutory provision is telling because multiple Idaho
Supreme Court opinions have established that the Commission's authority is limited to those
4

See Complaints (-25) at p. 28 and (-26) at p. 19.
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powers expressly granted to it by statute. See Application of Boise Water Corp. to Revise and

Increase Rates Charged for Water Service, 128 Idaho 534, 538, 916 P.2d 1259, 1263 (1996);
Alpert v. Boise Water Corp., 118 Idaho 136, 140, 795 P.2d 298, 302 (1990); Matter ofStrand,
111 Idaho 341, 342, 723 P.2d 885, 886 (1986); Idaho Power Co. v. Idaho Pub. Uti/. Comm 'n.,
102 Idaho 744,750,639 P.2d 442,448 (1981); Wash. Water Power Co. v. Kootenai

Environmental Alliance, 99 Idaho 875, 881-882, 591 P.2d 122, 128-129 (1979); US. v. Utah
Power & Light Co., 98 Idaho 665,667-669,570 P.2d 1353, 1355-1358 (1977); Lemhi Telephone
Co. v. Mountain States Tel. & Tel. Co., 98 Idaho 692, 571 P.2d 753 (1977).
The Commission's jurisdiction is statutorily derived and cannot be expanded without
legislative action. "The Public Utilities Commission has no inherent power; its powers and
jurisdiction derives in its entirety from the enabling statutes, and nothing is presumed in favor of
its jurisdiction." Lemhi, 98 Idaho at 696, 571 P. 2d at 757 (internal quotation omitted). The
general rule is stated in 2 Am. Jur. 2d Administrative Law § 282, as:
Administrative agencies are tribunals of limited jurisdiction, and nothing is
presumed in favor of an agency's jurisdiction. As a general rule, agencies have
only such adjudicatory jurisdiction as is conferred on them by statute. Their
jurisdiction is dependent entirely upon the validity and the terms of the statutes
reposing power in them, and they cannot confer jurisdiction on themselves.
The enabling statute for the Commission is clear and unequivocal, and narrowly
circumscribes the Commission's jurisdiction:
INVESTMENT OF AUTHORITY. The public utilities commission is hereby
vested with power and jurisdiction to supervise and regulate every public utility in
the state and to do all things necessary to carry out the spirit and intent of the
provisions ofthis act.

I. C. § 61-501 (emphasis supplied). As early as 1921, the Idaho Supreme Court made clear that
the Commission only has jurisdiction over public utilities:
[Y]et in every case before the Public Utilities Commission, it must in the first
IPC-E-12-25; IPC-E-12-26
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instance determine from the evidence before it whether the utility with which it is
seeking to deal is a public utility, for unless it be a public utility, the commission
is without any jurisdiction over it whatsoever ....
Natatorium Co. v. Erb, 34 Idaho 209, 215, 200 P. 348, 350 (1921 ).
There is no provision in the Public Utilities Law that requires or permits the Commission to
interpret or enforce civil contracts, nor is such authority "necessary" to carry out the "spirit and
intent" of the Commission's regulatory and supervisory authority over public utilities.
lbe Idaho Supreme Court has ruled on the question of the Commission's jurisdiction to
interpret and/or enforce private contracts on several occasions throughout the past three decades.
As was the case in Lemhi, the issue presented here by Idaho Power's Complaint is "in all
manners one calling for the interpretation and enforcement of the parties' contractual rights." 98
Idaho at 696, 571 P.2d at 757. The Supreme Court held in that case:
Generally, construction and enforcement of contract rights is a matter which lies
in the jurisdiction of the courts and not the Public Utilities Commission. This is
true notwithstanding that the parties are public utilities or that the subject matter
ofthe contract coincides generally with the expertise ofthe commission. If the
matter is a contractual dispute, it should be heard by the courts.

Id at 696-697, 571 P.2d at 757-758 (collecting cases in support of this proposition).
Similarly, in Bunker Hill Co. v. Wash. Water Power Co., the Idaho Supreme Court held that:
Here, as in Lemhi, the parties' dispute arises from differing constructions
and interpretations of the contract rights of the parties. While one of the parties is
a public utility, and while the general area of power supply may be one in which
the Commission is presumed to have expertise, nevertheless, the matter remains a
contractual dispute involving the legal interpretation of a contract which
historically lies within the jurisdiction of the courts. Hence, no jurisdiction is
vested in the Public Utilities Commission and the refusal of the Commission to
grant Bunker Hill's motion to dismiss was error.
101 Idaho 493, 494; 616 P.2d 272,273 (1980).
Notwithstanding this precedent, Idaho Power makes the assertion that, "The Commission
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has jurisdiction over the interpretation of contracts where the parties have agreed to submit a
dispute involving contract interpretation to the Commission."5 With no analysis or explanation as
to how the two cases cited support the extraordinary proposition that parties to a contract may
confer jurisdiction on the Commission when it has no such jurisdiction in the first place, Idaho
Power cites to Afton Energy, Inc. v. Idaho Power Co. (hereinafter Afton IV), 111 Idaho 925, 929,
729 P.2d 400,404 (1986) (citing Bunker Hill Co. v. Wash. Water Power Co., 98 Idaho 249,252,
561 P.2d 391, 394 (1977)).

It is true that the majority opinion in the Afton line of cases did not rely upon any
particular Idaho statute as the basis for the Commission's authority to order Idaho Power to enter
into a long-term, fixed-rate PURPA contract. Afton Energy, Inc. v. Idaho Power Co. (hereinafter

Afton UIII)107 Idaho 781, 784-786, 693 P.2d 427,430-432 (1984). Rather, the Court held "the
federal government is permitting the Commission to further certain federal policies through the
performance of those functions the Commission is authorized to perform under Idaho statutes."

!d. at 784, 693 P.2d at 430. The Court further held that "PURPA was intended to confer upon
state regulatory commissions responsibilities not conferred under state law." !d. at 785, 693 P.2d
at 431. Thus, the Commission acts pursuant to federal authority when it implements PURPA's
mandatory purchase provisions and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's implementing
regulations that require utilities to interconnect to and purchase power from QFs. See 18 C.P.R.
§§ 292.101 et seq. But unlike the authority to order utilities to enter into contracts containing the
avoided cost rates and the authority to require utilities to interconnect to QFs in a nondiscriminatory fashion, the avoided cost provisions of PURP A provide no independent basis of

5

Complaint (-25) at p. 29 and (-26) at p. 19.
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authority to interpret executed QF contracts. See American Ref-Fuel Co. ofNiagara, L.P. v.

Niagara Mohawk Power Corp., 97 FERC, 61,158, ,, 61,701-61,702 (2001). Instead,
interpretation of an executed QF contract is a matter governed by state contract law, id, and each
particular state's laws govern the proper forum for such contract disputes. In Idaho, the
Commission simply does not have ongoing jurisdiction over any contract disputes.
Indeed, if this Commission upholds Idaho Power's claim that the Commission has
jurisdiction over a complaint for damages for violation of a PURPA contract or to resolve
disputes between a utility and a QF over the terms of such a contract, then this Commission
would have jurisdiction over the QF itself. This result has been thoroughly repudiated by the
Idaho Supreme Court in the very Afton decision and its progeny relied on by Idaho Power. In

Afton 111/l, Idaho Power sought to amend a PURP A contract by adding the following language:
The rates, terms and conditions set forth in this agreement are subject to the
continuing jurisdiction of the Idaho Public Utilities Commission. The rates, terms
and conditions under this agreement are subject to change and revision by order
of the Commission upon a finding , supported by substantial competent evidence,
that such rates, terms or conditions, change or revision is just, fair, reasonable,
sufficient, non-preferential and non-discriminatory.
107 Idaho at 786, 693 P.2d at 432 (emphasis in original).
The Court's resounding rebuke to Idaho Power's proposal may be instructive to Idaho
Power in assisting it to understand that it still cannot confer jurisdiction over PURP A contracts
on the IPUC:
[W]e reject Idaho Power's argument that the Commission does not have any
authority to establish an avoided cost rate which is fixed for the duration of the
contract and which is not subject to the Commission's continuing jurisdiction. It
is clear that both Congress and FERC, through its implementing regulations,
intended that CSPPs [QFs] should not be subjected to the pervasive utility-type
regulation which would result if the contract language proposed by Idaho Power
were approved by the Commission. In fact, one of Congress' main objectives in
enacting PURP A was to encourage cogeneration and small power production by
exempting CSPPs from pervasive state regulation. Congress was aware that such
IPC-E-12-25; IPC-E-12-26
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regulation presented a strong disincentive for CSPPs to engage in power
production where the financial risks were great and the returns were not
guaranteed to be recoverable. The Commission, in refusing to adopt Idaho
Power's proffered language was merely carrying out the directives imposed by
PURPA and the implementing FERC regulations.
Id at 788, 693 P.2d at 434 (emphasis added).

Jurisdiction to interpret the terms of a PURP A contract and to award or declare entitlement to
damages is exactly the type of regulation the Idaho Supreme Court rejected in Afton.
In Afton IV, Idaho Power again sought PUC interpretation of a PURPA contract - which
the Court again rejected. The Court in Afton IV identified the issue thusly:
The present proceeding was initiated by Idaho Power when it moved the
Commission to modify Orders Nos. 17478, 17495 and 17609 to conform to the
Afton Ul/1 and declare the second payment option of the contract in effect ... The
Commission, reading the motion as a contract interpretation request, dismissed it,
holding that the district court is the proper forum to interpret contracts.
111 Idaho at 928, 729 P.2d at 403.
The Court unambiguously affirmed the Commission's finding that PURPA contract disputes
belong in district court:
It [Idaho Power] has simply asked the Commission, through a motion to modify a
previous order, to declare that one of two freely negotiated payment options is in
effect as selected by a legal determination of this Court. In other words, Idaho
Power has asked for f!!! interpretation !![its contract. The district~ is the
proper forum (pr this action. We hold the Commission acted properly when it
dismissed Idaho Power's motion to modify pervious orders.

ld at 930,729 P.2d at 405 (emphasis added).
The Court in Afton IV explained in some detail the exceptions to its general rule that
contract disputes do not belong at the IPUC:
The Court has recognized exceptions to this rule. In Bunker Hill Co. v.
Washington Water Power, supra, we allowed the Commission to interpret an UTIprecise contract because "the parties agreed to let the PUC settle this dispute and
since there is substantial evidence in the record to support the Commission's
decision ... Additionally, the Commission can use its expertise and supply a
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reasonable contract rate where the parties have an existing contract but are unable
to agree to the specific rate ... Here however, the contract between Afton and
Idaho Power does not fall within any of these exceptions. Idaho Power and Afton
have not agreed to allow the Commission to interpret the contract. The contract,
while being complex, does not require any particular expertise in the ratemaking
area to interpret the disputed provision.
Id at 929, 729 P.2d at 404 (emphasis added).
Based on the foregoing, there can be no dispute that Idaho law deprives the Commission
of jurisdiction over the subject matter of Idaho Power's request that the Commission interpret the
FESAs and declare Idaho Power entitled to damages.

B.

Respondents Have Not Consented to the Commission's Jurisdiction to Interpret and
Enforce the FESAs.
Apparently recognizing that the Commission is the wrong forum to try a contract dispute,

Idaho Power has attempted to establish that the parties have somehow consented to confer
jurisdiction on the Commission. Idaho Power cites to the FESA' s paragraph 19.1, which Idaho
Power requires each QF to include in any FESA Idaho Power will sign. While Idaho Power did
insert language into the instant parties' FESAs to the effect that disputes would be submitted to
the Commission if a dispute arose, the Commission has consistently disavowed the ability of the
parties to unilaterally confer jurisdiction on it:
The Commission reminds the parties that jurisdiction may not be conferred on the
Commission by contractual stipulation. The authority and jurisdiction ofthe
Commission is restricted to that expressly and by necessary implication conferred
upon it by enabling statutes.
In ReApplication of Idaho Power for Approval ofFESA with Interwest Hydro,
Inc., IPUC Case No. U-1 006-295, Order No. 21359, p. 1 (1987).
In another case, the Commission directly addressed the same FESA language at issue
here:
Agreement 1 21.1 reads as follows: "All disputes related to or arising
under this Agreement, including, but not limited to, the interpretation of the terms
IPC-E-12-25; IPC-E-12-26
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and conditions of this Agreement, will be submitted to the Commission for
resolution."
The Commission reminds the parties that jurisdiction may not be
conferred on the Commission by contractual stipulation. The authority and
jurisdiction of the Commission is restricted to that expressly and by necessary
implication conferred upon it by enabling statutes. The nature and extent of the
Commission jurisdiction to resolve actual disputes will be determined by the
Commission on an individual case-by-case basis notwithstanding paragraph 21.1
of the Agreement.
In Re Application ofIdaho Power for Approval of FESA with Glenns Ferry
6
Cogeneration, IPUC Case No. IPC-E-92-32, Order No. 24674 (1993).
The Commission warned Idaho Power that contract disputes are the sole province of the
judiciary when it issued one of its first orders creating security and liquidated damages
provisions for QF contracts. In determining the appropriate calculation of liquidated damages to
include in QF FESAs, the Commission was clear that "Contract disputes and interpretation in the
event of alleged default or breach are normally appropriate for judicial determination, not
Commission determination." In ReInvestigation on the Commission's Own Motion of
Reasonable Terms for Security in Agreements Between Idaho Power Company and
Cogenerators and Small Power Producers, IPUC Case No. U-1 006-292, Order No. 21800 at p. 4
(1988).
Even if Respondents were to consent to Commission jurisdiction (which they do not),
none of the other criteria used by the Afton IV Court are applicable. As that Court noted, these
contracts while complex, do not require any particular ratemaking expertise to interpret,
particularly the delay, default and Force Majeure provisions upon which Idaho Power relies as
the entire basis for its FESA claims. Just as the Commission has stated in the past, a court is the
appropriate forum to determine if Idaho Power is entitled to collect liquidated damages.
6

Ultimately, in 2008, Idaho Power attempted to bring a complaint for breach of contract against the Glenns
Ferry QF at the Commission in Case No. IPC-E-08-20. As can be seen from a review of the pleadings in that
docket, Idaho Power ultimately withdrew its Complaint when the QF filed a motion to dismiss and it became
obvious that the Commission had no jurisdiction over a breach of contract claim.
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V.

CONCLUSION

WHEREFORE, Respondents respectfully prays that the Commission dismiss Idaho
Power's claims for interpretation and enforcement of the FESAs for lack of subject matter
jurisdictionRespondents stands ready for oral argument on its Motion if the Commission so
desires.

Respectfully submitted this 27th day of December, 2012.

RICHARDSON & O'LEARY, PLLC

"

~~
Gregory M. Adams (ISB No. 7454)

Attorneys for Respondents
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 27th day of December, 2012, a true and correct copy,
of the within and foregoing EXERGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF IDAHO'S MOTION
TO DISMISS CASE NO. IPC-E-12-26 was served in the manner shown to the following
parties:
Jean Jewell
Commission Secretary
Idaho Public Utilities Commission
472 W Washington
Boise ID 83702
jean. jewell@puc. idaho.gov

X

Donovan Walker
Idaho Power Company
PO Box70
Boise ID 83707
dwalker@idahopower. com

_ Hand Delivery
_U.S. Mail, postage pre-paid
Facsimile
X Electronic Mail

Leslie White, Registered Agent
New Energy Two, LLC
New Energy Three, LLC
6152 N. Sparkford Way
Boise, ID 83713
lwhite@exergydevelopment.com

_ Hand Delivery
_U.S. Mail, postage pre-paid
Facsimile
X Electronic Mail

James Carkulis
Exergy Development Group of Idaho, LLC
802 W Bannock Ste 1200
Boise ID 83702
icarkulis@exergydevelopment.com

_

Hand Delivery
_u.s. Mail, postage pre-paid
Facsimile
X Electronic Mail

Laura Knothe
Exergy Development Group of Idaho, LLC
lknothe@exergydevelopment.com

_ Hand Delivery
_U.S. Mail, postage pre-paid
Facsimile
X Electronic Mail

Hand Delivery
_U.S. Mail, postage pre-paid
Facsimile
Electronic Mail

0JLt&0Jl<fU
Nina Curtis

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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An IDACORP Company

DONOVAN E. WALKER
lead Counsel
dwalker@idahopower .com
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January 10, 2013

VIA HAND DELIVERY

Jean D. Jewell, Secretary
Idaho Public Utilities Commission
472 West Washington Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Re:

Case Nos. IPC-E-12-25 and IPC-E-12-26
Complaints and Petitions of Idaho Power Company for Declaratory Order
New Energy Two, LLC (Swager Farms) and New Energy Three, LLC
(Double B Dairy)- Idaho Power Company's Response to Respondents'
Motion to Dismiss

Dear Ms. Jewell:
Enclosed for filing in the above matter are an original and seven (7) copies of Idaho
Power Company's Response to Respondents' Motion to Dismiss.

Donovan E. Walker
DEW:csb
Enclosures

1221 W. Idaho St. (83702)
Boise, ID 83707

DONOVAN E. WALKER (ISB No. 5921)
JULIA A. HILTON (ISB No. 7740)
Idaho Power Company
1221 West Idaho Street (83702)
P.O. Box 70
Boise, Idaho 83707
Telephone: (208) 388-5317
Facsimile: (208) 388-6936
dwalker@idahopower.com
jhilton@idahopower.com

2Ul3 JM~ I 0 PM 3: 25

Attorneys for Idaho Power Company

BEFORE THE IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION

IN THE MATTER OF THE COMPLAINT
AND PETITION OF IDAHO POWER
COMPANY FOR A DE CLARATORY
ORDER REGARDING THE FIRM ENERGY
SALES AGREEMENT AND GENERATOR
INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT WITH
NEW ENERGY TWO, LLC.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25

_______________ )
IN THE MAITER OF THE COMPLAINT
AND PETITION OF IDAHO POWER
COMPANY FOR A DECLARATORY
ORDER REGARDING THE FIRM ENERGY
SALES AGREEMENT AND GENERATOR
INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT WITH
NEW ENERGY THREE, LLC.

)
)

CASE NO. IPC-E-12-26

)
)

)
)

IDAHO POWER COMPANY'S
RESPONSE TO RESPONDENTS'
MOTION TO DISMISS

)
)

The Petitioner/Complainant, Idaho Power Company ("Idaho Power"), pursuant to
the Idaho Public Utilities Commission's ("Commission") Rules of Procedure, including,
but not limited to, RP 57, hereby files this Response to New Energy Two, LLC, and New
Energy Three, LLC's ("Respondents") Motion to Dismiss for lack of Subject Matter
Jurisdiction ("Motion to Dismiss").
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I. SUMMARY OF THE CASE
Idaho Power filed Complaints and Petitions for a Declaratory Order in the abovecaptioned cases due to Respondents' failure to take the necessary steps required to
bring its facilities on-line by the dates required in Respondents' Firm Energy Sales
Agreements ("FESA"). Specifically, instead of taking steps to move forward with the
development of their projects and the required generator interconnection to meet their
Scheduled Operation Dates as required by the FESAs, Respondents chose to assert
claims of force majeure, alleging that proceedings at the Commission excuse its
performance because renewable project lenders were unwilling to lend in Idaho pending
the outcome of those proceedings.

Idaho Power maintains that challenges facing

lending cannot constitute the type of unanticipated or unforeseeable events that lead to
a valid event of force majeure.

In its Complaints, Idaho Power requested that the

Commission find: (1) that it has jurisdiction over the case; (2) that the claims of force
majeure do not exist and do not excuse Respondents' failure to meet its Scheduled

Operation Dates; (3) that Idaho Power is entitled to damages under the FESAs; and (4}
that Idaho Power may terminate if and when Respondents do not achieve the required
Operation Dates.

Respondents filed a Motion to Dismiss, alleging that Idaho law

deprives the Commission of jurisdiction over interpretation or enforcement of the
FESAs.

Idaho Power asserts that the Commission does indeed have jurisdiction over

the interpretation of the contracts at issue.
II. ARGUMENT

Respondents misrepresent the Jaw in the state of Idaho claiming that "Idaho law
deprives the Commission of jurisdiction to adjudicate a contract dispute, and the
Commission must therefore dismiss Idaho Power's claims requesting interpretation and
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enforcement of the FESAs. Those claims may only be heard in a court of competent
jurisdiction." Motion to Dismiss at 4. As set forth below, there are instances in which
the Commission can, and does, interpret contracts entered into by public utilities that it
regulates, and has the jurisdiction to do so. Again, contrary to the representations of
Respondents, this is true whether or not the other party to the contract is regulated by
the Commission.

A.

The Commission Has Jurisdiction to Hear These Cases.
The Idaho Supreme Court has specifically found that despite language that

contract interpretation is for the courts, the Commission does have jurisdiction, and the
right, to interpret contracts.

McNeal v. Idaho Public Utilities Commission, 142 Idaho

685, 689, 132 P.3d 442, 446 (2006}. In McNeal, the Commission's interpretation of an
arbitration provision in a Commission-approved contract between PageData, an
unregulated paging provider, and Qwest, at that time a regulated public utility, was
found to be properly within the jurisdiction of the Commission. /d.
In its Motion to Dismiss, Respondents allege that the Commission does not have
jurisdiction because the Commission's powers are limited to those powers that are
expressly granted to it. Motion to Dismiss at 5. While this is correct as a general rule,
the Court has routinely tempered such statements and recognizes that there are
instances in which the Commission does have jurisdiction and authority to interpret
contracts.
Idaho Case law indicates in general that contract
interpretation is for the courts, not the Commission, but has
not determined that interpretation and enforcement of an
interconnection agreement is solely for the courts. The
cases have been careful to use words such as "generally"
and "normally" and also, to provide for exceptions to the
norm.
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/d.

The Court then went on to cite several of the very statements relied upon by

Respondents.
In Lemhi Telephone Co. v. Mountain States Telephone &
Telegraph Co., 98 Idaho 692, 696, 571 P.2d 753, 757 (1977)
this court stated: "Generally, construction and enforcement
of contract rights is a matter which lies in the jurisdiction of
the courts and not in the Public Utilities Commission." In
Idaho Power Co. v. Cogeneration, Inc., 134 Idaho 738, 748,
9 P.3d 1204, 1214 (2000) this Court cited Afton Energy Inc.
v. Idaho Power Co., 111 Idaho 925, 929, 729 P.2d 400, 404
(1986), stating: "Questions of contract interpretation and
enforcement are normally the sole province of the courts."
/d.

However, the Court in McNeal then found that "Because of federal law

interconnection agreements fall outside the norm." /d.
In McNeal, the Commission was tasked with implementation of federal
regulations, which led to an interconnection agreement, a contract, between PageData
and Qwest. PageData filed a complaint alleging that Qwest was not in compliance with
certain provisions of the agreement. The Commission dismissed the complaint, finding
that under the arbitration clause of the contract that the parties were to first submit the
matter to arbitration. The Supreme Court held that the Commission had authority to
interpret the arbitration provision in the contract.

!d.

Similarly, in this case, the

Commission is tasked with implementation of the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act
of 1978 ("PURPA") federal regulatory scheme, which led to an agreement between
Idaho Power, a regulated utility, and Respondents, non-regulated PURPA qualifying
facilities ("QFs").

Here, Idaho Power has also filed complaints due to Respondents'

failure to meet its contractual commitments in that agreement, where Respondents
claim its non-performance is excused by the force majeure clause in the contract.
Similarly, just as the Commission had the jurisdiction and authority to interpret the
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arbitration clause in McNeal, the Commission here has the jurisdiction and authority to
interpret the force majeure clause in the FESA.

B.

The Parties Agreed to Submit Disputes to the Commission.
Additionally, the Commission may have jurisdiction over the interpretation of

contracts where the parties have agreed to submit a dispute involving contract
interpretation to the Commission. Afton Energy, Inc. v. Idaho Power Co., 111 Idaho
925, 929, 729 P.2d 400, 404 (1986) 929, 729 P.2d at 404 (citing Bunker Hill Co. v.
Wash. Water Power Co., 98 Idaho 249, 252, 561 P.2d 391, 394 (1977)). Despite their

claims to the contrary, Respondents agreed to submit claims to the Commission in their
agreement. Both FESAs contain identical language regarding Commission jurisdiction.
Paragraph 7. 7 of the FESAs provides for continuing jurisdiction of the Commission.
Continuing Jurisdiction of the Commission. This Agreement
is a special contract and, as such, the rates, terms and
conditions contained in this Agreement will be construed in
accordance with Idaho Power Company v. Idaho Public
Utilities Commission and Afton Energy, Inc., 107 Idaho 781,
693 P.2d 427 (1984), Idaho Power Company v. Idaho Public
Utilities Commission, 107 Idaho 1122, 695 P.2d 1 261
(1985), Afton Energy, Inc. v. Idaho Power Company, 111
Idaho 925, 729 P.2d 400 (1986), Section 210 of the Public
Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 and 18 CFR
§292.303-308.
(Double 8 Complaint, Attachment 1 at p. 17; Swager Complaint Attachment 1 at p. 17.)
Paragraph 19.1 of the FESAs also demonstrates that the parties have agreed to the
Commission's jurisdiction regarding any and all disputes, providing that all disputes
relating to the Agreement will be submitted to the Commission.
Disputes - All disputes related to or arising under this
Agreement, including, but not limited to, the interpretation of
the terms and conditions of this Agreement, will be submitted
to the Commission for resolution.
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/d. While not dispositive of Commission jurisdiction in and of itself, nonetheless, it is
clear that these are contracts which were entered into by the parties with the
understanding that disputes or interpretation would be submitted to the Commission.

C.

The Commission's Grant of Authority Over Ratemaking Functions and its
Implementation of Federal Law Provides Express Authority and Creates a
Duty for the Commission to Hear the Present Dispute.
Respondents additionally claim that the Commission does not have an express

grant of authority which would allow them jurisdiction, defining the issue as one that
requires a grant of authority for the Commission to "interpret or enforce civil contracts."
Motion to Dismiss at 6. However, Respondents draw this incorrect conclusion by failing
to account for the types of contracts at issue and how they relate to Commission duties.
The answer is very different when the issue is given additional detail and context
because the Commission rightly has jurisdiction over interpretation of contracts relating
to utility rates, which contracts, when entered into pursuant to PURPA, it is required to
implement and oversee under a federal regulatory scheme and pursuant to state law.
The Commission is granted the requisite authority under both Idaho and federal law to
do so.
Idaho Code § 61-501 provides the Commission with authority to supervise and
regulate utilities and to do "all things necessary to carry out the spirit and intent" of the
act. Idaho Code§ 61-129 states that utilities are subject to the jurisdiction, control, and
regulation of the Commission. Idaho Code § 61-502 provides jurisdiction over rates,
including rates "or contracts . . . affecting such rates." The Commission is also granted
the power "upon its own motion or upon complaint, to investigate a single rate . . .
contract or practice." I.C. § 61-503.

The FESAs at issue are utility contracts which

affect rates as defined under§ 61-502 and which the Commission has specific authority
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to investigate under§ 61-503. The payments made by Idaho Power, as well as any
damages collected, under the FESA are directly assigned to Idaho Power's many
customers through rates.

As such, the contractual matters affecting the same fall

directly under the express grant of authority to the Commission.
Furthermore, PURPA itself grants the Commission jurisdiction over the
implementation of the federal statute. Afton Energy, Inc. v. Idaho Power Co., 107 Idaho
781, 784-85, 693 P.2d 427, 430-31 (1984) (hereinafter "Afton //1/f'). The Court recites
the utility's federal obligations which require that "each State regulatory authority shall
... implement such rule." /d. (citing PURPA § 210(f)). The Idaho Supreme Court states
that "it is clear that PURPA was intended to confer upon state regulatory commissions
responsibilities not conferred under state law." Afton 11/11, 107 Idaho at 784-85, 693
P.2d at 430-31. "Moreover, the United States Supreme Court has interpreted PURPA
as imposing requirements on state regulatory authorities in excess of their duties under
state law." /d. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC") itself states that
"state 'implementation may consist of the issuance of regulations, an undertaking to
resolve disputes between qualifying facilities and electric utilities arising under Subpart
C, or any other action reasonably designed to implement such subpart."' /d. (citing 18
CFR § 292.401(a)(1980)).
This establishes a clear grant of authority to the Commission that confers upon it
responsibilities under PURPA that are "in excess" of those that were granted under
state law alone, and one which was anticipated to resolve disputes between qualifying
facilities and utilities regarding PURPA matters.

By extension, the present dispute

between a utility and qualifying facilities over a PURPA matter is seemingly precisely
what FERC envisioned when it promulgated 18 CFR § 292.401(a). The Afton IIIII Court
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cited language from the United States Supreme Court and federal laws which creates
an additional basis of authority for the Commission's jurisdiction in these cases. This
combined with the specific state authority previously discussed creates an explicit grant
of authority to the Commission to interpret a PURPA contract.
The Afton IIIII Court analogized FERC v. Mississippi, 102 S.Ct. 2126, 2137
(1982), to this situation concluding that the Commission's actions of reviewing a dispute
over a PURPA contract were:
similar to its everyday ratemaking functions which
necessarily entail reviewing contracts and transactions which
affect those rates. I.C. § 61-307. Contracts entered into by
public utilities with CSPPs or decisions by utilities not to
contract with CSPPs have a very real effect on the rates paid
by consumers both at present and in the future.
Afton IIIII, 107 Idaho at 789, 693 P.2d at 435 (emphasis added). This grant of
authority over ratemaking functions creates a duty for the Commission to hear the
present dispute.

Ill. CONCLUSION
Idaho Power respectfully requests that the Commission deny Respondents'
Motion to Dismiss. The Commission properly has jurisdiction over this matter. Such a
finding is consistent with prior decisions, with state and federal regulations, and with
Commission jurisdiction in other instances where it acts to implement federal
regulations. Idaho Power asks the Commission to find that it has jurisdiction over the
interpretation of the force majeure clause in Respondents' FESAs and, subsequently, to
determine whether Respondents' claim of force majeure is a valid claim that excuses its
performance under the FESAs. Idaho Power withdraws is request for the Commission
to take any enforcement action pursuant to the FESAs, as those actions are clearly
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defined by the FESAs, and it is not necessary for the Commission to take any action
regarding enforcement.

Upon the Commission's determination regarding the force

majeure clause, Idaho Power will exercise the relevant rights and remedies it has as set

forth within the FESA, which may include termination and damages.
Respectfully submitted at Boise, Idaho, this 1Olh day of January 2013.

/~~~
~R
Attorney for Idaho Power Company
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)
COMPANY FOR A DECLARATORY ORDER )
REGARDING THE FIRM ENERGY SALES
)
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)
INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT WITH )
NEW ENERGY TWO, LLC
)
)

)
IN THE MATTER OF THE COMPLAINT AND)
PETITION FOR OF IDAHO POWER
)
COMPANY FOR A DECLARATORY ORDER )
REGARDING THE FIRM ENERGY SALES
)
AGREEMENT AND GENERATOR
)
INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT WITH )
NEW ENERGY THREE, LLC
)
)

CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-26
NEW ENERGY TWO, LLC AND NEW
ENERGY THREE, LLC's REPLY TO
IDAHO POWER COMPANY'S
RESPONSE TO MOTION TO
DISMISS

)

1

2

COMES NOW, New Energy Two, LLC and New Energy Three, LLC ("Respondents"),

3

by and through undersigned counsel, and files this Reply to Idaho Power's Response to

4

Respondents Motion to Dismiss ("Response").

5
6

Idaho Power asserts that Respondents "misrepresent the law" by asserting that "Idaho law
deprives the Commission of jurisdiction to adjudicate a contract dispute." Response at 2. Then
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1

Idaho Power asserts that, "1be Idaho Supreme Court has specifically found that despite language

2

that contract interpretation is for the courts, the Commission does have jurisdiction, and the right,

3

to interpret contracts." Response at 3. Despite Idaho Power's pugnacious assertion that your

4

Respondents have "misrepresented" the law, the fact remains that in the context of PURP A

5

contracts, Idaho law does, in fact, deprive the Commission of jurisdiction to adjudicate a contract

6

dispute.

7

Idaho Power asserts that:

8

The Idaho Supreme Court has specifically found that despite language that contract

9

interpretation is for the courts, the Commission does have jurisdiction, and the right to

10

interpret contracts.

11

Response at p. 2. The sole authority Idaho Power relies on in support of that sweeping assertion

12

is the Idaho Supreme Court case of McNeil v. /PUC 142 Idaho 685, 132 P. 3rd 442 (2006). Idaho

13

Power wildly overstates the Supreme Court's findings in McNeil. McNeil actually supports

14

Respondents' position that this Commission has no jurisdiction over interpretation ofPURPA

15

contracts. In McNeil the Commission was asked to interpret an interconnection agreement

16

between two telecommunication carriers. Interconnection agreements between

17

telecommunication carriers are, indeed, interpreted and administered by state commissions by

18

operation of federal law. The McNeil Court relies on Southwestern Bell Telephone Co. v. Public

19

Utility Commission ofTexas 208 F.3rd 475 (5th Cir. 2000) for the proposition that:

20

[T]he Act's grant to the state commissions of plenary authority to approve or disapprove

21

these interconnection agreements necessarily carries with it the authority to interpret and

22

enforce the provisions of agreements that state commissions have approved.

23

Id at 479.
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1

The Court in Southwestern Bell expanded on its findings in some detail explaining why it is not

2

just the fact that the PUC approves the contract that confers ongoing jurisdiction:

3

We believe that the FCC plainly expects state commissions to decide intermediation and

4

enforcement disputes that arise after the approval procedures are complete. See, e.g.,

5

Reciprocal Compensation Ruling P 22 (noting that parties are bound by their

6

interconnection agreements "as interpreted and enforced by the state commissions")

7

(emphasis ours); id. P 21 (referring to state commission "findings" as to whether

8

reciprocal compensation provisions of interconnection agreements apply to ISP-bound

9

traffic); id P 24.

10
11

Id at 480.
Idaho Power does not cite this Commission to any similar Federal Energy Regulatory

12

Commission ("FERC") expectations that state commissions decide intermediation and

13

enforcement disputes under PURPA- because there are none. Ifthere were, then one would

14

expect to find case law similar to the wealth of case law on telecommunication interconnection

15

agreements. Another important distinction is that in the telecommunications arena, both parties

16

to the contract are providing utility-type service which makes the ongoing jurisdiction ofthe

17

Commission reasonable.

18

"It has been firmly established that the PUC has no authority not given it by statute."

19

Utah Power & Light Co. v. Idaho Public Utilities Comm 'n 107 Idaho 47, 52 685 P.2d 276, 281

20

(1984). As noted in McNeil, "The Commission is not a "court": '[T]he commission is an arm of

21

the legislative authority and not a court of justice'". McNeil, supra at 448, 132 P.2d at 691.

22

Idaho Power is asking this Commission to engage as a court of justice by adjudicating such

23

things as when and whether an event of force majeure has occurred and making fmdings of
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1

entitlement to liquidated damages and even whether Idaho Power has the right to terminate a

2

contract with a party not subject to this Commissions jurisdiction.

3

In fact, if Idaho Power's claim that this Commission has jurisdiction over a complaint for

4

damages for violation of a PURPA contract is upheld, then this Commission would have

5

jurisdiction over the QF itself- a result that has been thoroughly repudiated by the Idaho

6

Supreme Court in the Afton decisions. In Afton Energy v. Idaho Power Company I 07 Idaho

7

781, 693 P.2d 427 (1982), Idaho Power sought to amend a PURPA contract by adding the

8

following language:

9

The rates, terms and conditions set forth in this agreement are subject to the continuing

10

jurisdiction of the Idaho Public Utilities Commission. The rates, terms and conditions

11

under this agreement are subject to change and revision by order of the Commission upon

12

a finding, supported by substantial competent evidence, that such rates, terms or

13

conditions, change or revision is just, fair, reasonable, sufficient, non-preferential and

14

non-discriminatory.

15
16

ld. at 786.
The Court's resounding rebuke to Idaho Power's proposal may be instructive to Idaho

17

Power in assisting it to understand that it still cannot confer jurisdiction over PURPA contracts

18

on the PUC:

19

We reject Idaho Power's argument that the Commission does not have any authority to

20

establish an avoided cost rate which is fixed for the duration of the contract and which is

21

not subject to the Commission's continuing jurisdiction. It is clear that both Congress

22

and FERC, through its implementing regulations, intended that CSPPs [QFs] should not

23

be subjected to the pervasive utility-type regulation which would result if the contract
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1

language proposed by Idaho Power were approved by the Commission. In fact, one of

2

Congress' main objectives in enacting PURPA was to encourage cogeneration and small

3

power production by exempting CSPPs from pervasive state regulation. Congress was

4

aware that such regulation presented a strong disincentive for CSPPs to engage in power

5

production where the financial risks were great and the returns were not guaranteed to be

6

recoverable. The Commission, in refusing to adopt Idaho Power's proffered language

7

was merely carrying out the directives imposed by PURPA and the implementing FERC

8

regulations.

9

Id. at 788.

10

Jurisdiction to interpret the terms of a PURPA contract and to award damages is exactly the type

11

of regulation the Idaho Supreme Court rejected in Afton.

12
13

In Afton II Idaho Power again sought PUC interpretation of a PURP A contract- which
the Court again rejected. The Court in Afton II identified the issue thusly:

14

The present proceeding was initiated by Idaho Power when it moved the Commission to

15

modify Orders Nos. 17478, 17495 and 17609 to conform to the Afton 1/III and declare

16

the second payment option of the contract in effect ... The Commission, reading the

17

motion as a contract interpretation request, dismissed it, holding that the district court is

18

the proper forum to interpret contracts.

19

Afton Energy v. Idaho Power 111 Idaho 925, 928, 729 P.2d 400 (1986).

20

The Court unambiguously affirmed the Commission's finding that PURPA contract disputes

21

belong in district court:

22

It [Idaho Power] has simply asked the Commission, through a motion to modify a

23

previous order, to declare that one of two freely negotiated payment options is in effect as
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selected by a legal determination of this Court. In other words, Idaho Power has asked
2

for an interpretation of its contract. The district court is the proper forum for this action.

3

We hold the Commission acted properly when it dismissed Idaho Power's motion to

4

modify previous orders.

5

6
7

Id. at 930
The Court in Afton II explained in some detail the exceptions to its general rule that
contract disputes do not belong at the PUC:

8

The Court has recognized exceptions to this rule. In Bunker Hill Co. v. Washington

9

Water Power, supra, we allowed the Commission to interpret an un-percise contract

10

because ''the parties agreed to let the PUC settle this dispute and since there is substantial

11

evidence in the record to support the Commission's decision ... Additionally, the

12

Commission can use its expertise and supply a reasonable contract rate where the parties

13

have an existing contract but are unable to agree to the specific rate .. Here however, the

14

contract between Afton and Idaho Power does not fall within any of these exceptions.

15

Idaho Power and Afton have not agreed to allow the Commission to interpret the

16

contract. The contract, while being complex, does not require any particular expertise in

17

the ratemaking area to interpret the disputed provision.

18

Id. at 929. (Emphasis provided.)

19

While the instant parties do have language in their agreements to the effect that disputes would

20

be submitted to the Commission for resolution, the Commission has already disavowed the

21

ability of the parties to unilaterally confer jurisdiction on it. None of the other criteria used by

22

the Court in Afton II are applicable. And, as that Court noted, these contracts, while complex, do
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1

not require any particular ratemaking expertise to interpret. Indeed, no ratemaking expertise

2

whatsoever is required to interpret these contracts.

3
4

In consideration of the foregoing, the Commission is urged to defer common breach of
contract claims to the proper forum for resolution.

Respectfully submitted this 16th day of January 2013,

RICHARDSON AND O'LEARY, PLLC

{UO Jt
Peter J. Richardson (ISB No: 3195)
Attorney for New Energy Two, LLC and
New Energy Three, LLC
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ORDER NO . .12755

On November 9 and 21, 2012, Idaho Power Company tiled two separate "Complaints
and Petitions for Declaratory Order'' regarding two Pmver Purchase Agreements (PPAs) between
itself and New Energy Two and New Energy Three. respectively.

In the 12-25 case. Idaho

Power alleged that New Energy Two's proposed anaerobic digester at Swager Farms failed to
meet its scheduled commercial operation date of October L 2012.

In the 12-26 case. Idaho

Pmver alleged that New Energy Three's proposed anaerobic digester at the Double B Dairy did
not meet its scheduled operation date of December I. 2012.

Idaho Power asserted in both

complaints that the qualifying facilities (QFs) have ··failed to take the necessary steps required to
bring the facilit[ies] online and operational by the dates required in [their power purchase
agreements (PPAs) I including .... failing to take steps required to secure the interconnection of
[their! proposed facilit[iesJ to Idaho Pmver"s system:· Complaints at 3.
On December 4, 2012. the Commission issued a i\otice of the Complaints and
Petitions and ordered that the two cases be consolidated into a single proceeding. Order No.
32692. The Commission directed the Commission Secretary to serve copies of the complaints
on the respondents.

On December 27. 2012. New Energy Two and New Energy Three

(collectively "New Energy") filed a "Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Subject Matter Jurisdiction."
Idaho Power filed an answer to the Motion. and New Energy tiled a reply to the answer. Rules
56-57. As outlined below, the Commission denies the Motion to Dismiss.

ORDER NO. 32755

BACKGROU~D

A. Interconnection a11d the PPAs

The background for these cases is taken primarily from the two complaints and is
summarized bclO\v.

In October 2009, New Energy initiated discussions with Idaho PO\vcr to

begin the interconnection process for t\Vo anaerobic digester projects to be located at Swager
Farms and Double B Dairy. 1 Under the federal Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA),
QFs arc obligated to pay the costs of constructing the necessary interconnection facilities (or
transmission upgrades) between the QF project and the purchasing utility's system. 18 C.F.R. §
292.308. 2
Following

initial

discussions,

New

Energy

interconnection request to Idaho Power for each project.

submitted

a

small

generator

Both QF projects executed

interconnection Facility Study Agreements \Vith Idaho PO\vcr in late October 2009. Order No.
32692 at 2. Idaho PO\vcr subsequently prepared and submitted separate Study Reports for each
project to New Energy.
In May 20 I0, Idaho Power and New Energy entered into two separate PPAs for each
of the biogas projects. 3 Initially each biogas project was projected to sell 1.2 MW of power to
the utility. The PP!\.s contained avoided cost rates which were in effect prior to the issuance of
Order No. 31025 (March I 6, 20 I 0 ), and contained 15-year operating terms.

rhe scheduled

commercial operation date (COD) tor Swager Farms was October I, 2012. and the COD for
Double B was December 1, 2012. On July I, 20 I0, the Commission approved the Swager Farms
and the Double B Dairy PPAs in Order Nos. 32026 and 32027. respectively.
About the time Idaho Povv-cr submitted the PPAs for approval, Idaho Po\ver and Ne\v
Energy continued their discussions regarding interconnection.

In January 20 II, New Energy

requested that the interconnection capacity for each of its projects be increased from 1.2 MW to
1

Double B subsequently authorized New Energy Three to act on its behalf in negotiating with Idaho Power.

2

Typically the interconnection process has three primary steps. First, a QF submits a small generator
interconnection (GI) request to the utility and the parties execute an Interconnection Facilities Study Agreement.
Second, once the Study Agreement is executed, the utility prepares a Gl "Study Report" outlining the necessary
construction for interconnection. Finally, if the interconnection Study Report (including proposed routing, estimated
costs, and a construction schedule) is acceptable to the QF, then the parties execute a "Generator Interconnection
Agreement" (GIA) and the QF pays the utility so the utility can begin construction of the interconnection facilities.
1

The interconnection process and the GJA are separate and distinct from the PPA obligations to sell and purchase
QF power. In other words, the QF transaction requires the construction of both the interconnection facilities and the
QF's generating plant.
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2

2.0 MW. The parties subsequently executed new Facility Study Agreements and Idaho Power

then prepared a ne\V Facility Study Report for each project. Drafts of the t'vvo Study Reports
were provided to New Energy. In late April 20I I. Idaho Power issued its final Facility Study
Reports estimating that constructing the transmission interconnection for Swager Farms· 2 tvlW
interconnection \vould cost approximately $1.71 million."' Idaho Power's final Facility Study
Report for Double B's 2.0 MW capacity estimated that interconnection would cost
approximately $376,000.

In May 2011, New Energy advised Idaho Pov.;er that Fxergy

Development \vould be assisting Nev.: Energy with its two QF projects. Order No. 32692 at 3.
The parties then had protracted discussions and communications leading up to Idaho Power
preparing the draft "Generation Interconnection Agreements'' (GIAs) for each QF.
On May 9, 20 I 2, Idaho Power sent a draft GIA to New Energy/Excrgy for the Double
B project and advised it that failure to submit all of the requested items and the executed GIA
"will cause the Generator Interconnection request to have heen deemed withdrawn." Double B
Complaint at

~~

49. On June 19. 2012, Idaho Power sent Double B a final OIA to be executed

and returned to Idaho PO\ver no later than July 20, or "your Generation Interconnection
Application \viii be deemed withdrawn." /d.

at~~

53. Idaho Pmver insisted that the GIA was not

returned and that Idaho Power subsequently issued a deficiency notice that the GIA has been
deemed withdrawn and that the project has been removed from Idaho Povver's interconnection
queue. On August 28, 20 I 2. Idaho Power refunded Exergy's interconnection deposit for the
Double B project. /d. at,: 54-55.
On March 22.2012. Idaho Power sent the draft GIA to S\vager Farms. Swager Farms
at

,!

58. In April 2012. Exergy asked that Idaho Power ''revisit" the interconnection at a lower

capacity of 0.8 MW.

/d. at •j 59.

The parties executed a "Re-Study" Feasibility Study

Agreement which estimated an interconnection cost f(>r the reduced capacity of $225,000. /d. at
,. 61. On September 14, 2012, Idaho Power sent the tina! GIA to S\vager Farms at the lower 0.8

MW interconnection. ld

at~~

66. The cover letter for the Swager Farms GIA stated that Idaho

Power '·must have the executed GIA and funding no later than October 1. 2012. in order to
complete construction by this date." Id (emphasis original). In an e-mail dated September 20,
2012. Idaho Power warned Exergy that if the GIA and the required funding is not received by

1

The final Study Rep011 also noted that interconnection costs for the smaller I .2 MW interconnectJon would cost
approximately $575,000.
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October I, 2012, "it v>ill not be possible to complete the required interconnection work before
the end of the year 2012." ld at

~;

68. Idaho Power alleged that Svvager farms did not execute

the GIA and did not pay for the interconnection.
B. Force tHajeure

On September 28, 2012. Swager Farms and Double B provided a joint "Notice of
force \1ajeurc" to Idaho Power. In accordance with Section 14 of their respective PPAs. the QF
projects notified the utility that they could not perform under their respective Agreements
because of "the occurrence of a Force Majeure e\·ent. ·· Swager Complaint at Tab 56; Double B
Complaint at Tab 36. More specifically, the QFs alleged that the Commission's generic PURPA
investigation (GNR-E-11-03) and other "pending proceedings" caused the force majeure event.
They insisted that the Commission ·s investigation regarding the ownership of renewable energy
credits (RECs) and the issue of ·'curtailment'' caused lenders to be ''unwilling to lend in Idaho
pending the outcome of these proceedings." /d. Thus, with "no financing available, ... it [is!
impossible for [the Qfs] to perform [their] obligation" under the PPAs. ld

at~~

4.

THE COMPLAI!\TS AND PETITIONS

In its Complaints and Petitions. Idaho Power alleged that Swager Farms and Double
B failed to meet their obligations under their PPAs of providing pmvcr to Idaho Power by

October I. 2012. and December I. 2012. respectively.
Complaint at

~~

2.

Swager Complaint at

~1

2, Double B

Idaho Power maintained that the Commission has the authority to issue

declaratory orders pursuant to the Uniform Declaratory Judgments Act citing Idaho Code

g I 0-

1203. Swager at ,I 76, Double Bat ,163 citing Utah Power & Light Co. v Idaho PUC, 112 Idaho
10, 12. 730 P.2d 930, 932 ( 1987).
Idaho Power maintained that the Commission has jurisdiction over this matter
because: (I) the parties have agreed to submit disputes under the PP A to the Commission; (2) the
dispute requires an interpretation of the PP/\s approved by the Commission; (3) the Idaho
Supreme Court allows the Commission to interpret contracts where parties agree to allow the
PUC to settle a dispute; (4) the Commission has authority over the generator interconnection
process; and (5) the allegations of force majeure pertain to Commission proceedings. Sv,:ager at
~~~~

76, 89, Double B at

~;,1

63, 75. Idaho Pmver asserted that it and New Energy ''agreed to the

Commission's jurisdiction regarding any and all disputes under the IPPAJ." Swager at,, 79,
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Double

Bat~;

65. Idaho Power relics on Section 19.1 of the PPAs executed by both Idaho Power

and the QFs which provides:
Disputes -All disputes relating to or arising under this Agreement, including,
but not limited to, the interpretation of the terms and conditions of this
Agreement, will be submitted to the Commission for resolution.

ld (Swager & Double B Tab I at p. 24) (emphasis added). Idaho Pmver asserted that the parties'
agreement in Section 19.1 above -to submit all disputes involving contract interpretation to the
Commission ···· !l11ls within an exception to the ··general rule" that generally the interpretation of
contracts is a matter for the courts. S\vagcr at

,I 77. Double B at,! 63, citing A/ion Fnerg}' v.

Idaho Power Co. ("A/ion IV''), Ill Idaho 925, 929, 729 P.2d 400. 404 ( 1986); Bunker Hill Co.
v. Washington Water Power Co. ("Bunker !Jill/"), 98 Idaho 249, 252, 561 P.2d 391, 394

( 1977). 5
Given that the QF projects have failed to meet their scheduled operation dates, Idaho
Po\ver claimed that they arc in material breach of their respective PPAs. Idaho PO\ver also points
to Section 5.4 ofthc respective PPAs that upon a material breach by New Energy, Idaho Pmver
may terminate the PPAs at any time. Swager at,! 86, Double B at

,I

72. Consequently, Idaho

Pmver requested that the Commission issue an Order declaring that Idaho Power may terminate
the PPAs due to the breach and recover delay damages. /d.
In summary, the utility requested that the Commission find and declare:
I. That the Commission has jurisdiction .. over the interpretation and

enforcement of the lPPAsj and the GIJ\fsj";
2. That Nev·.: Energy/Excrgy's '·claim of force majeure does not ... excuse
[the QFs l failure to meet the amended Scheduled Operation Date for the
[PPAs]";
3. That Nevv Energy/Exergy have failed to place Swager Farms and Double
B in service by their respective scheduled commercial operation dates of
October I, 2012, and December I. 20 12;
4. That Idaho Power may terminate the PPAs if Swager Farms and Double B
failed to cure their defaults under their respective PPAs by December 30,
2012, and March I, 2013;
5. That under the terms of the PPAs Idaho Power is entitled to an award of
liquidated damages; and
5

Idaho Power also noted that New r:nergy's force majeure notice specifically refers to Section I9.1 of the PP As.
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6. Award any further relief to \Vhich Idaho Power is entitled.
Swager Farms Complaint at 37: Double B Complaint at 27-28.

NEW ENERGY'S :\'lOTION TO DISMISS
On December 27, 2012. New Energy filed a timely '"Motion to Dismiss for Lack of
Subject Matter Jurisdiction." New Energy advanced two primary arguments. First, Ne\v Energy
maintained that the Commission docs not possess the necessary jurisdiction to interpret and/or
enforce contracts.

In particular, New Energy noted the Idaho Supreme Court has stated the

--general rule'' is that the
construction and enforcement of contract rights is a matter that lies in the
jurisdiction of the courts and not the public utilities commission. This is true
notwithstanding that the parties arc public utilities or that the subject matter of
the contract coincides generally with the expertise of the commission. If the
matter is a contractual dispute, it should be heard by the courts.

Lemhi Telephone Co.

~·.Mountain

Stales Tel. & Tel. Co, 98 Idaho 692, 696, 571 P.2d 753, 757

( 1977): Bunker Ifill Co. v. Washington Water Power Co. ("Bunker l!il!lf"). I 01 Idaho 493, 494,
616 P.2d 272, 273 (1980).
Although New Energy ackno\vlcdged that the Idaho Supreme Court has held
'"PURPA was intended to confer upon state regulatory commissions responsibilities not
conferred under state law," it argued that '"PURPA provides no independent basis of authority to
interpret executed QF contracts."

Motion at 7-8 quoting Afton Energy v. Idaho Power Co.

(".A/ion //Ill'), 107 Idaho 781, 785, 693 P.2d 427, 431 (1984).

Consequently, New Energy

asserted that the interpretation of the PPAs is a matter governed by state contract law '·and each
particular state's lav.. s govern the proper forum for such contract disputes.

In Idaho, the

Commission simply does not have ongoing jurisdiction over any contract disputes." !d. at 8.
New Energy also conceded that the Supreme Court recognizes exceptions to its
general rule that the Commission docs not have jurisdiction over contract disputes. Motion at 910. In A/ion IV, the Court reiterated the exception to the general rule is that the Commission may
"interpret an imprecise contract because ·the parties agreed to let the PUC settle this dispute and
... there is substantial evidence in the record to support the Commission's decision."' Ill Idaho
at 929, 729 P.2d at 404, citing Bunker Hill I, 98 Idaho at 249, 561 P.2d at 391. 6 I lowcver, New

r, The lineage of the Afton cases is sometimes confusing. Afton 1 was issued in January 1984. lclaho Power
subsequently petitioned for rehearing and the case was re-argued. In July 1984, the Court issued a subsequent
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Energy noted the ,-1jlon IV Court found that the QF contract "between Afton and Idaho Power
docs not 1~111 within any of the exceptions [to the general rule]. Idaho Power and Afton have not
agreed to allow the Commission to interpret the contract." ld
Second, New Energy asserted it has not consented to the Commission's jurisdiction to
interpret and enforce the two PPAs. In particular, New Energy insisted the dispute resolution
provision in each PPA docs not confer jurisdiction upon the Commission.
19.1

7

Although Section

of each PP A requires that all disputes be submit ted to the Commission, New Energy

argued that the Commission "has consistently disavowed the ability of the parties to unilaterally
confer jurisdiction" on the Commission. Motion at I 0. More specifically, 1\:cw Energy relics on
two prior Commission Orders cautioning PURPA parties ''that jurisdiction may not be conferred
upon the Commission by contractual stipulation." Motion at I 0- I I, citing Order Nos. 2 I 359 at
I; 24674 at 4.

Consequently, New Energy urged the Commission to decline jurisdiction and

grant its Motion to Dismiss Idaho Power's Complaints and Petitions for Declaratory Order.
Motion at I 2.

IDAHO POWER RESPONSE
On January I 0, 2013, Idaho Power tiled a response to the Motion to Dismiss.
Although Idaho Power conceded that the ·'general rule" normally requires that the interpretation
and enforcement of a contract is a matter for the courts, it asserted that the Court has recognized
exceptions to the general rule.

More specifically, Idaho Power maintained that the Supreme

Court in Ajion IV allowed the Commission to interpret a contract because "the parties have
agreed to submit a dispute involving contract interpretation to the Commission.'' Response at 5

citing I I I Idaho at 929, 729 P_2d at 404: Bunker IIi!! I, 08 Idaho at 252, 561 P.2d at 394.
Idaho Power also pointed out that the Court created another exception to the general
rule in AfcNeal v. Idaho PUC, I42 Idaho 685, 132 P.3d 442 (2006).

In lvlcNea!, the Idaho

Supreme Court found that the Commission had authority to interpret an interconnection
agreement bet\veen two telecommunications carriers. After citing the general rule that contract
interpretation and enforcement are normally matters for the courts, the Idaho Supreme Court held
that the Commission docs have authority to interpret and enforce interconnection agreements
opinion (Afton II) at which time Afton petitioned for rehearing. Finally, in December I984. the Court ;vlthdi(!\V
Afton II and issued a third opinion (Afton /II) that modified the Court's Ajion I opinion. Consequently. the opinion
is often cited as "Afton 11111." See A/ion IV, I II Idaho 927 n.l, 729 P.2d 402 n.l.
7

Supra, p. 5.
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between telecommunications carriers. Response at 4 citing McNeal, 142 Idaho at 689, 132 P.3d
at 446. Like the Commission's authority under the federal Telecommunications Act to interpret
interconnection agreements, Idaho Power insisted that PURPA grants the Commission '·the
jurisdiction and authority to interpret the force majeure clause in the l PP As 1:· Response at 5.
Idaho Power also asserted New Energy had agreed in the PPAs to submit all contract
disputes to the Commission. In particular. the utility reiterated that Section 19.1 of the PPAs
provides that ..all disputes relating to or arising under this Agreement. including, but not limited
to. the interpretation of the lenns and conditions of this Agreement will be submitted to the
Commission for resolution."

!d.

Idaho Power also insisted that Section 7.7 of each PPA

provides that the Commission will have continuing jurisdiction over the Agreement. !d
Idaho Power next argued that there is a statutory basis for the Commission· s
jurisdiction over this dispute.

In particular, Idaho Power insisted that Idaho Code § 61-50 I

provides the Commission with the authority to supervise utilities and to do ··all things necessary
to carry out the spirit and intent" of the Public Utilities Law. In addition. /Jaho Code §§ 61-502
and 61-503 provides the Commission with jurisdiction over contracts aftccting rates and the
power to investigate a single contract, respectively. ··The fPPAsl at issue are utility contracts
which affect rates as de lined under § 61-502 and which the Commission has speci lie authority to
investigate under§ 61-503.'' Response at 6-7.
finally, Idaho Power asserted "PURPA itself grants the Commission jurisdiction ...

.. !d at 7. Idaho Power declared that our Supreme Court has stated that .. it is clear that PURPA
\Vas intended to confer upon state regulatory commissions responsibilities not conferred under
state law." !d. quoting Afton filii, I 07 Idaho at 784-85, 693 P.2d at 430-31.

Consequently,

Idaho Power insisted that ''the present dispute between a utility and !Ne\v Energy! over a
PURPA matter is seemingly precisely what fERC envisioned when it promulgated 18 C.F.R. §

292.40 I (a)."

!d.

Combining the federal authority with the specific state statutory authority

''creates an explicit grant of authority to the Commission to interpret a PURPA contract." !d. at

8.
NEW ENERGY REPLY
On January 16, 2013, New Energy filed a reply to Idaho Power's response.

New

Energy takes issue with Idaho Power's reliance on the exceptions to the general rule set out in
the ,\fCJVeal case.
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8

premised upon the federal Telecommunications Ad.

In .ilcXeal. the Supreme Court cited

Southwestern Bell Telephone Co. v. PUC of Texas. 208 f.3d 475 (5th Cir. 2000). for the
proposition that the Telecommunications Act grants state commissions the authority to interpret
and enforce the provisions of interconnection agreements that state commissions have approved.
New Energy Reply at 2. However. Ne\V Energy asserts that Idaho Power does not cite to any
FERC or PURPA case law allowing state commissions to decide and enforce disputes under
PURPA. New Energy argues that Idaho Power has not cited to any PURPA case "because there
are none." Reply at 3.
While it recognizes that the PPAs contain language ··to the c ftcct that disputes would
be submitted to the Commission for resolution," New Energy reiterates that the Commission's
prior Orders have declined to exert jurisdiction. ld at 6. Consequently, New Energy urges the
Commission to grant its Motion to Dismiss and '·deter the common breach of contract claims to
the proper forum for resolution." ld at 7.

COMMISSION FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
In its Motion. New Energy asked us to dismiss Idaho Power's Complaints and
Petitions for Declaratory Order arguing that the Commission docs not have the jurisdiction to
resolve disputes regarding PPAs.

It is well settled that the Commission exercises limited

jurisdiction and nothing is presumed in favor of its jurisdiction.
Idaho PUC, I 07 Idaho 47, 52, 685 P.2d 276, 281 ( 1984).
\Vhether it possesses jurisdiction over a particular matter.

Utah Power & Light Co. \'

The Commission may determine

fd

However. once jurisdiction is

clear, the Commission is allowed all powers necessary to enable it to carry out its
responsibilities.

Washington Water Prnrer Co. v Kootenai Environmental Alliance, 99 Idaho

875, 879, 591 P.2d 122, 126 (1979).
Both parties recognize and we agree that the general rule is that '·[g]cncrally, the
construction and enforcement of contract rights is a matter which lies in the jurisdiction of the
courts and not in the public utilities commission. . . . If the matter is a contractual dispute, it
should be heard by the courts." A/ion IV, Ill Idaho at 928, 729 P.2d at 403 (emphasis added);

Lemhi Telephone, 98 Idaho 692, 696. 571 P.2d 753. 757 ( 1977); itlcNea!, 142 Idaho 685, 132
P.3d 442 (2006).

However. the Supreme ·'Court has recognized exceptions to this [general]

rule." A/ion IV, Ill Idaho at 924, 729 P.2d at 404. In 1HcNeal, the Court explained that it has
''been careful to usc words such as 'generally' and 'normally' [when stating the general rule! and
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also, to pro\·idt: for exceptions to the norm."

142 Idaho at 689. 132 P.3d at 446 (emphasis

added). More specifically. the Court held that one exception to the general rule is where ··the
pa11ies agreed to let the PCC settle th[el dispute ...... Afton

Jr.

Ill Idaho at 929. 729 P.2d at

404 quoting Bunker Hill!. 98 Idaho at 242. 561 P.2d at 394. New Energy declared that it has not
consented to allmving the Commission to resolve this contract dispute. \Vhi le Idaho Power
believes that the exception to the general rule is applicable in this instance.
Based upon our revie\v of the pleadings. the underlying record. and the case lav,:, we
tind that the "consent'' exception (where parties agree to let the Commission settle a contractual
dispute) is controlling in this instance. More specifically. we lind that the QFs and Idaho Pov.. er
have expressly agreed in their PPAs to submit disputes arising under their respective PPAs to the
Commission for resolution.

As pointed out by Idaho Power. each PPA contains a provision

granting the Commission jurisdiction over this matter. Section 19. I of each PPA provides:
Disputes - All disputes related to or arisll]g_under this Agreement including,
but not limited to, the interpretation of the terms and conditions of this
Agreement, will be submitted to the Commission for resolution.
Swager at Tab I. Double Bat Tab 1 (emphasis added). Unlike the parties in A/ion IV. we find
that New Energy and Idaho Pov•.:er have expressly agreed that "Ialii disputes related to or arising
under this Agreement ... will be submitted to the Commission for resolution.'' PPA at § 19. l.
New Energy Two and New Energy Three signed their respective PPAs containing Section 19.1
on May 21.2010. \Ve further find this provision of the PPA to be clear and unambiguous. "An
unambiguous contract will be given its plain meaning." Shanwr ,._

Huck!ehen~v

Estates, 140

Idaho 345. 36 L 93 P.3d 685. 692 (2004). In this case. the dispute between the pa11ies is "related
to or arising under this Agreement.'' In addition, Nev.; Energy's force majeure notice specifically
refers to Section 14 of the PPAs- clearly relating to the PPAs. Swager at Tab 56. Double B at
Tab 36. Moreover. each PPA provides in Section 20.1 that "This Agreement is subject to the
jurisdiction of those governmental agencies having control over either party of this Agreement."
Sv-.:ager at Tab I, Double B at Tab 1.
We further find that there is a statutory basis for our jurisdiction in this matter. Just
as in the case where QFs may bring complaints against utilities under PURPA (A/ion //III. I 07
Idaho at 78 l, 693 P.2d at 427), the Commission is authorized under Idaho Code § 61-621 to hear
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complaints made by public utilities.:< As the Idaho Supreme Court noted in Ajton Ill/. Section
61-612 .. gives the Commission jurisdiction to hear complaints against public utilities alleging

violations of rules. regulations or any provision of lmvs: I.C. ~

(J 1-502

gives the Commission

jurisdiction to determine reasonable rates. including rates collected under contracts: and LC.

~

61-503 gives the Commission power to investigate a single contract. . . ... I 07 Idaho at 7R-L 693
P.2d at -t:JO. The PPAs at issue in this case directly affect Idaho Po\\er·s rates through the annual
PO\ver Cost Adjustment (PC' A). Idaho ('ode

~

61-502. Kootenai. 99 Idaho at 880. 591 P.2d at

127.<) The United States Supreme Court also noted in FE/?(' v..\fississippi. PURPA "'and the
[ FERC] implementing regulations simply require the Istate regulatory j authorities to adjudicate
disputes arising under fPURPA].

Dispuk resolution of this kind is the rerv ltpe of activiJJ'

customarily engaged in by the 1\1ississippi !Public Utilities] Commission ...... 456 l'.S. 742,
760. 10::2 S.Ct. 2126.2138 (1982) (emphasis added): A/ion l//1_ 107 Idaho at 789.693 P.2d at
435 (emphasis original).
New Energy also relics on two pnor Orders of this Commission to support its
argument that the Commission does not have jurisdiction in this matter. In its reply. New Energy
concedes that "'While the instant parties do have language in their Agreements to the effect that
disputes \Vould he suhm itted to the Commission for resolution. the Commission has already
disavowed the ability of the parties to unilaterally confer jurisdiction <m I the Commission]."
Reply at 6. fn particular. \ie\v Energy refers to a 1993 Order where the Commission cautioned
contracting parties regarding the Commission's jurisdiction. Order :\o. 24674 in Case No. IPCE-92-32. In that case. the parties (Idaho Power and Glenns F.:rry Cogeneration) had executed a
PPA that contained identical language to the dispute resolution provision at issue in this case. In
revie\ving the language in the Glenns Ferry PPA. the Commission
reminds the parties that jurisdiction may not be conferred on the Commission
by contractual stipulation. The authority and jurisdiction of the Commission
is restricted to that expressly and by necessary implication conferred upon it
by enabling statutes. The nature and extent of the Commission jurisdiction to
resgjyQ.~ <}ctual disputes will be determined by the Commission Oll~ill1

x fdaho Code ~ 61-621 states: ··Any public utility shall have a right to complain on any grounds upon which
complaints arc allowed to be tiled by other parties ......
9

The Idaho Supreme Court in .-/jron !Ill observed: '"Contracts entered into by public utilities with [QFs] or
decisions by utilities not to contract with [QFs] have a very real effect on _the ratelfl~aid_Qy~c<)llSllflliT~ both at present
and in the future.'' 107 Idaho at 78<J, 693 P.2d at 435 (emphasis added).
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individual case-bv-case basis
provision] of the Agreement.
Order :.Jo. 246 74 at 4 (emphasis added).

notwithstanding

[the

dispute

resolution

Despite expressing concern about the language. the

Commission approved the Glenns Ferry contract including the dispute resolution provision. !d.
We find Nevv Energy's reliance on this prior case is misplaced. As noted above. the
Commission stated that the nature and extent of our jurisdiction "\vill be determined ... on an
individual case-bv-case basis."

In the Glenns Ferry case. the Commission did not foreclose

exercising jurisdiction; it stated that the scope of its jurisdiction "to resolve actual disputes will
be determined ... on an individual case-by-case basis.''

For the reasons outlined above, the

Commission finds in this particular case that it has jurisdiction to resolve this contract dispute
pursuant to the consent exception to the '·general rule."
In addition and without addressing the merits of the case. the Commission also notes
that New Energy alleges that the occurrence of the force majeure en~nt conccmed this
Commission's generic PURPA investigation and possibly other Ptl RP A proceedings. Because
New Energy's force majeure allegation arises from Commission proceedings, we tind that the
Commission is \veil-suited to revievv these allegations. Finally. we note that because ··regulatory
bodies perform legislative as well as judicial functions in their proceedings, they are not so
rigorously bound by the doctrine of stare decisis that they must decide all future cases in the
same vvay as they have decided similar cases in the past.'' ~HcNf'al v. Idaho PUC 142 Idaho at
690, 132 P.3d at 447: IFashington Water Po1-ver Co. v. Idaho PUC. I 0 I Idaho 567. 579, 617 P.2d
1242, 1254(1980).
In summary. the Commission finds in this particular case that it has jurisdiction to
resolve the contract dispute under the consent exception to the general rule.

Ha\ ing found

jurisdiction in this matter, Ne\v Energy Two and New Energy Three should file their
consolidated answer (if any) to the Complaints and Petitions within 14 days of the service date of
this Order.

ORDER
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that New Energy Two and New Energy Three's Motion
to Dismiss Cor Lack of Subject .\fatter Jurisdiction is denied.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that New Energy Two and New Energy Three file their
answer (if any) to the Complaints and Petitions within 14 days of the service date of this Order.
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DONE by Order of the Idaho Public Utilities Commission at Boise, Idaho this
day of March 2013.

MACK A. REDFORD, COMMISSIONER

ATTEST:

C~munission Secretary
O:li'C-1'-12-25 !PC-E-!2-26 dh3
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Angelo L. Rosa (ISB No. 7546)
1168 E. 1700 S.
Salt Lake City, Utah 84105
Telephone:
(80 I) 440-4400
Fax:
(801) 415-1773
E-mail:
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PETER J. RICAHRDSON (ISB No. 3195)
GREGORY M. ADAMS (ISB No. 7454)
Richardson & O'Leary, PLLC
515 North 27th Street
P.O. Box 7218
Boise, Idaho 83 707
Telephone (208) 938-7900
Fax (208) 938-7903
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Attorney for:
New Energy Two, LLC
New Energy Three, LLC
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I.
INTRODUCTION
COMES NOW New Energy Two, LLC and New Energy Three, LLC, by and through
their counsel of record, Peter Richardson and Angelo L. Rosa, and hereby petitions the
Commission for the following relief:
1.

For an order (a) designating the Commission's Orders 32692 and 32755 as final
orders pursuant to IPUC Rule of Procedure 323(04); (b) granting permission to
appeal the Commission's Orders 32692 and 32755 to the Idaho Supreme Court
pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule l2(a); and (c) staying the above-captioned
proceedings pursuant to IPUC Rule of Procedure 324 until the appeal to the
Supreme Court is resolved; and

2.

ln the alternative, for reconsideration of Orders 32692 and 32755 pursuant to
IPUC Rule of Procedure 33 t, et al.

Good cause exists to grant Exergy the relief requested on the followings grounds:
I.

Excrgy intends to appeal the Orders in question and designation of those Orders
as final is appropriate. The Commission's Orders may be certified as final for the
purposes of seeking appellate review of those orders.

The Orders in question

concern the Commission's subject-matter jurisdiction over the issues presented by
Idaho Power Company in its Petition and Complaints in these matters. As such,
they embrace a controlling issue of law and are appealable pursuant to the
applicable provisions of the IPUC Rules of Procedure and the Idaho Code.
2.

Permissive appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court is appropriate under the
circumstances given that the issues on appeal are threshold matters that will

IPC-E- t 2-25/26
MOTION FOR CERTIFICATION OF ORDERS AS FINAL/FOR PERMISSIVE
APPEAL/FOR STAY OF PROCEEDINGS OR, IN THE ALTERNATIVE, MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION
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determine whether these proceedings may be adjudicated before the Commission
or in another forum. As such, these are controlling issues of law reviewable by an
appellate court preparatory to an adjudication of the merits.
3.

Until the issue of subject-matter jurisdiction is resolved, it would be premature
and inappropriate for Exergy to answer the Petition and Complaint in the abovecaptioned matters as directed by Orders 32692 and 32755.

No prejudice or

hardship will inure to Idaho Power by a stay of these proceedings, whereas
substantial prejudice and irreparable harm (in the form of deprival of the
opportunity to be heard in what the New Energy entities allege to be the correct
forum for this dispute) will result if these proceedings are not stayed pending the
resolution of an appeal.
In the alternative, Exergy respectfully petitions the Commission pursuant to !PUC Rule
of Procedure 33 t for reconsideration of Orders 32692 and 32755 on the grounds that the
Commission has not applied the statutory and appellate guidance on this issue correctly, as set
forth herein.

II.
STATEMENT OF APPLICABLE LAW
A.

Legal Standard for Designation of Orders as Final

IPUC Rule of Procedure 323 empowers the Commission to designate orders as final.
That Rule states, in pertinent part:
"Whenever a party believes that an order not designated as a final order according
to the terms of these rules should be a final order, the party may petition the
Commission to designate the order as final. If an order is designated as final after
IPC-E-12-25/26
MOTION FOR CERTJFICA TION OF ORDERS AS FINAL/FOR PERMISSIVE
APPEAL/FOR STAY OF PROCEEDINGS OR, IN THE ALTERNATIVE, MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION
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its release, its effective date for purposes of reconsideration or appeal is the date
of the order of designation."
IPUC Rule ofProcedure 323(04), at IDAPA 31.01.01.

B. Legal Standard for Permissive Appeal
Idaho Appellate Rule l2(a) authorizes appeals by permission from the administrative level to
the Supreme Court for review. That Rule states, in pertinent part:
"Criteria for permission to appeal. Permission may be granted by the Supreme
Court to appeal from an interlocutory order or judgment of a district court in a
civil or criminal action, or from an interlocutory order of an administrative
agency, which is not otherwise appealable under these rules, but which involves a
controlling question of law as to which there is substantial grounds for difference
of opinion and in which an immediate appeal from the order or decree may
materially advance the orderly resolution of the litigation."
I.A.R. 12(a).

C.

Legal Standard for Stay of Commission Proceedings

IPUC Rule of Procedure 324 empowers the Commission to stay proceedings before it
during the pendency of an appeal. That Rule states, in pertinent part:
"Any person may petition the Commission to stay any order, whether
interlocutory or final. Orders may be stayed by the judiciary according to statute.
The Commission may stay any order on its own motion."
IUC Rule of Procedure 324, at IDAPA 31.0 l.O I.

D.

Legal Standard for Reconsideration

IPUC Rule of Procedure 331 and Idaho Code Section 61-626 set forth the standard, and
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procedure, by which reconsideration is sought. Rule of Procedure 331 states, in pertinent part:
"Within twenty-one (21) days after the service date of issuance of any final order,
any person interested in a final order or any issue decided in a final order of the
Commission may petition for reconsideration. Petitions for reconsideration must
set forth specifically the ground or grounds why the petitioner contends that the
order or any issue decided in the order is unreasonable, unlawful, erroneous or not
in conformity with the law, and a statement of the nature and quantity of evidence
or argument the petitioner will offer if reconsideration is granted."
IUC Rule of Procedure 324, at IDAPA 31.01.01. Further, Idaho Code Section 61-626 states, in
pertinent part:
"After an order has been made by the commission, any corporation, public utility
or person interested therein shall have the right, within twenty-one (21) days after
the date of said order, to petition for reconsideration in respect to any matter
determined therein."
I. C. § 61-626(1 ).

III.
ARGUMENT
A.

An Order on Jurisdiction is Sufficiently Final to be Certified by the
Commission as Such.

The Orders of the Commission ruling on subject-matter jurisdiction are fundamental
orders that affect the rights of the parties. Accordingly, they are final orders for the purposes of
the issue adjudicated. "As a general rule, a final judgment is an order or judgment that ends the
lawsuit, adjudicates the subject matter of the controversy, and represents a final determination of
IPC-E-12-25/26
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the rights of the parties." Camp v. East Fork Ditch Co., Ltd., 137 Idaho 850, 867, 55 P.3d 304,
321 (2002). As such, the Orders are final orders for the purposes of appeal, notwithstanding any
lack of verbiage denoting their finality. Further, it is well established that "[t]he real character of
a written instrument is to be judged by its contents and substance, not by its title." Swinehart v.

Turner, 36 Idaho 450, 452, 211 P. 558, 559 (1922). The Commission is empowered by the IPUC
Rules of Procedure to define an Order as final for the purposes of an appeal, notwithstanding the
pendency of other issues before it. Such a characterization is appropriate here given the nature
of the Orders and the effect they have on the rights of the parties.

B.

Appeal by Permission is Overwhelmingly Warranted Given the Issue of
Jurisdiction is a Controlling Issue of Law and a Resolution Thereof Will
Materially Affect the Pending Proceedings.

Permissive appeal is very necessary under the present circumstances. The standard set
forth in Idaho Appellate Rule 12(a) (see supra) is met given that (a) the issue in dispute involves
a controlling question of law as to which there is substantial grounds for difference of opinion
and (b) an immediate appeal from the Orders in question will materially advance the orderly
resolution of this litigation. The issue of subject-matter jurisdiction is a controlling question of
law in that the appropriate forum for this matter as a whole is in dispute and there must be
clarification of that issue given the disagreement between the parties and the Commission as to
which

adjudicatory

body

has

jurisdiction

to

hear

that

dispute.

Issues

of subject matter jurisdiction present questions of law over which appellate courts exercise free
review. State v. Barros, 131 Idaho 379, 380,957 P.2d 1095, 1096 (1998); State v. Doyle, 121
Idaho 911,913,828 P.2d 1316, 1318 (1992). Furthermore, it would be duplicitous and wasteful
for the parties and the Commission to continue forward with these proceedings until the
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aforementioned question of jurisdiction is resolved. Therefore, permissive appeal is necessary to
materially advance the orderly resolution of this dispute. The New Energy parties therefore
respectfully submit that the Commission grant permission to appeal this issue to the Idaho
Supreme Court.

C.

A Stay of Commission Proceedings is Essential Given the Need for Appellate
Review on a Threshold Issue of Whether the Commission Indeed Has
Subject-Matter Jurisdiction Under the Present Facts.

The relevant IPUC Rules of Procedure authorize the issuance of a stay while a matter is
pending reconsideration and/or appeal. As alluded to in Section III(B), supra, if this matter was
heard at the Commission level before the threshold issue of jurisdiction is resolved, there will be
prejudice to the New Energy parties' rights given their objection to the Commission's
jurisdiction on this issue. It is established at the appellate level that issues of jurisdiction must be
resolved

prior

to

the

determination

of

matters

on

their

merits:

"A

question

of subject matter jurisdiction is fundamental and a matter of law; it cannot be ignored when
brought to our attention and should be addressed prior to considering the merits of an appeal."

See State v. Kavajecz, 139 Idaho 482, 483, 80 P.3d 1083, 1084 (2003); State v. Savage, 145
Idaho 756, 758, 185 P.3d 268, 270 (Ct. App. 2008). Additionally, not staying these proceedings
would also result in a significant waste of time, money and resources committed to what would
be a premature adjudication before New Energy's rights vis-a-vis subject-matter jurisdiction are
resolved. A stay is therefore appropriate and warranted, both to preserve the rights of the parties
as well as to conserve resources.

D.

In the Alternative, Reconsideration of the Court's Order Denying New
Energy's Motions to Dismiss is Appropriate to Conform the Court's Rulings

IPC-E-12-25/26
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to the Prevailing Law.
In the event that the Commission is not inclined to grant the aforementioned three
components of relief, it is appropriate for the Commission to reconsider its ruling on the Orders
in question.
The Commission lacks subject-matter jurisdiction for the reasons set forth in the New
Energy parties' motion to dismiss and reply brief. The appellate guidance on point (notably

Afton and its progeny) are clear in that contract interpretation issues are reserved for the District
Court system in the State of Idaho. See Motions to Dismiss and Reply to Opposition to Motions

to Dismiss, on file herewith.

Furthermore, the fact that the New Energy parties agreed to

boilerplate language proffered by Idaho Power as to forum for dispute resolution is not outcome
determinative because, as set forth in detail in the New Energy parties' Motions to Dismiss. The
New Energy parties respectfully submit that the Commission should revisit the analysis laid out
in detail in the Motions to Dismiss for the purposes of reassessing whether it truly has subjectmatter jurisdiction in light of the appellate guidance on the issue.

VI.
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, New Energy Two and New Energy Three respectfully submit
that the Commission is legally empowered to grant the relief requested herein, that the applicable
law supports a grant of the relief requested, and the Commission will be making a sound ruling
in its discretion if it grants said relief.
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DATED THIS 18th day of March, 2013.
RICHARDSON & O'LEARY, PLLC

P er J. Richardson (ISB No: 3195)
Gregory M. Adams (ISB No. 7454)
Attorneys for Respondents

ANGELO L. ROSA

Angelo L. Rosa (ISB No. 7546)
Attorney for New Energy Two, LLC and
New Energy Three, LLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 18th day of March, 2013, I caused a true and correct
copy of the MOTION FOR CERTIFICATION OF ORDERS AS FINAL/FOR PERMISSIVE
APPEAL/FOR STAY OF PROCEEDINGS OR, IN THE ALTERNATIVE, MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the
following:
Jean Jewell
Secretary
Idaho Public Utilities Commission
472 W Washington Street
Boise, Idaho 83702

( ) lJ .S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
(X) Facsimile
(X) Electronic Mail

Peter Richardson
Richardson & O'Leary, PLLC
515 N. 27th Street
Boise, Idaho 83 702

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(X) Electronic Mail

Donovan Walker
Jason Williams
Idaho Power Company
1221 West Idaho Street
Boise, Idaho 83702

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
(X) Facsimile
(X) Electronic Mail

Signed._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Angelo L. Rosa
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Angelo L. Rosa (ISB No. 7546)
ll68E.l700S.
Salt Lake City, Utah 84105
Telephone:
(80 1)440-4400
Fax:
(801)415-1773
E-mail:
arosa@lexergydevelopment.com
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Attorney for:
New Energy Two, LLC
New Energy 1bree, LLC

BEFORE THE
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
)

IN THE MATTER OF THE COMPLAINT AND
PETITION OF IDAHO POWER COMPANY
FORADECIARATORYORDER
REGARDING THE FIRM ENERGY SALES
AGREEMENT AND GENERATOR
INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT WITH
NEW ENERGY 1WO, LLC.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

IN THE MAITER OF THE COMPLAINT AND
PETITION OF IDAHO POWER COMPANY
FORADECLARATORYORDER
REGARDING THE HRM ENERGY SALES
AGREEMENT AND GENERATOR
IN1ERCONNECTION AGREEMENT WITH
NEW ENERGY THREE, LLC.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-26
NOTICE OFAPPEARA.l"iCE

)

_______________________________)

Pursuant to IPUC Rules of Procedure 43 and 46, Angelo L. Rosa hereby enters an
appearance as counsel of record for New Energy Two, LLC and New Energy Three, LLC in the
above-captioned matters.
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From. A n g e l o R o s a

DA1ED THIS 14th day of March, 2013.
ANGELO L. ROSA

Angelo L. Rosa (ISB No. 7546)
Attorney for New Energy Two, LLC and
New Energy 1bree, LLC
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From:

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 14th day of March, 2013, I caused a true and
correctcopyofthe ENTRY OF APPEARANCE to be served by the method indicated below,
and addressed to the following:
JeanJewell
Secretary
Idaho Public Utilities Commission
472 W Washington Street
Boise, Idaho 83702

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( )OvernightMail
(X) Facsimile
(X) Electronic Mail

Peter Richardson
Richardson & O'Leary, PLLC
515 N. 2? Street
Boise, Idaho 83702

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(X) Electronic Mail

Donovan Walker
Jason Williams
Idaho Power Company
1221 West Idaho Street
Boise, Idaho 83702

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
(X) Facsimile
(X) Electronic Mail

Signed._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Angelo L. Rosa
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Angelo Hoaa

Oflice of the Secretary
Service Date

April4,2013

BEFORE THE IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
IN THE MATTER OF THE COMPLAINT
AND PETITION OF IDAHO POWER
COMPANY FOR A DECLARATORY
ORDER REGARDING THE FIRM ENERGY
SALESAGREEMENTANDGENERATOR
INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT WITH
NEW ENERGY TWO, LLC.
-----·-···---·------·-

)
)

CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25

)
)
)

)
)

--------·-------------)

IN THE MATTER OF THE COMPLAINT
AND PETITION OF IDAHO POWER
COMPANY f'OR A DECLARATORY
ORDER REGARDING THE FIRM ENERGY
SALES AGREEMENT AND GENERATOR
INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT WITH
NEW ENERGY THREE, LLC.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. IPC-E-12-26

ORDER NO. 32780

On November 9 and 21, 2012, Idaho Power Company filed two separate "Complaints
and Petitions for Declaratory Order" regarding two Pmver Purchase Agreements ("PPAs'')
between itself and New Energy Two and New Energy Three, n:spectively.

Idaho Power

generally alleged the New Energy projects (collectively "New Energy") breached their
respective PPAs by failing to supply power to the utility.

On December 4. 2012, the

Commission consolidated the two cases into a single proceeding and directed New Energy to
ansv:er the Complaints and Petitions by December 27. 2012. Order No. 32692. Rath..:r than file
an answer, New Energy tiled a ''Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Subject Matter Jurisdiction.''
Idaho Power filed an answer to the Motion. and New Energy filed a reply to Idaho Power's
answer.
On March 5, 2013, the Commission issued Interlocutory Order No. 32755 denying
New Energy's ·'Motion to Dismiss.'' The Commission found that it did have jurisdiction to
resolve the contract dispute because New Energy and Idaho Power had expressly agreed in their
PPAs to submit disputes arising under their respective PPAs to the Commission for resolution.
Order No. 32755 at I 0 citing Afton Energy v. Idaho Power Cu. ("Ajton IV''), Ill Idaho 925,
929, 729 P.2d 400, 404 (1986): PPA § 19.1. The Commission also ordered Nevv Energy to file
its answer (if any) to the Complaints and Petitions no later than March 19, 2013. !d. at 12.

ORDER NO. 32780

On l\larch 18. 2013. \.lew Energy tiled a Motion generally seeking the Commission's
permission for leave to file a permissive appeal pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule (l.A.R.) 12
challenging the Commission's decision that it did have jurisdiction to resolve the dispute. \Jew
Energy did not request a hearing on its \lotion and Idaho Po\Ver did not tile an ans\ver to the
Motion. As set out below. the l\1otion is grankd in part and denied in part.
BACKGROU~D

A. Interconnection and the PPA Processes

The background for this consolidated case is taken primarily from the tvvo complaints
and is set out in greater detail in Order No. 32755. Briefly. \.levv Energy proposed to build two
separate anaerobic digester 1 projects at Swager Farms (l\:cw Energy Two) and Double B Dairy
(New Energy Three) that would generate electricity for sale to Idaho Po\ver pursuant
Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA).

to

the

PURPA generally requires electric utilities

such as Idaho Power to purchase the output fl·orn '·qualil'ying facilities (QFs)'" at rates set by the
state regulatory commissions. PURPA § 210(a). 16 U.S.C. § 824a-3(a). Pl!RPA also requires
QFs (such as the anaerobic digesters in this case) to pay the cost of constructing the necessary
interconnection facilities (or transmission upgrades) to .. connect .. the QF project with the
purchasing utility's system. Order No. 32755 at 2 c1ting 18 C.F.R. § 292.308. Thus. the typical
PURPA transaction in Idaho contains two separate and independent parts.

One part is the

parties' obligations to sell and purchase the electrical output from the QF proj..:ct

in this case

embodied in the PPAs. The other part is the interconnection process where the utility and the QF
negotiate and contract for the construction or the necessary interconnection facilities. Order l\:o.
32755 at nn.2. 3. The culmination of the interconnection process is the execution of a Generator
Interconnection Agreement (GIA) and the construction of the transmission facilities by the
Uti'I'tty.-.,
Returning to the facts of this case. New Energy initiated discussions with Idaho
Power in October 2009 about the interconnection process for the two digester projects. Order
Nos. 32755 at 2; 32692 at 2. Following initial discussions, New Energy submitted a request to

1

Anaerobic digesters utilize animal waste to produce methane gas which is then combusted to provide motive force
for the production of electricity. Order No. 28\1~5 at 2.
2

Typically there are three steps to the interconnection process: (I) the QF submits a generator interconnection
request and signs a Study Agreement with the utility; (2) the utility prepares and issues a Study Report: and (3) if the
study is acceptable, the parties sign the GIA and QF pays the utility to construct the interconnection facilities.
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Idaho Power for the utility to prepare an Interconnection Study Report (including proposed
routing, estimated cost and a construction schedule). Jd. at n.2. Idaho Pow.:r submitted separate
Study Reports for each project to New Energy. Order No. 32755 at 2.
In May 201 0, Idaho Pmver and l'\ew Energy entered into a separate PPA for each
digester project. Each project was contracted to supply 1.2 MW of povver to Idaho Power over a
15-year term. The scheduled commercial operation date (COD) for Swager Farms was October

L 2012, and the COD for Double B was December L 2012.

ld

On July I. 2010. the

Commission approved the PPAs for S\vager Farms and the Double B Dairy in Order Nos. 32026
and 32027. respectively. I d.
In January 2011, New Energy requested that the interconnection capacity for each
project be increased from 1.2 M\V to 2.0 MW.

!d. at 2-3.

New Energy and Idaho Power

subsequently executed new Study Agreements and Idaho Power prepared a new Facility
(Interconnection) Study Report for each project. In late April 2011, Idaho Power issued its tina!
Facility Study Reports estimating that the cost for the Swager Farms' 2.0 MW interconnection
would cost approximately $1.71 million, and Double B's 2.0 MW interconnection capacity
would cost approximately $376,000. ld. at 3. The parties then engaged in protracted discussions
and communications

leading

up to

Idaho

Power's

preparation of draft '"Generation

Interconnection Agreements" ((i!As) for each QF.
On March 22, 2012, Idaho Powcr sent New Energy the draft GIA for Swager Farms.
In April 2012, New Energy asked Idaho Power to revise the interconnection facilities to the
original 0.8 MW capacity.

Swager Farms Complaint at ~ 59. 3 The pm1ies executed a '·Re-

Study'' Agreement and Idaho Power subsequently estimated that the interconnection cost for the
reduced Swager Farms capacity vvould be approximately $225,000. Id at

'1'1 60-61.

On September 14, 2012, Idaho Power sent the final GIA to Sv,ager Farms at the
lower 0.8 MW capacity. Idaho Power's cover letter to the GIA advised Swager Farms that it
"must have the executed GIA and fundjng no_jater than October l. 2012, in order to complete
constmction by this date.'' Jd

at~

66 (emphasis original). In a follow-up e-maiL Idaho Power

warned New Energy that if the executed GIA and the required funding arc not received by

1

In May 2011, New Energy advis..:d Idaho Power that Exergy Development would assist New Energy with its two
QF projects. Order No. 32755 at 3.
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October L 2012. '"it \Viii not be possible to complete the n:quired interconnection work before
the end of the year 20 12:· !d at •• 68.

4

On :V1ay 9. 2012. Idaho Pmver sent a dran G lA to New Energy for the Double B
project and advised it that failure to submit all of the required items and the executed GIA .. \\ill
cause the Cienerator Interconnection request to have been decmeJ withdrawn."

Double B

Complaint at ~· 49. On June 19. 2012. Idaho Power sent Double B a tina! GIA to be executed
and returned to Idaho Power no later than July 20. or ··your IGIA] will he deemed \\ithdrawn."'

!d. at •. 53. Idaho Pow·er insisted in its Complaint that Nev, Energy did not execute the GIA and
return it to the utility. Idaho Power subsequ...:ntly issued a deficiency notice to New Energy that
the GIA hacl been deemed vvithdrawn and rernoH:d the project
interconnection queue.

from Idaho Power's

On August 28, 2012, Idaho Power asserted it refunded New Energy's

interconnection deposit for the Double B project. /d.

at~;

54-55.

B. Notice of Force Majeure
On September 28, 2012, the two New Energy projects sent a joint "Notice of Force
Majeure" to Idaho Power in accordance with Section 14 or their respective PPAs. The projects
explained they could not perform under the respective PPAs because of' '"the occurrence of a
force majeure event."

Swager at Tab 56: Double B at Tab 36. The projects alleged in their

notice that the Commission's generic PURPA investigation (G:\:R-E-11-03) and other "pending
proceedings·· caused lenders to be .. unwilling to lend in Idaho pending the outcome or these
proceedings." !d. Thus. with ··no linandng available .... it Iisl impossible for I the QF] projects
to perform !their! obligation'· under the PPAs.

/d.~

4: Order No. 32755 at 4.

C. Sew Energy's Motion to Dismiss
In its

~1otion

to Dismiss. New Energy maintained that the Commission does not

possess the necessary jurisdiction to interpret and/or enforce contracts.

In particular, New

Energy asserted the Supreme Court has stated that the .. general rule" is:
Generally, the construction and enforcement of contract rights is a matter that
lies in the jurisdiction of the courts and not the public utilities commission.
This is true notwithstanding that the parties are public utilities or that the
subject matter of the contract coincides generally with the expertise or the
1

Jhc Swager Farms PP;\ provided that the project's commercial operation date for supplying power to th;; utility is
October I. 2012.
5

Under tht: t;;rms of its PPA. Doubl;; B was to bt: in commercial operation supplying power to the uti lit\ no later
than December I. 20 12.

4

commission. If the matter is a contractual dispute, it should be heard by the
courts.
:V1otion at 6 quoting /.em hi Te/..:p!tone Co. r . .\fuunrain Slates Tel. & Tel. Co .. 98 Idaho 692, 696,

571 P.2d 753. 757 ( 1977). New Energy did concede that the Court has rccogni?ed exceptions to
the general rule set out above. Jd at 9-10. :V1ore spccitically. the Court in Ajion Enagv v. Idaho

Power Co. ('A/ton II'"), reiterated the exception to the general rule is that the Commission may
resolve a contract dispute because "the parties agreed to let the PUC settle this dispute and ...
there is substantial c\idence in the record to support the Commission's decision."

Ill Idaho

925, 729 P.2d 400 (1986), citing Bunker Ifill v. Washington Water Power Co. 98 Idaho 249,
259. 561 P.2d 391, 394 (1977). Nevv Energy also observed the A/ion

n· Court

found that the

PURPA contract "'between Afton and Idaho Power docs not rail within any of lthej exceptions
Ito the general rukj.

Idaho Power and Aflon have not agreed to allow the Commission to

interpret the contract." \1otion at I 0 quoting A/ion IV, Ill Idaho at 929, 729 P.2d at 404. Idaho
Povvcr fikd an answer opposing the Motion. Sec Order No. 32755 at 7-8.

THE COMMISSION'S INTERLOCUTORY ORDER NO. 32755
In Order No. 32755. the Commission recognized that the general rule is "lg!cnerallv,
the construction and enforcement of contract rights is a matter which lies in the jurisdiction of
the courts and not in the public utilities commission.'' Order No. 32755 at 9 quoling Ajion IV,
Ill Idaho at 928, 729 P.2d at 403 (emphasis added). Ilowcvcr, the Commission found that this
case is controlled by one of the exceptions to the general rule where ''the parties agreed to let the
PUC settle thfel dispute ...... !d. at 9-1 0; Afton IV, 11 1 Idaho at 929, 729 P.2d at 404 quoting

Bunker Hill, 98 Idaho at 242, 561 P.2d at 394. 6 In particular, the Commission found
that the "consent" exception (where parties agree to let the Commission
settle a contractual dispute) is controlling in this instance.
More
specifically. we find that the QFs and Idaho Power have expressly agreed in
their PPAs to submit disputes arising under their respective PPAs to the
Commission for resolution. As pointed out by Idaho Povvcr, each PPA
contains a provision granting the Commission jurisdiction over this matter.
Section 19. I of each PPA provides:

" In Jfc'\'cal v. /Jalw PUC, I •12 Idaho 685, 689, 132 P 3d 442. 446 (2006 ). the Court recogni1.ed another exception
to the general rule regarding the Commission· s ability to interpret and enforce interconnection agreements between
telecommunication carriers. In e.xplaining this exception. the Court stated it has been "careful to use ~vords such as
· ~-Ilentlh:' and ·normally' [when stating the applicability of the general rule] and also, to provide for e.x9,:Qtions l\2
!b.Q. nonn." (Emphasis added.) The Commission resolving disputes about interconnection agreements is an
exception to the general rule {i e .. nonn).
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Disputes
All disputes related to or ansmg under this Agreement
including. but not limited to. the interpretation or the terms and
conditions of this Agreement. will be submitted to the Commission tor
resolution.
Swager at Tab 1. Double B at Tab 1 (emphasis added). l;nlike the parties in
Afton IV, we find that ;\ew Energy and Idaho Power have expressly
agreed that "Ialli disputes related to or arising under this Agreement ...
will be submitted to the Commission for resolution." PPA at § 19.1. Ncvv
Energy Two and New Energy Three signed their respective PPAs containing
Section 19.1 on May 21.2010. We further tind this provision of the PPA to
be clear and unambiguous. "An unambiguous contract will be given its plain
meaning.·· Shawver v. flucklehenJ Estates, 140 Idaho 345. 36 L 93 PJd 685.
692 (2004 ). In this case. the dispute between the parties is .. related to or
arising under this Agreement." In addition. New Energy's force majeure
notice specifically refers to Section 14 of the PPAs- clearly relating to the
PPAs. Svvager at Tab 56, Double Bat Tab 36. Moreover, each PPA provides
in Section 20.1 that "This Agreement is subject to the jurisdiction of those
governmental agem:ies having control over either party of this Agreement.''
Swager at Tab I. Double Bat Tab I.
We further find that there is a statutory basis for our jurisdiction in this
matter. Just as in the case where QFs may bring complaints against utilities
under PURPA (Afton /ill!, 107 Idaho at 781, 693 P.2d at 427), the
Commission is authorized under Ida/to Code§ 61-621 to hear complaints
7
made by public utilitics As the Idaho Supreme Court noted in A/ion 1 Ill,
Section 61-612 .. gives the Commission jurisdiction to hear complaints against
public utilities alleging violations of rules, regulations or any provision or law:
I. C. § 61-502 gives the Commission jurisdiction to determine reasonable rates.
including rates collected under contracts; and I.C. § 61-503 gives the
Commission povver to investigate a single contract. .. .'' I 07 Idaho at 784.
693 P.2d at 430. The PPAs at issue in this case directly affect Idaho Power's
rates through the annual Power Cost Adjustment (PCA). idaho Code § 61502, Kootenai. 99 Idaho at 880, 591 P.2d at 127.~ The United States Supreme
Court also noted in FERC v. Mississippi, PURPA '·and the [FERC]
implementing regulations simply require the Istate regulatory] authorities to
adjudicate disputes arising under ]PURPAJ. Dispute resolution of this kind is
the WIT tme o{ activitv customarily engaged in by the Mississippi [Public
Utilities] Commission .... " 456 U.S. 742.760. 102 S.Ct. 2126,2138 (1982)

., !duhu Cude § 61-621 stat..:s: "Any public utility :;hall have a right to complain on any grounds upon which
complaints are allowed to be filed by other parties ... ,.
8

The Idaho Supreme Court in Afton 1'1!1 observed: "Contracts entered into by public uti! itics with IQF•;J or
decisions by utilities not to contract with [QFsj have a very real effect ~mthc ra(l:'i._fl~'!iiL!ri~onsumer_~ both at present
and in the future.·· 107 Idaho at 789, 693 P.2d at 435 (emphasis added).
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(emphasis added): Afton Ill!. I 07 Idaho at 789. 693 P.2d at 435 (emphasis
original).
Order No. 32755 at 10-11 (holding added. under! inc original. footnote original). liming found
that it has jurisdiction to resolve the contract dispute. the Commission ordered New Energy to
file its answer by l\1arch 19, 2013.

NEW ENERGY'S MOTION FOR PERMISSIVE APPEAL
New Energy's Motion for leave to file a permissive appeal has four parts. First, it
requests that th..: Commission designate its two Interlocutory Orders (Nos. 32692 and 32755) as
final Orders pursuant to Commission Rule 323.f03J.q IDAPA 31.01.01.323.03.

Motion at 2.

Second, New Energy seeks a Commission Order approving New Energy's Motion for a
Permissive Appeal under I.A.R. 12.

!d

Third, New En..:rgy seeks a stay of the current

proceeding pursuant to Rule "324 until the appeal to the Supreme Court is resolved."

!d.

Finally, and in the alternative. New Energy seeks reconsideration of Order Nos. 32692 and
32755 pursuant to Commission Rule 331. IDAPA 31.01.0 1.331.

Each component of New

Energy's Motion is set out and reviewed in greater detail below.

A. Designating tile Commission's Interlocutory Orders as Final Orders
New Energy first requests that the Commission designate its two interlocutory Orders
(Nos. 32692 and 32755) as final Orders pursuant to Commission Rule 323.[03].

10

Rule 323.03

provides in pe1iinent part that: '·Whenever a party believes that an order not designated as a final
order according to the terms or these rules should be a final order, the party may petition the
Commission to designate the order as final.''

IDAPA 31.01.0 1.323.03.

In its Motion. New

Energy states that it ·'intends to appeal the Itwo 1 Orders in question and designation of those
Orders as final is appropriate." Motion at 2. New Energy insists that these two Orders ''embrace
a controlling issue of law and are appealable pursuant to the appellate provisions

or the

IPUC

Rules ofProcedure and the Idaho Code." !d.

Commission Findings: Idaho Code § 61-601 provides that all proceedings before the
Commission shall be governed by the Public Utilities Law and by the rules of practice and
procedure adopted by the Commission. Commission Rule 32 J defines and designates certain

9

New Energy actually cites to Rule 323.04 but quotes Rule 323.03. Motion at 2-3.

10

Supra, n.9.
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Commission Orders as interlocutory orders. Rule 321.01 defines interlocutory orders as those
orders ··that do not finally decide all previously undecided issues presented in a proceeding,
except the Commission may by order decide some of the issues presented in a proceeding and
provide in that order that its decision on those issues is final and subject to revievv by
reconsideration and appeal. .. .'' IDAPA 31.01.01.321.01. Rule 321.02 specifically designates
certain orders as "always interlocutory [including]: . . . orders initiating complaints or
investigations: orders joining. consolidating or separating issues. proceedings or parties.
IDAPA 31.01.01.321.02 (emphasis added).
Returning to the first Order (32692). we find that it is clearly an interlocutory order as
defined by our Rule 321. Order No. 32692 initiated the complaint and consolidated the two
complaints into a single proceeding. In addition. the Idaho Supreme Court has held that '·lals a
general rule. final judgment is an order or judgment that ends the lawsuit, adjudicates the subject
matter of the controversy, and represents a final determination of the rights of the parties.'' in re
Johnson, I 53 Idaho 246, 251 n.5, 280 PJd 749, 754 n.5 (Ct.App. 20 12) quoting Camp v. East
Fork Ditch ( 'o .. 137 Idaho 850, 867. 55 P.3d 304. 321 (2002). Our tirst Order neither ended the

case nor represented a final determination. It docs not meet the definition of a final order under
our Procedural Rules or the guidelines issued by our appellate courts.
The Commission's second Order No. 32755 denying New Energy's Motion to
Dismiss also was not designated as a tina! Order pursuant to Rule 323, rDAP i\ 31.01.0 1.3:?3.0 I.
However, it is not the '·title" or d-=scription of an order that is controlling but whether the order
represents a tina! decision of the \Vhole controversy.

Williams v. Stare Bd. of Real Estate

Appraisers, 149 Idaho 675, 677-78, 239 P.Jd 780, 782-83 (20 I 0).

An order "which is

intermediate or incomplete and, while it settles some of the rights of the parties, leaves
something to be done in the

a~judication

of their substantive rights in the case . . . is

interlocutory." !d. quoring Evans State Bank v. S'keen, 30 Idaho 703. 705, 167 P. 1165, 166
(1917). The Commission expressly noted that Order No. 32755 did not address or resolve the
substantive issues in dispute. Order No. 32755 at 12. Although this second Order decided that
the Commission had jurisdiction to resolve this contract dispute. it did not end the lawsuit, did
not fully adjudicate the subject matter of the controversy, and did not represent a final
determination of the rights of the parties. Rule 321.0 I.
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Our Supreme Court held in Williams that an .. order simply denying a motion to
dismiss is not a tina! order." 149 Idaho at 678. 239 P.3d at 783. The Court went on to say that
an order denying a motion to dismiss ··would only be reviewable in connection with the petition
for judicial reviC\\ of the final order ultimately entered ... ld Consequently. we ;.;oncludc that the
Commission's Order Nos. 32692 and 32755 arc not "final Orders" and we decline to designate
them as final Orders (thcreb: becoming subject to rc;.;onsideration). Idaho Code §§ 61-626( I).
61-627: Key Tramp. v. Trans Magic Airlines, 96 Idaho II 0, 524 P.2d 1338 ( 1974).

B. Motion for Approval of Permissive Appeal
New Energy next requests that the Commission approve the digesters' Motion for
permission to appeal from an interlocutory order pursuant to Appellate Rule 12. New Energy
asserts that a permissive appeal from the Commission's interlocutory Orders is appropriate 1n
this circumstance "because the issues on appeal arc threshold matters that will determine \Vhether
these proceedings may be adjudicated before the Commission or in another forum.

As such.

these are controlling issues of law reviewable by an appellate court preparatory to an
adjudication

or the merits."

\1otion at 2-3.

Appellate Rule 12(a) provides that the Supreme Court may grant permission to appeal
from an interlocutory order issued by the Commission "which is not otherwise appealable under
these rules. but which involves a controlling question of la\v as to which there is substantial
grounds for difference of opinion and which an immediate appeal from the order or decree may
materially advance the orderly resolution of the litigation."

New Energy asserts that a

permissive appeal is warranted at this juncture in the case .. given the disagreement between the
parties and the Commission as to which adjudicatory body has jurisdiction to hear !this]
dispute."' Motion at 6. It further maintains that it would be ··duplicitous and wasteful" for the
proceeding to continue until the question of jurisdiction has been resolved. ld

Consequently.

New Energy respectfully requests that the Commission grant permission for an interlocutory
appeal"to materially advance the orderly resolution ofthis dispute." !d. at 7.

Commission Findings: Our Supreme Court has held that permission to appeal from
an interlocutory order should only be granted •·in the most exceptional cases."'

1'erska \'. S'!.

Alphonsus Reg Me d. Center, 15 J Idaho 889, 892. 256 P.3d 502. 505 (20 I I); :\fontalhano v. .<.;1.
Alphonsus Reg Med. Center, 151 Idaho 837 n.l. 264 P.3d 994 n.l (20 I I); see also Aardema v.
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US Dairy S)stons, 147 Idaho 785, 215 P.2d 505 (2009).

In l'f!rska. the Court laid out six

factors to be considered when evaluating a request for permissive appeaL
It was the intent of f.A.R. 12 to provide an immediate appeal from an
interlocutory order if !there arc: (l )] substantial legal issues of great public
interest[: (2)] legal questions of tlrst impression{: (3)/ the impact of an
immediate appeal upon the parties[: (4)] the dfect of the delay on the
proceedings in the [agency] pending the appeal[; (5)J the likelihood or
possibilit; of a second appeal atler judgment is finally entered by the
[agency: and (6)] the case workload of the appellate courts. No single factor
is controlling in the Court's decision or acceptance or rejection of an appeal
by ccrtitication, but the Court intends bv Rule 12 to create an appeal in the
exceptional case and docs not intend by the rule to broaden the appeals vvhich
may be taken as a matter right under I.A.R. 11.

I 5 I Idaho at 892. 265 P.3d at 505 quoting Hudell v. Todd, 105 Idaho 2, 4, 665 P.2d 701, 703
( 1983) (emphasis added).
Turning

to

the first two l'l!rska

t~lctors

set out above. we tind that the question of

jurisdiction in this case is neither a legal question of first impression nor an issue of great public
interest. As the Commission noted in its Order, this Court has recognized an exception to the
general rule that allows the Commission to resolve contract disputes when both parties consent to
the Commission's jurisdiction. Order No. 32755 at 9-11: Afton IV. 111 Idaho at 929, 729 P.2d at
404. Relying on § I 9.1 of the Agreements. the Commission found that New Energy and Idaho
Power expressly agreed that "[ajll disputes related to or arising under this Agreement ... will be
submitted to the Commission lor resolution.'' Orckr No. 32755 at I 0. The Commission also
noted that New Energy's Notice of Force Majeure spccitically references § 14 of the PPA and
that § 20.1 of the PPA provides that the Agreement "is subject to the jurisdiction of those
governmental agencies having control over either party of this Agreement." !d Section 19 also
states that the interpretation of terms contained in the Agreement
force majeure under § 14.1

including what constitutes

will be submitted to the Commission for resolution. ld: PPA §§

14.1 and 19.1. As far as this issue being "of great public interest,'' it involves two QF entities. a
utility. and the Commission. While this issue may be of great interest to the parties. it docs not
rise to the level of .. grcat public interest."
Turning to the remaining factors, we tind that granting a permissive appeal from the
interlocutory Order will certainly delay this proceeding and cause the parties to commit
additional time and resources. While a decision on the issue of the Commission's jurisdiction
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will be definitive, a ruling in f~1vor of the Commission may not eliminate the possibility of a
second appeal on the merits. 1\Iotion at 2. Although there is a difference of opinion v\hether the
Commission has jurisdiction to resolve this dispute. Nevv Energy has not demonstrated the
.. substantial grounds" n:garding the dispute over jurisdiction or why the Commission's decision
ts m error.

l.A.R. 12(a).

There is substantial and competent evidence to support the

Commission's findings as well as a statutory basis to hear the utility's complaint.

Industrial

Customers of Idaho Power r. Idaho NT, 134 Idaho 285, 288. I P.3d 786, 789 (2000): Order
No. 32755 at 9-11: Idaho Code ~ 61-621. In summary, after weighing the factors set out above.
\ve lind that these f~1ctors tip the scales in favor of disapproving New Energy's request for
granting a permissive appeal.

C. Reconsideration of Order No. 32755
If the Commission is not inclined to either designate its Orders as final or approve a
request tor a permissive appeal, then New Energy moves in the alternative for the Commission to
reconsider its Order denying the Motion to Dismiss. Relying on our Procedural Rule 331, New
Energy requests that the Commission "reconsider" its ruling on jurisdiction tor the reasons set
forth in New l;nergy's Motion and its reply to ldnho Pov,er's answer. Motion at 8. The Motion
further states that ··the t~1ct that the New Energy parties agreed to boilerplate language offered by
ldnho Povver as to lthel forum for dispute resolution is not outcome determinative because !sic].
as set forth in detail in the Ncv·• Energy parties' Motion to Dismiss." !d

Commission Findings:

For the reasons set out below, we decline to ··reconsider''

Order No. 32755. Our Rule 331 provides that vvithin 21 days of the ··issuance of any !inal order,
any person interested in n tina! order . . . may petition for reconsideration."
31.01.0 1.331.0 I (emphasis added).

IDAPA

First, under the Commission's Rules of Procedure,

reconsideration under Rule 331 is only npplicablc to tina! Orders of the Commission. As the
Commission found above, Order No. 32755 is neither a "final" Order nor docs it result in n tina!
determination of the rights of the parties. As our appellate courts have held. n final order is one
that resolves all issues, or the last unresolved issue. Johnson, I 53 Idaho at 25 I, 280 P.3d at 754;

fVilliams, 149ldaho at 677-78,239 P. 3d at 782-83; Camp v. East Fork Ditch Co .. 137 Idaho at
867, 55 P.3d at 321.
Second, Rule 331.01 also requires that requests ··for reconsideration must set forth
specitically the ground or grounds why the petitioner contends that the order or any issue
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decided in the order is unreasonable. unlmvfuL erroneous. or not in conformity with th.: law. and
a statement of the nature and quantity of evidence or argument the petitioner will offer if
reconsideration is granted." IDAPA 31.01.0 1.331.0 l. New Energy does not specifically point to
any particular linding or analysis contained in the Commission's Order that is in error. Order
No. 32755 set forth several reasons supporting the Commission's jurisdiction but Ncvv Energy
does not indicate which specific finding is in error. The Motion merely asks the Commission to
reconsider its Order based upon .. the reasons set forth in the Ncvv Energy parties· motion to
dismiss and reply" to Idaho Po\vcr. Motion at 8. Despite \iew Energy's concession that the
dispute resolution language contained in Section 19.1 allows the Commission to resolve contract
disputes. New Energy docs not elaborate why this ··is not outcome determinative ...
Third. and more importantly, New Energy"s request is more properly \ievved as a
motion to .. revie\V ., interlocutory Order No. 32755 pursuant to Rule 322. The distinction here is
important because "'reconsideration" is only available from final orders and is a statutory
prerequisite for parties seeking to appeal. Idaho Code § 61-626; compare Rule 322 with Rule
33 L lDAPA 31.01.01.322 and .331.

As the Supreme Court observed in Washington Water

Power Co. v. Kootenai Enl'ironmenta! Alliance. the purpose of ··reconsideration" under Idaho
Code

~

61-626 is .. to alford an opportunity for the parties to bring to the Commission's attention

in an orderly manner any question Ipreviously J determined in the [proceeding] and thereby
afford the Commission an opportunity to rectify any mistake made by it before" an appeal. 99
Idaho 875. 879. 591 P.2d 122. 126 ( 1979).
In essence, reconsideration is an administrative remedy that must be exhausted before
seeking judicial review. Rule 331.0 I, IDAPA 31.01.0 1.331.0 I; Idaho Code

§~

61-626, 61-627;

F.ag!e Water Co. v. Idaho PUC 130 Idaho 314, 316. 940 P.2d 1133, 1135 ( 1997) ... Final orders

of the Commission should ordinarily be challenged either by petition to the Commission for
1reconsideration J or by appeal to this Court as provided by I. C. §§ 61-626 and -627; Idaho Cons!.

Art. V, § 9. A different rule would lead to endless consideration of matters previously presented
to the Commission and confusion about the effectiveness of Commission orders." l/tah-!Jaho
Sugar Co. v. Intermountain Gas Co., 100 Idaho 368. 373-74. 597 P.2d 1058. 1063-64 ( 1979)

(emphasis added).

Simply put, reconsideration is not available with the issuance of every

Commission Order.
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finally, we find that Nnv Energy's reliance on the A/ton cases is misplaced because
the Agreement and t~1cts in the A/ion cases are distinguishable from the Agreements and facts in
In Afton !Ill, Afton tikd a complaint \Vith the Commission requesting that the

this case.

Commission order Idaho Pov.;er to enter into a PliRPA contract with Mton.

Idaho Power

objected to the Commission's jurisdiction (authority) to compel the utility to enter into a PURPA
contract vv1th Afton. A/ion Encrt,;.y v. Idaho Power Co., I 07 Idaho 781, 782. 693 P.2d 427, 428
( 1984) (A/ion I!ll). 11

In A/ion IV. Idaho Power petitioned the Commission to interpret the

underlying contract but the Commission declined finding that the proper forum vvas district
court. 111 Idaho at 928. 729 P.2d at 403. The Court stated in A/ion Ir that .. Idaho Power and
Afton have not agreed to allow the Commission to interpret the contract:' Id at 929, 729 P.2d at

404.
The PURPA Agreement in A.flon //Ill is markedly different than the Agreements in
this proceeding. The ~~fton Agreement Artick XIII (Legal Dispute) states that there is "a bona
fide legal dispute ... between [Afton] and Idaho [Power] as to the authority of the Idaho Public
Utilities Commission to order Idaho [Power] to enter into contracts containing rates, terms and
conditions with which Idaho lPower] docs not concur." Ajion PPA, Art. XIII dated Aug. II,
1982. That language stands in stark contrast to the dispute resolution language in the current
PPAs which provides that "all disputes related to or arising under this Agreement including, but
not limited to, interpretation of the terms and conditions of this Agreement will he submitted to
the Commission for resolution." Order No. 32755 at l 0 cWng PPA § 19.1. Thus. the parties in
the pn.:sent Agreements have expressly agreed to the Commission's jurisdiction, while each party
in the Afton cases and Agreement did not consent to submitting the dispute to the Commission's
jurisdiction.

I laving reviewed our interlocutory Order No. 32755, we deny New Energy's
alternative request for reconsideration for the reasons set out above.

11

The lineage of the Afton cases is sometimes confusing. Afton 1 was issued in January 1984. Idaho Power
subsequently petitioned the Court for rehearing and the case was re-argued. In July 1984, the Court issued a
subsequent opinion (Afton If) at which time Afton petitioned for rehearing. Finally, in December 1984, the Court
withdrew its Afton If opinion and issued a third opinion (Afton Ill) that modified the Court's Afton I opinion.
Consequently, the first opinion is often cited as ''Afton /111/." Order No. 32755 at n.6 citing Afton IV, 111 Idaho 927
n. I, 729 P.2d 402 n.l.
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D. Request for Stay

As part of its i\1otion.

~e\v

Energy requests that the Commission stay the proceedings

while the digesters pursue an interlocutory appeal under 1./\.R. 12. Motion at 3. 7. :-\e\\ Lncrgy
maintains that a stay is appropriate so that ··the threshold issue of jurisdiction is resohed"' and a
stay \\ill preserve resources. !d. at 7. Rule 324 provides that the Commission may "stay any
order. whether interlocutory or final." IDAPA 31.01.0 1.324.
Commission Findings:

\Vhilc the Commission docs not approve New Energy's

request to seck a permissive appeaL we lind there is merit in granting a stay. Appellate Rule
12(c)(l) provides that any party may appeal an agency's "order approving or disapproving a
motion tor permission to appeal" \vi thin 14 days of the agency's order. The Commission tinds
that it is reasonable to stay our proceeding for 15 days to see \\ hethcr New Energy li lcs a motion
for a permissive appeal with the Court. If New Energy files a Rule 12 motion with the Court
requesting acceptance of an appeal by permission, then the Commission \viii continue its stay of
this proceeding until such time as the Court has ruled on the Rule 12 motion.
ORDER

rr

IS IIFREBY ORDERED that New Energy's Motion l(x Permissive Appeal is

granted in part and denied in part. More specilically, New Energy's request that the Commission
designate its two interlocutory Order Nos. 32692 and 32755 as final Orders is denied.
fT IS FURTIIER ORDERED that New Energy's motion that the Commission

approve a permissive appeal from the two interlocutory Orders is denied.
IT IS FURTHER ORDFRED that New Energy's request that the Commission

reconsider its Order No. 32755 regarding the Commission's finding that it has jurisdiction to
resol\e the contract dispute is denied.
IT IS FURHIER ORDI::RED that Nev, Energy's request for a stay of this proceeding
IS

initially granted for 15 days from the date of this Order.

rr New

Energy docs not 1i le an

I\ppellate Rule I 2 motion with the Supreme Court within 14 days from the service date of this
Order, the stay \viii be lifted and New Energy is directed to file an answer to Idaho Power's
complaints within 28 days from the service date of this Order. I r New l:nergy docs file a timely
Rule 12 motion \Vith the Supreme Court seeking a permissive appeal from interlocutory Order
No. 32755, the stay shall be continued until such time as the Court rules on ?\ew Energy's
motion.
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DONE by Order of the Idaho Public Uilitics Commission at Boise. Idaho this
day ofApril-2013.

'~': '-.1'--a-<-\:. . . .-\. ~~'
><'-~~. . . . ,
t\1ACK A

ATTEST:

Commission Secretary
0 fPC-Ic- 12-25 IPC-L-12-26 dhl
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REDFORD~~'OMMISSIONER

r

Angelo L. Rosa (ISB No. 7546)
1168 E. 1700 S.
Salt Lake City. Utah 84105
Telephone:
( 80 I ) 440-4400
Fax:
(801) 415-1773
E-mail:
arosa@exergydevelopment.com
Attorney for:
New Energy T\\o, LLC
New Energy Three, LLC
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CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-26

NOTICE OF APPEAL

•

TO:

rhe IDAHO POWER COMPANY and its counsel of record. and to the IDAHO

PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION:
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
I.

The titles of the actions are as stated above.

2.

Appellants, New Energy Two. LLC and New Energy Three, LLC, by and through

their counsel. Angelo L. Rosa, hereby appeal Order No. 32780 issued by Idaho Public Utilities
Commission. Respondent. to the Idaho Supreme Court ("'Order No. 32780'") entered in the
above-entitled consolidated actions on 4 April2013. A copy ofOrder No. 32780 is attached and
incorporated hereto as ··Exhibit I".
3.

Appellant has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court. and the order

described above is an appealable order under Idaho Appellate Rule (I.A.R.) ll(e).
4.

The issue on appeal which the appellant intends to assert in the appeal is whether

the Pub! ic Uti Iities Commission has jurisdiction to determine the applicability of a force majeure
clause in contracts between Appellants and the Idaho Power Company. and whether Order No.
32780 denying Appellant's Motion

1o

Reconsider the Commission's Order No. 32755 denying

Appellant's Motion to Dismiss on those grounds (''Order No. 32755") should have been granted
as a matter of law. A copy of Order No. 32755 is attached and incorporated hereto as "Exhibit

r.
5.

No order has been entered sealing the record.

6.

Appellants request the preparation of the entire reporter's transcript.
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7.

Appellants request the preparation of the entire clerk's record as set forth in I.A.R.

8.

A copy of this Notice of Appeal has been not been served on the reporter as there

28.

were no live proceedings held in this matter.

9.

The clerk of the P.U.C. has been paid the estimated fee for preparation of the

reporter's transcript and the clerk's record.
I 0.

The applicable appellate tiling fee has been paid.

II.

Service has been made on all parties required to be served pursuant to I.A.R. 20.

DATED:

7 June 2013

ANGELO L. ROSA, ESQ.

Angelo L. Rosa
Attorney for New Energy Two, LLC and
New Energy Three. LLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 7 June 2013. I caused a true and correct copy of the
1\0TICE OF APPEAL to be served by the method indicated below. and addressed to the
following:
Jean Jewell
Secretary
Idaho Public Utilities Commission
472 W Washington Street
Boise. Idaho 83 702

( ) U.S. Mail. Postage Prepaid
( X) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
(X) Facsimile
( X) Electronic Mail

Peter Richardson
Richardson & O'Leary. PLLC
515 N. 2ih Street
Boise. Idaho 83 702

) U.S. Mail. Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
(X) Facsimile
(X) Electronic Mail

Donovan Walker
Jason Williams
Idaho Pov,er Company
1221 WestldahoStrect
Boise. Idaho 83 702

) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
(X) Facsimile
(X) Electronic Mail

Angelo L. Rosa
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EXHIBIT 1

Office of the Secretary
Service Date
April 4, 2013

BEFORE THE IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
IN THE MATTER OF THE COMPLAINT
AND PETITION OF IDAHO POWER
COMPANY FOR A DECLARATORY
ORDER REGARDING THE FIIL'\1 ENERGY
SALES AGREEMENT AND GENERATOR
INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT WITH
NEW ENERGY TWO, LLC.

)

)

CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25

)
)
)
)

_______________________________ ))
IN THE MATTER OF THE COMPLAINT
AND PETITION OF IDAHO POWER
COMPANY FORA DECLARATORY
ORDER REGARDING THE FIRM ENERGY
SALES AGREEMENT AND GENERA TOR
INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT WITH
~N~E~W~E~N=E=R~G~Y~T~H=RE~E~·=L=LC~·--_________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. IPC-E-12-26
ORDER NO. 32780

On November 9 and 21, 2012, Idaho Power Company tiled two separate "Complaints
and Petitions for Declaratory Order" regarding two Power Purchase Agreements ("PPAs")
between itself and New Energy Two and New Energy Three, respectively.

Idaho Power

generally alleged the New Energy projects (collectively "New Energy") breached their
respective PPAs by failing to supply power to the utility.

On December 4, 2012, the

Commission consolidated the two cases into a single proceeding and directed New Energy to
answer the Complaints and Petitions by December 27, 2012. Order No. 32692. Rather than file
an answer, New Energy filed a "Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Subject Matter Jurisdiction.''
Idaho Power filed an answer to the Motion, and New Energy tiled a reply to Idaho Power's
answer.
On March 5, 2013, the Commission issued Interlocutory Order No. 32755 denying
New Energy's "Motion to Dismiss." The Commission found that it did have jurisdiction to
resolve the contract dispute because New Energy and Idaho Power had expressly agreed in their
PPAs to submit disputes arising under their respective PPAs to the Commission for resolution.
Order No. 32755 at I 0 citing Ajton Energy v. Idaho Power Co. ("Ajto11 IV"), Ill Idaho 925,
929,729 P.2d 400,404 (l986); PPA § 19.1. The Commission also ordered New Energy to file
its answer (if any) to the Complaints and Petitions no later than March 19, 2013. !d. at 12.
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On March 18,2013, New Energy tiled a Motion generally seeking the Commission's
pennission for leave to tile a permissive appeal pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule (LA.R.) 12
challenging the Commission's decision that it did have jurisdiction to resolve the dispute. New
Energy did not request a hearing on its Motion and Idaho Power did not file an answer to the
Motion. As set out below, the Motion is granted in part and denied in part.

BACKGROUND
A. lntercomrection and tlte PPA Processes

The background for this consolidated case is taken primarily from the two complaints
and is set out in greater detail in Order 1\o. 32755. Brietly, New Energy proposed to build two
separate anaerobic digester 1 projects at Swager Farms (New Energy Two) and Double B Dairy
(New Energy Three) that would generate electricity for sale to Idaho Power pursuant to the
Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA). PURP A generally requires electric utilities
such as Idaho Power to purchase the output from "qualifying facilities (QFs)" at rates set by the
state regulatory commissions. PURPA § 210(a), 16 U.S.C. § 824a-3(a). PURPA also requires
QFs {such as the anaerobic digesters in this case) to pay the cost of constructing the necessary
interconnection facilities (or transmission upgrades) to "connect" the QF project with the
purchasing utility's system. Order No. 32755 at 2 citing 18 C.P.R. § 292.308. Thus, the typical
PURP A transaction in Idaho contains two separate and independent parts.

One part is the

parties' obligations to sell and purchase the electrical output from the QF project

in this case

embodied in the PPAs. The other part is the interconnection process where the utility and the QF
negotiate and contract for the construction of the necessary interconnection facilities. Order No.
32755 at nn.2, 3. The culmination of the interconnection process is the execution of a Generator
Interconnection Agreement (GIA) and the construction of the transmission facilities by the
utility. 2
Returning to the facts of this case, New Energy initiated discussions with Idaho
Power in October 2009 about the interconnection process for the two digester projects. Order
Nos. 32755 at 2; 32692 at 2. Following initial discussions, New Energy submitted a request to
1

Anaerobic digesters utilize animal waste to produce methane gas which is then combusted
for the production of electrtcity. Order No. 28945 at 2.
2

10

provide motive force

Typically there are three steps to the rnterconm:ction process: (I) the QF submits a generator interconnet·tion
request and signs a Study Agreement with the utility; (2) the utility prepares and issues a Study Report; and (3) if the
study is acceptable, the parties sign the GIA and QF pays the utility to construct the interconnection facilities.
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Idaho Power for the utility to prepare an Interconnection Study Report (including proposed
routing, estimated cost, and a construction schedule). /d. at n.2. Idaho Power submitted separate
Study Reports for each project to New Energy. Order No. 32755 at 2.
In May 2010, Idaho Power and New Energy entered into a separate PPA for each
digester project. Each project was contracted to supply 1.2 MW of power to Idaho Power over a
15-year term. The scheduled commercial operation date (COD) for Swager Farms was October

t. 2012, and the COD for Double B was December 1, 2012.

!d.

On July 1, 2010, the

Commission approved the PPAs for Swager Fanus and the Double B Dairy in Order Nos. 32026
and 32027, respectively. /d.
In January 2011, New Energy requested that the interconnection capacity for each
project be increased from 1.2 MW to 2.0 MW. !d. at 2-3. New Energy and Idaho Power
subsequently executed new Study Agreements and Idaho Power prepared a new Facility
(Interconnection) Study Repo1t for each project. In late April 2011, Idaho Power issued its final
Facility Study Reports estimating that the cost for the Swager Fanns' 2.0 MW interconnection
would cost approximately $1.71 million, and Double B's 2.0 MW interconnection capacity
would cost approximately $376,000. /d. at 3. The parties then engaged in protracted discussions
and communications leading up to Idaho Power's preparation of draft "Generation
Interconnection Agreements" (GIAs) for each QF.
On March 22, 2012, Idaho Power sent New Energy the draft GIA for Swager Farms.
In April 20 I 2, New Energy asked Idaho Power to revise the interconnection facilities to the
original 0.8 MW capacity. Swager Farms Complaint at

1 59. 3 The parties executed a "Re-

Study" Agreement and Idaho Power subsequently estimated that the interconnection cost for the
reduced Swager Farms capacity would be approximately $225,000. /d.

at~~

60-61.

On September 14, 2012, Idaho Power sent the final GIA to Swager Fanus at the
lower 0.8 MW capacity. Idaho Power's cover letter to the GIA advised Swager Fanns that it
''must have the executed GIA and funding no later than October I, 2012, in order to complete
construction by this date." !d. at 1 66 (emphasis original). In a follow-up e-mail, Idaho Power
warned New Energy that if the executed GIA and the required funding are not received by

3

In May 20 I l, New Energy advised fdaho Power that Exergy Development would assist New Energy with its two
QF projects. Order No. 32755 at 3.
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October I, 2012, "it will not be possible to complete the required interconnection work before
the end of the year 2012." !d. at, 68. 4
On May 9, 2012, Idaho Power sent a draft GlA to New Energy for the Double B
project and advised it that failure to submit all of the required items and the executed GIA "will
cause the Generator Interconnection request to have been deemed withdrawn."

Double B

Complaint at 11 49. On Jtme 19, 2012, Idaho Power sent Double B a linal GIA to be executed
and returned to Idaho Power no later than July 20, or "your [GIA) will be deemed withdrawn."

5

!d. at, 53. Idaho Power insisted in its Complaint that New Energy did not execute the GIA and

return it to the utility. Idaho Power subsequently issued a deficiency notice to New Energy that
the GIA had been deemed withdrawn and removed the project from Idaho Power's
interconnection queue. On August 28, 2012. Idaho Power asserted it refunded New Energy's
interconnection deposit for the Double B project. ld at, 54-55.
B. Notice of Force Majeure
On September 28, 2012, the two New Energy projects sent a joint "Notice of Force
Majeure" to Idaho Power in accordance with Section 14 of their respective PPAs. The projects
explained they could not perform under the respective PPAs because of "the occurrence of a
force majeure event." Swager at Tab 56; Double B at Tab 36. The projects alleged in their
notice that the Commission's generic PURPA investigation (GNR-E-11-03) and other "pending
proceedings" caused lenders to be "unwilling to lend in Idaho pending the outcome of these
proceedings." /d. Thus, with "no financing available, ... it [is] impossible for [the QF] projects
to perform [their! obligation" under the PPAs.

/d.~

4; Order No. 32755 at 4.

C. New Energy's Motiou to Dismiss

[n its Motion to Dismiss, New Energy maintained that the Commission does not
possess the necessary jurisdiction to interpret and/or enforce contracts.

In particular, New

Energy asserted the Supreme Court has stated that the "general mle" is:
Generally, the construction and enforcement of contract rights is a matter that
lies in the jurisdiction of the courts and not the public utilities commission.
This is true notwithstanding that the parties are public utilities or that the
subject matter of the contract coincides generally with the expertise of the
l The Swager Farms PPA provided that the project's commercial operation date for supplying power to the utility is
October I, 2012.
5
Under the terms of its PPA, Double B was to be in commercial operation supplymg power to the utll1ty no later
than December I, 2012.
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commiSSIOn. If the matter is a contractual dispute, it should be heard by the
courts.
Motion at 6 quoting Lemhi Telephone Co. v. Mounrain States Tel. & Tel. Co., 98 Idaho 692 , 696,
571 P 2d 753, 757 (1977). New Energy did concede that the Court has recognized exceptions to
the general rule set out above. !d. at 9-10. More specitically, the Court in Afton Energy v. Idaho

Power Co. ("Afton IV") , reiterated the exception to the general rule is that the Commission may
resolve a contract dispute because "the parties agreed to let the PUC settle this dispute and ...
there is substantial evidence in the record to support the Commission's decision." Ill Idaho
925, 729 P.2d 400 (1986), citing Bunker Hill v. Washington Water Power Co., 98 Idaho 249,
259, 561 P.2d 391, 394 (1977). New Energy also observed the Afton IV Court found that the

PURPA contract "between Afton and Idaho Power does not fall within any of [the] exceptions
[to the general rule].

Idaho Power and Afton have not agreed to allow the Commission to

interpret the contract." Motion at 10 quoting Afton IV, Ill Idaho at 929, 729 P.2d at 404. Idaho
Power filed an answer opposing the Motion. See Order No. 32755 at 7-8.

THE COMMISSION'S INTERLOCUTORY ORDER NO. 32755

In Order No. 32755, the Commission recognized that the general rule is

" ~r.illy,

the construction and enforcement of contract rights is a matter which lies in the jurisdiction of
the courts and not in the public utilities commission.'' Order No. 32755 at 9 quoting Afton IV,
Ill Idaho at 928, 729 P.2d at 403 (emphasis added). However, the Commission found that this
case is controlled by one of the exceptions to the general rule where "the parties agreed to kt the
PUC settle th[e] dispute .... " !d. at 9-10; Afton IV, 111 Idaho at 929, 729 P.2d at 404 quoting
Bunker Hill, 98 Idaho at 242, 561 P.2d at 394. 6 In particular, the Commission found
that the "consent" exception (where parties agree to let the Commission
settle a contractual dispute) is controlling in this instance.
More
specifically, we tind that the QFs and Idaho Power have expressly agreed in
their PPAs to submit disputes arising under their respective PPAs to the
Commission for resolution . As pointed out by Idaho Power, each PPA
contains a provision granting the Commission jurisdiction over this matter.
Section 19.1 of each PPA provides:

, In AlcNeal v. Idaho PUC. 142 Idaho 685, 689, 132 P.3d 442 , 446 (2006), the Court recognized anotha exception
to the general rule regarding the Commission's ability to interpret and enforce interconnection agreements between
telecommunication carriers . In explaining this exception. the Court stated it has been "careful to use words such as
·general!):' and 'normally' [when stat ing the applicability of the general nile) and also, to provide for exceptions to
the norm" (Emphasis added.) The Commission resolving disputes about Interconnection agreements is an
exception to the general rule (i.e. , norm).
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Disputes - All disputes related to or arising under this Agreement,
including, but not limited to, the interpretation of the terms and
conditions of this Agreement, will be submitted to the Commission for
n:solution.
Swager at Tab l, Double B at Tab 1 (emphasis added). Unlike the parties in
Afton IV, we find that New Energy and Idaho Power have expressly
agreed that "(alii disputes related to or arising under this Agreement ...
will be submitted to the Commission for resolution." PPA at § 19.1. New
Energy Two and New Energy Three signed their respective PPAs containing
Section 19.1 on May 21, 20 I0. We further find this provision of the PPA to
be clear and unambiguous. "An unambiguous contract will be given its plain
meaning." Shawver v. Huckleberry Estates, 140 Idaho 345, 361,93 P.3d 685,
692 (2004). In this case, the dispute between the parties is ''related to or
arising under this Agreement." In addition, New Energy's force majeure
notice specifically refers to Section 14 of the PPAs - clearly relating to the
PPAs. Swager at Tab 56, Double Bat Tab 36. Moreover, each PPA provides
in Section 20.1 that "This Agreement is subject to the jurisdiction of those
governmental agencies having control over either pany of this Agreement."
Swager at Tab l, Double B at Tab l.
We further tind that there is a statutory basis for our jurisdiction in this
matter. Just as in the case where QFs may bring complaints against utilities
under PURPA (Ajton //ill, 107 Idaho at 781, 693 P.2d at 427), the
Commission is authorized under ldalw Code § 61-621 to hear complaints
made by public utilities. 7 As the Idaho Supreme Court noted in Afton /!///,
Section 61-612 "gives the Commission jurisdiction to hear complaints against
public utilities alleging violations of mles, regulations or any provision of law:
I. C. § 61-502 gives the Commission jurisdiction to detem1ine reasonable rates,
including rates collected under contracts; and I.C. § 61-503 gives the
Commission power to investigate a single contract. ... " I07 ldaho at 784,
693 P.2d at 430. The PPAs at issue in this case directly affect Idaho Power's
rates through the annual Power Cost Adjustment (PCA). Idaho Code § 61502, Kootenai, 99 Idaho at 880, 591 P.2d at 127. 8 The United States Supreme
Court also noted in FERC v. Mississippi, PURPA "and the [FERCJ
implementing regulations simply require the [state regulatory) authorities to
adjudicate disputes arising under [PURPA]. Dispute resolution of this kind is
the very type o[ activity customarily engaged in by the Mississippi !Public
Utilities] Commission ... " 456 U.S. 742,760, 102 S.Ct. 2126,2138 (1982)

7

/dahu Code§ 61-621 states: ''Any public utility shall have a right to complain on any grounds upon which
complaints are allowed to be tiled by other parties ... .''
8

The Idaho Supreme Court in A/ion !Ill! observed: "Contracts entered into by public utilities with [QFs} or
decisions by utilities not to contract with (QFs) have a very realllffect on the rates paid by consumers both at present
and in the future." 107 idZtho at 789.693 P2d at 435 (emphasis added).
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(emphasis added); Afton III!!, 107 Idaho at 789, 693 P.2d at 435 (emphasis
original).
Order No. 32755 at 10-11 (holding added, underline original, footnote original). Having found
that it has jurisdiction to resolve the contract dispute, the Commission ordered New Energy to
file its answer by March 19, 2013.
NEW ENERGY'S MOTION FOR PERi\USSIVE APPEAL

New Energy's Motion for leave to file a permissive appeal has four parts. First, it
requests that the Commission designate its two Interlocutory Orders (Nos. 32692 and 32755) as
tinal Orders pursuant to Commission Rule 323.[03], 9 IDAPA 31.01.01.323.03. Motion at 2.
Second, New Energy seeks a Commission Order approving New Energy's Motion for a
Permissive Appeal under I.A.R. 12.

ld

Third, New Energy seeks a stay of the current

proceeding pursuant to Rule "324 until the appeal to the Supreme Cmrrt is resolved."

fd

Finally, and in the alternative, New Energy seeks reconsideration of Order Nos. 32692 and
32755 pursuant to Commission Rule 331, IDAPA 31.01.01.331.

Each component of New

Energy's Motion is set out and reviewed in greater detail below.
A. Designating tlte Commissiotl 's Interlocutory Orders as Final Orders

New Energy first requests that the Commission designate its two interlocutory Orders
(Nos. 32692 and 32755) as final Orders pursuant to Commission Rule 323.f03]. 10 Rule 323.03
provides in pertinent part that: "Whenever a party believes that an order not designated as a final
order according to the terms of these rules should be a final order, the party may petition the
Commission to designate the order as final." IDAPA 31.01.01.323.03. In its Motion, New
Energy states that it "intends to appeal the [two] Orders in question and designation of those
Orders as final is appropriate." Motion at 2. New Energy insists that these two Orders "embrace
a controlling issue of law and are appealable pursuant to the appellate provisions of the IPUC
Rules of Procedure and the Idaho Code." Id
Commission Filldings: Idaho Code § 61-601 provides that all proceedings before the

Commission shall be governed by the Public Utilities Law and by the rules of practice and
procedure adopted by tJ1e Commission. Commission Rule 321 defines and designates certain

·J

New Energy actually cites to Rule 323.04 but quotes Rule 323.03. Motion at 2-3.

10

Supra, n.9.
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Commission Orders as interlocutory orders. Rule 321.01 der1nes interlocutory orders as those
orders "that do not finally decide all previously undecided issues presented in a proceeding,
except the Commission may by order decide some of the issues presented in a proceeding and
provide in that order that its decision on those issues is final and subject to review by
reconsideration and appeal. ... " IDAPA 31.01.01.321.01. Rule 321.02 specifically designates
certain orders as "always interlocutory [including]: . . . orders initiating complaints or
investigations; orders joining, consolidating or separating issues, proceedings or parties.

,

IDAPA 31.01.01.321.02 (emphasis added).
Returning to the first Order (32692), we tind that it is clearly an interlocutory order as
defined by our Rule 321. Order No. 32692 initiated the complaint and consolidated the two
complaints into a single proceeding. In addition, the Idaho Supreme Com1 has held that "[a]s a
general rule, final judgment is an order or judgment that ends the lawsuit, adjudicates the subject
matter of the controversy, and represents a final determination of the rights of the parties." In re
Johnson, 153 Idaho 246, 251 n.5, 280 P.3d 749, 754 n.S (Ct.App. 20 12) quoting Camp v. East

Fork Ditch Co .• 137 Idaho 850, 867, 55 P.3d 304, 321 (2002). Our first Order neither ended the
case nor represented a final determination. It does not meet the detlnition of a final order under
our Procedural Rules or the guidelines issued by our appellate courts.
The Commission's second Order No. 32755 denying New Energy's Motion to
Dismiss also was not designated as a final Order pursuant to Rule 323, IDAPA 3l.OI.Ol.323.0l.
However, it is not the "title" or description of an order that is controlling but whether the order
represents a final decision of the whole controversy.

Williams v. State Bd. of Real Estate

Appraisers, 149 Idaho 675, 677-78, 239 P.3d 780, 782-83 (2010).

An order "which is

intermediate or incomplete and, while it settles some of the rights of the parties, leaves
something to be done in the adjudication of their substantive rights in the case . . .

lS

interlocutory." !d. quoting Evans State Bank v. Skeen, 30 Idaho 703, 705, 167 P. 1165, 166
( 1917). The Commission expressly noted that Order No. 32755 did not address or resolve the
substantive issues in dispute. Order No. 32755 at 12. Although this second Order decided that
the Commission had jurisdiction to resolve this contract dispute, it did not end the lawsuit, did
not fully adjudicate the subject matter of the controversy, and did not represent a final
determination of the rights of the parties. Rule 321.0 I.
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Our Supreme Court held in Williams that an "order simply denying a motion to
dismiss is not a tina] order." 149 Idaho at 678, 239 P.3d at 783. The Court went on

to

say that

an order denying a motion to dismiss "would only be reviewable in wnnection with the petition
for judicial review of the final order ultimately entered." !d. Consequently, we conclude that the
Commission's Order Nos. 32692 and 32755 are not "final Orders" and we decline to designate
them as final Orders (thereby becoming subject to reconsideration). Idaho Code §§ 61-626( I),
6 I -627; Key 1/·amp. v. Trans Magic Airlines, 96 Idaho 110, 524 P.2d 1338 (1974).
B. Motion for Approval of Permissive Appeal

New Energy next requests that the Commission approve the digesters' Motion tor
permission to appeal from an interlocutory order pursuant to Appellate Rule 12. New Energy
asserts that a permissive appeal from the Commission's interlocutory Orders is appropriate in
this circumstance "because the issues on appeal are threshold matters that will determine whether
these proceedings may be adjudicated before the Commission or in another forum. As such,
these are controlling issues of law reviewable by an appellate court preparatory to an
adjudication of the merits." Motion at 2-3.
Appellate Rule 12(a) provides that the Supreme Cou11 may grant permission to appeal
from an interlocutory order issued by the Commission "which is not otherwise appealable under
these rules, but which involves a controlling question of law as to which there is substantial
grounds for difference of opinion and which an immediate appeal from the order or decree may
materially advance the orderly resolution of the litigation."

New Energy asserts that a

permissive appeal is warranted at this juncture in the case "given the disagreement between the
parties and the Commission as to which adjudicatory body has jurisdiction to hear [this1
dispute." Motion at 6. It further maintains that it would be "duplicitous and wasteful" for the
proceeding to continue until the question of jurisdiction has been resolved. /d. Consequently,
New Energy respectfully requests that the Commission grant pennission for an interlocutory
appeal "to materially advance the orderly resolution of this dispute." /d. at 7.
Commission Findings: Our Supreme Court has held that permission to appeal from

an interlocutory order should only be granted "in the most exceptional cases.'' Verska v. Si.

A!phonsus Reg. Med Center, !51 Idaho 889, 892, 256 P.Jd 502, 505 (20 II); lvfontalbcmo v. St .
.4./phonsus Reg. Med. Center, 151 Idaho 83 7 n.l, 264 PJd 994 n.l (20 II); see also Aardema v.
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U.S. Daity Systems, 147 Idaho 785, 215 P.2d 505 (2009). In Verska, the Court laid out six
factors to be considered when evaluating a request for permissive appeal.
It was the intent of I.A.R. 12 to provide an immediate appeal from an
interlocutory order if [there are: (!)I substantial legal issues of great public
interest[; (2)J legal questions of first impression[; (3)] the impact of an
immediate appeal upon the parties[; (4)] the eftect of the delay on the
proceedings in the [agency] pending the appeal[; (5)] the likelihood or
possibility of a second appeal after judgment is finally entered by the
[agency; and (6)] the case workload of the appellate courts. No single factor
is controlling in the Court's decision of acceptance or rejection of an appeal
by cenitication, but the Court intends by Rule 12 to create an appeal in the
exceptional case and does not intend by the rule to broaden the appeals which
may be taken as a matter right under l.A.R. 11.

151 Idaho at 892, 265 PJd at 505 quoting Budell v. Todd, 105 Idaho 2, 4, 665 P.2d 701, 703
( 1983) (emphasis added).

Turning to the tirst two Verska factors set out above, we find that the question of
jurisdiction in this case is neither a legal question of tirst impression nor an issue of great public
interest. As the Commission noted in its Order, this Court has recognized an exception to the
general rule that allows the Commission to resolve contract disputes when both parties consent to
the Commission's jurisdiction. Order No. 32755 at 9-11; Afton IV, Ill Idaho at 929,729 P.2d at
404. Relying on § 19.1 of the Agreements, the Commission found that New Energy and Idaho
Power expressly agreed that "[a]ll disputes related to or arising under this Agreement ... will be
submitted to the Commission for resolution." Order No. 32755 at I0. The Commission also
noted that New Energy's Notice of Force Majeure specifically references § 14 of the PPA and
that § 20.1 of the PPA provides that the Agreement ''is subject to the jurisdiction of those
governmental agencies having control over either party of this Agreement." ld. Section 19 also
states that the interpretation of tem1s contained in the Agreement - including what constitutes

(vrce majeure under § t 4.1 - will be submitted to the Commission for resolution. !d.; PPA §§
14.1 and 19.1. As far as this issue being ··of great public interest," it involves two QF entities, a

utility, and the Commission. While this issue may be of great interest to the parties, it does not
rise to the level of"great public interest."
Turning to the remaining factors, we tind that granting a pem1issive appeal from the
interlocutory Order will cenainly delay this proceeding and cause the parties to commit
additional time and resources. While a decision on the issue of the Commission's jurisdiction
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will be definitive, a ruling in favor of the Commission may not eliminate the possibility of a
second appeal on the merits. Motion at 2. Although there is a difference of opinion whether the
Commission has jurisdiction to resolve this dispute, New Energy has not demonstrated the
"substantial grounds" regarding the dispute over jurisdiction or why the Commission's decision

is in error.

I.A.R. I 2(a).

There is substantial and competent evidence to support the

Commission's tlndings as well as a statutory basis to hear the utility's complaint. Industrial

Customers of Idaho Power v. Idaho PUC, 134 Idaho 285, 288, I PJd 786, 789 (2000); Order
No. 32755 at 9-11; Idaho Code § 61-62 t. In summary, after weighing the factors set out above,
we find that these factors tip the scales in favor of disapproving :--.lew Energy's request for

granting a permissive appeal.
C. Reco11sideration of Order No. 32755

If the Commission is not inclined to either designate its Orders as tinal or approve a
request for a permissive appeal, then New Energy moves in the alternative for the Commission to
reconsider its Order denying the Motion to Dismiss. Relying on our Procedural Rule 331, New
Energy requests that the Commission "reconsider" its ruling on jurisdiction for the reasons set
forth in New Energy's Motion and its reply to Idaho Power's answer. Motion at 8. fhe Motion
further states that "the fact that the New Energy parties agreed to boilerplate language offered by
Idaho Power as to [the] forum for dispute resolution is not outcome determinative because lsic],
as set forth in detail in the New Energy parties' Motion to Dismiss." !d.

Commissio11 Fimlitrgs: For the reasons set out below, we decline to "reconsider''
Order No. 32755. Our Rule 331 provides that within 21 days of the "issuance of any final order,
any person interested in a final order . . . may petition for reconsideration."
31.01.01.331.01 (emphasis added).

IDAPA

First, under the Commission's Rules of Procedure,

reconsideration under Rule 331 is only applicable to tinal Orders of the Commission.

As the

Commission found above, Order No. 32755 is neither a ·'final" Order nor does it result in a final
determination of the rights of the parties. As our appellate courts have held, a final order is one
that resolves all issues, or the last umesolved issue. Johnson, 153 Idaho at 251, 280 P.3d at 754;

Williams. 149 Idaho at 677-78,239 P. 3d at 782-83; Camp v East Fork Ditch Co., 137 Idaho at
867,55 P.3d at 321.
Second, Rule 331.0 l also requires that requests "for reconsideration must set forth
specifically the ground or grounds why the petitioner contends that the order or any issue
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decided in the order is unreasonable, unlawful, erroneous, or not in conformity with the law, and
a statement of the nature and quantity of evidence or argument the petitioner will offer if

reconsideration is granted." IDAPA 31.01.0 1.331.0 I New Energy does not specifically point to
any particular finding or analysis contained in the Commission's Order that is in error. Order
No. 32755 set forth several reasons supporting the Commission's jurisdiction but New Energy
does not indicate which specific finding is in error. The Motion merely asks the Commission to
reconsider its Order based upon "the reasons set forth in the New Energy parties' motion to
dismiss and reply" to Idaho Power. Motion at 8. Despite New Energy's concession that the
dispute resolution language contained in Section 19.1 allows the Commission to resolve contract
disputes, New Energy does not elaborate why this ''is not outcome determinative."
Third, and more importantly, New Energy's request is more properly viewed as a
motion to ''review" interlocutory Order No. 32755 pursuant to Rule 322. 'I11e distinction here is
important because "reconsideration" is only available from final orders and is a statutory
prerequisite for parties seeking to appeal. Idaho Code § 61-626; compare Rule 322 with Rule
331, IDAPA 31.01.01.322 and .331. As the Supreme Court observed in Washington Water
Power Co. v. Kootenai Environmental Alliance, the purpose of "reconsideration" under Idaho

Code § 61-626 is "to afford an opportunity for the parties to bring to the Commission's attention

in an orderly manner any question [previously] determined in the [proceeding] and thereby
afford the Commission an opportunity to rectify any mistake made by it before" an appeal. 99
Idaho 875, 879, 591 P.2d 122, 126 (1979).
In essence, reconsideration is an administrative remedy that must be exhausted before
seekingjudicial review. Rule 331.01, IDAPA 31.01.01.331.01; idaho Code§§ 61-626, 61-627;
Eagle Water Co. v. Idaho PVC, 130 Idaho 314, 316, 940 P.2d 113 3, 113 5 (1997). "final orders

of the Commission should ordinarily be challenged either by petition to the Commission for
[reconsideration] or by appeal to this Court as provided by I. C. §§ 6 I -626 and -627; Idaho Canst.
Art. V, § 9. A different rule would lead to endless consideration of matters previously presented
to the Commission and confusion about the effectiveness of Commission orders." Utah-Idaho

Sugar Co. v. Intermountain Gas Co., 100 Idaho 368, 3 73-74, 597 P.2d l 058, 1063-64 ( 1979)

(emphasis added).

Simply put, reconsideration is not available with the issuance of every

Commission Order.
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Finally, we find that New Energy's reliance on the Afton cases is misplaced because
the Agreement and facts in the Afton cases are distinguishable from the Agreements and facts in

this case.

In Afton !!Ill, Afton filed a complaint with the Conunission requesting that the

Commission order Idaho Power to enter into a PURPA contract with Afton.

Idaho Power

objected to the Commission's jurisdiction (authority) to compel the utility to enter into a PURPA
contract with Afton. Afton Energy v. Idaho Power Co., 107 Idaho 781, 782, 693 P.2d 427, 428

( 1984) (i{fion !Ill!). 11

In Afton JV, Idaho Power petitioned the Commission to interpret the

underlying contract but the Commission declined tinding that the proper forum was district
court. 111 Idaho at 928, 729 P.2d at 403. The Court stated in Ajton IV that "Idaho Power and
Afton have not agreed to allow the Commission to interpret the contract." !d. at 929, 729 P.2d at

404.
The PURPA Agreement in A/ion /!Ill is markedly different than the Agreements in
this proceeding. The .~fion Agreement Article XIII (Legal Dispute) states that there is "a bona
fide legal dispute ... between [Afton] and Idaho [Power] as to the authority of the Idaho Public
Utilities Commission to order Idaho [Power] to enter into contracts containing rates, terms and
conditions with which Idaho [Power] does not concur.'' Afion PPA, Art. XIII dated Aug. !I,
1982. That language stands in stark contrast to the dispute resolution language in the current
PP As which provides that "all disputes related to or arising under this Agreement, including, but
not limited to, interpretation of the tenns and conditions of this Agreement will be submitted to
the Commission for resolution." Order No. 32755 at 10 citing PPA § 19.1. Thus, the parties in
the present Agreements have expressly agreed to the Commission's jurisdiction, while each party
in the Afton cases and Agreement did not consent to submitting the dispute to the Commission's
jurisdiction.
Having reviewed our interlocutory Order No. 32755, we deny New Energy's
alternative request for reconsideration for the reasons set out above.

11

The lineage of the Afton cases is sometimes confusing. Afton I was issued in January 1984. Idaho Power
subsequently petitioned the Court for rehearing and the case was re-argued. In July 1984, the Court issued a
subsequent opinion (Afton if) at which time Alton petitioned for rehearing. Finally, in December 1984, the Court
withdrew its Afton II opinion and issued a third opinion (Afton Ill) that modified the Court's Afton I opinion.
Consequently, the first opinion is often cited as "Afton 11!11." Order No. 32755 at n.6 citing Afton IV. J II Idaho 927
n.l, 729 P.2d 402 n.l.
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D. Request for Stay

As part of its Motion, New Energy requests that the Commission stay the proceedings
while the digesters pursue an interlocutory appeal under I.A.R. 12. Motion at 3, 7. New Energy
maintains that a stay is appropriate so that "the threshold issue ofjurisdiction is resolved" and a
stay will preserve resomces. !d. at 7. Rule 324 provides that the Commission may "stay any
order. whether interlocutory or final." IDAPA 31.01.01.324.
Commissiou Findings:

While the Commission does not approve New Energy's

request to seek a permissive appeal, we find there is merit in granting a stay. Appellate Rule
12(c)(l) provides that any party may appeal an agency's "order approving or disapproving a
motion for permission to appeal" within 14 days of the agency's order. The Commission finds
that it is reasonable to stay our proceeding for 15 days to see whether New Energy files a motion
for a pennissive appeal with the Court. If New Energy tiles a Rule 12 motion with the Court
requesting acceptance of an appeal by permission, then the Commission will continue its stay of
this proceeding until such time as the Court has ruled on the Rule 12 motion.

ORDER
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that New Energy's Motion for Permissive Appeal is
granted in part and denied in part. More specifically, New Energy's request that the Commission
designate its two interlocutory Order Nos. 32692 and 32755 as tinal Orders is denied.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that New Energy's motion that the Commission
approve a permissive appeal from the two interlocutory Orders is denied.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that New Energy's request that the Commission
reconsider its Order No. 32755 regarding the Commission's finding that it has jurisdiction to
resolve the contract dispute is denied.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that New Energy's request for a stay of this proceeding
is initially granted for 15 days from the date of this Order. If New Energy does not tile an
Appellate Rule 12 motion with the Supreme Court within 14 days from the service date of this
Order. the stay will be lifted and New Energy is directed to file an answer to Idaho Power's
complaints within 28 days from the service date of this Order. If New Energy does file a timely
Rule 12 motion with the Supreme Court seeking a permissive appeal from interlocutory Order
No. 32755, the stay shall be continued until such time as the Court rules on New Energy's
motion.
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DONE by Order of the Idaho Public Utilities Commission at Boise, Idaho this
day of April 2013.

PA

R, PRESIDENT

~"-' d &z:.fJ. -

MARSHA H. SMITH, COMMISSIONER

ATTEST:

~M- 0

7fM oi

J
D. Jewell
Commission Secretary

O:IPC·E-12·25 _IPC-E·I2·26_dM
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On November 9 and 21, 2012, Idaho Power Company filed two separate "Complaints
and Petitions for Declaratory Order'" regarding two Power Purchase Agreements ( PPAs) between
itself and New Energy Two and New Energy Three. respectively.

In the 12-25 case, Idaho

Power alleged that New Energy Two's proposed anaerobic digester at Svvager Farms failed to
meet its scheduled commercial operation date of October I, 2012.

In the 12-26 case, Idaho

Power alleged that New Energy Three's proposed anaerobic digester at the Double B Dairy did
not meet its scheduled operation date of December I. 2012.

Idaho Power asserted in both

complaints that the qualifying facilities (Qrs) have "failed to take the necessary steps required to
bring the facil it[ies] online and operational by the dates required in [their power purchase
agreements (PPAs)J including, ... failing to take steps required to secure the interconnection of
[thcirJ proposed facilit[iesJ to Idaho Power's system." Complaints at 3.
On December 4. 2012, the Commission issued a \:otice of the Complaints and
Petitions and ordered that the two cases be consolidated into a single proceeding. Order No.
32692. The Commission directed the Commission Secretary to serve copies of the complaints
on the respondents.

On December 27, 2012. New Energy hvo and New Energy Three

(collectively ''New Energy'') filed a ·'Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Subject Matter Jurisdiction."
Idaho Power filed an answer to the Motion. and New Energy tiled a reply to the ans\vcr. Rules
56-57. As outlined below, the Commission denies the Motion to Dismiss.
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BACKGROUND
A. lnterconnectiotr and tile PPAs
The background for these cases is taken primarily from the two complaints and is
summarized below.

In October 2009, New Energy initiated discussions with Idaho Power to

begin the interconnection process for two anaerobic digester projects to be located at Swager
Farms and Double B Dairy.

1

Under the federal Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA},

QFs arc obligated to pay the costs of constructing the necessary interconnection facilities (or
transmission upgrades) betvveen the QF project and the purchasing utility's system. 18 C.F.R. §
292.308.

2

Following

initial

discussions.

New

Energy

interconnection request to Idaho Power for each project.

submitted

a

small

generator

Both QF projects executed

interconnection Facility Study Agreements with Idaho Pmver in late October 2009. Order No.
32692 at 2. Idaho Power subsequently pn:pared and submitted separate Study Reports for each
project to New Energy.
In May 20 I 0, Idaho Power and New Energy entered into two separate PPAs for each
of the biogas projects.

3

Initially each biogas project was projected to sell 1.2 MW of power to

the utility. The PPAs contained avoided cost rates which were in effect prior to the issuance of
Order No. 31025 (March 16, 2010), and contained IS-year operating terms.

The scheduled

commercial operation date (COD) for Swager Farms was October I. 2012. and the COD for
Double B was December I, 2012. On July I, 20 I 0, the Commission approved the Sv.,ager Farms
and the

Doubl~

B Dairy PPAs in Order Nos. 32026 and 32027, respectively.

About the time Idaho Power submitted the PPAs for approval, Idaho Power and New
Energy continued their discussions regarding interconnection.

In January 20 I I, New Energy

requested that the interconnection capacity for each of its projects be increased from 1.2 MW to
1

Double B subsequently authomed New Energy Three to act on its behalf in negotiating with Idaho Power.

' Typically the interconnection process has three primary steps. First, a QF submits a small generator
interconnection (GI) request to the utility and the parties execute an Interconnection Facilities Study Agreement.
Second, once the Study Agreement is executed, the utility prepares a Gl ·'Study Report"' outlining the necessary
construction for interconnection. Finally, if the interconnection Study Report (including proposed routing. estimated
costs, and a construction schedule) is acceptable to the QF, then the parties execute a "Generator Interconnection
Agreement" (GIA) and the QF pays the utility so the utility can begin construction of the interconnection facilities.
1

The interconnection process and the GIA are separate and distinct from the PPA obligations to sell and purchase
QF poweL In other words. the QF transaction requires the construction of both the interconnection facili:ics and the
QF's generating plant.
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2.0 MW. The parties subsequently executed new Facility Study Agreements and Idaho Power
then prepared a new Facility Study Report for each project. Drafts of the two Study Reports
were provided to New Energy. In late April 20 II, Idaho Power issued its final Facility Study
Reports estimating that constructing the transmission interconnection for Swager Farms' 2 MW
Interconnection would cost approximately $1.71 million. 4 Idaho Power's tina! Facility Study
Report for Double B's 2.0 MW capacity estimated that interconnection would cost
approximately $376,000.

In May 20 II, New Energy advised Idaho Power that Exergy

Development would be assisting New Energy with its two QF projects. Order No. 32692 at 3.
The parties then had protracted discussions and communications leading up to Idaho Power
preparing the draft ''Generation Interconnection Agreements" (GIAs) for each QF.
On May 9, 2012, Idaho Power sent a draft GIA to New Energy/Exergy for the Double
B project and advised it that failure to submit all of the requested items and the executed GIA
'"will cause the Generator Interconnection request to have been deemed withdrawn.'' Double B
Complaint

at~

49. On June 19, 2012, Idaho Power sent Double B a tina! GIA to be executed

and returned to Idaho Power no later than July 20. or '·your Generation Interconnection
Application will be deemed withdrav..n.'' !d.

at~

53. Idaho Power insisted that the GIA was not

returned and that Idaho Power subsequently issued a deficiency notice that the GIA has been
deemed withdrawn and that the project has been removed from Idaho Power's interconnection
queue. On August 28, 2012, Idaho Power refunded Exergy's interconnection deposit for the
Double B project. /d.

at~~

54-55.

On March 22, 2012, Idaho Power sent the draft GIA to Swager Farms. Swager farms
at

~

58. In April 2012, Exergy asked that Idaho Power "revisit" the interconnection at a lower

capacity of 0.8 MW.

/d. at

~

59.

The parties executed a ''Re-Study" Feasibility Study

Agreement which estimated an interconnection cost for the reduced capacity of $225,000. Jd at
~~

61. On September 14, 2012. Idaho Power sent the final GIA to Sv..ager farms at the lower 0.8

MW interconnection. ld

at~

66. The cover letter for the Swager Farms GIA stated that Idaho

Power ··must have the executed GIA and funding no later than October I, 2012. in order to
complete construction by this date." /d. (emphasis original). In an e-mail dated September 20,
2012, Idaho Power warned Exergy that if the G IA and the required funding is not rccei ved by

4

The final Study Report also noted that interconnection costs for the smaller 1.2 MW interconnection 1\0uld cost
approximately $575,000.
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October I, 2012. "it will not be possible to complete the required interconnection work before
the end of the year 20 12." ld at

~~1

68

Idaho Power alleged that Sv,:ager Farms did not execute

the UIA and did not pay for the interconnection.
B. Force 1Hajeure

On September 28, 2012, Sv.ager Farms and Double B provided a joint ''Notice of
Force Majeure" to Idaho Power. In accordance with Section 14 of their respective PPAs, the QF
projects noti tied the utility that they could not perform under their respective Agreements
because of ''the occurrence of a Force Majeure event." Sv,ager Complaint at Tab 56; Double B
Complaint at Tab 36. More specifically, the QFs alleged that the Commission's generic PURPA
investigation (GNR-E-11-03) and other "pending proceedings" caused the force majeure event.
They insisted that the Commission's investigation regarding the ownership of renewable energy
credits (RECs) and the issue of "curtailment" caused lenders to be "unwilling to lend in Idaho
pending the outcome of these proceedings." !d. Thus, with "no financing available, ... it !isJ
impossible for [the QFsJ to perform [their] obligation" under the PPAs. !d at 4)4.

THE COMPLAINTS AND PETITIONS
In its Complaints and Petitions, Idaho Po\ver alleged that Swager Farms and Double

B failed to meet their obligations undi:!r their PPAs of providing pO\ver to Idaho Power by
October I. 2012, and Dcci:!mber I, 2012. respectively.
Complaint at

,l

2.

Swager Complaint at

~

2, Double B

Idaho Power maintained that the Commission has the authority to issue

declaratory orders pursuant to the Uniform Declaratory Judgments Act. citing Idaho Code § I 0-

1203. SYvager at~ 76, Double B at ~163 citing Utah Power & Light Co. v. Idaho PUC, 112 Idaho
I 0, 12, 730 P.2d 930, 932 ( 1987).
Idaho Power maintained that the Commission has jurisdiction over this matter
because: (I) the parties have agreed to submit disputes under the PPA to the Commission; (2) the
dispute requires an interpretation of the PPAs approved by the Commission; (3) the Idaho
Supreme Court allows the Commission to interpret contracts where parties agree to allow the
PUC to settle a dispute; (4) the Commission has authority over the generator interconnection
process; and (5) the allegations of force majeure pertain to Commission proceedings. Sv.. ager at
~~

76, 89, Double B at ~~ 63, 75. Idaho Power asserted that it and New Energy ··agreed to the

Commission's jurisdiction regarding any and all disputes under the [PPA)." Swager at
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,i 79,

Double

Bat~

65. Idaho Power relics on Section 19.1 ofthe PPAs executed by both Idaho Power

and the QFs which provides:
Disputes All disputes relating to or arising under this Agreement, including,
but not limited to, the interpretation of the terms and conditions of this
Agreement. will be submitted to the Commission for resolution.
ld (Swager & Double B Tab I at p. 24) (emphasis added). Idaho Power asserted that the parties'

agreement in Section 19.1 above
Commission

to submit all disputes involving contract interpretation to the

falls within an exception to the .. general rule" that generally the interpretation of

contracts is a matter for the courts. Swager at

~

77. Double B at

~I

63. citing Afton Enerp:y v.

Idaho Power Co. ("Ajion IV"), 111 Idaho 925, 929, 729 P.2d 400, 404 ( 1986); Bunker Hill Co.
v. Washington Water Power Co. ("Bunker Hill/"), 98 Idaho 249, 252. 561 P.2d 391. 394

( 1977). 5
Given that the QF projects have failed to meet their scheduled operation dates, Idaho
Power claimed that they are in material breach of their respective PPAs Idaho Power also points
to Section 5.4 of the respective PPAs that upon a material breach by New Energy. Idaho Power
may terminate the PPAs at any time. Swager

at~

86, Double Bat

~I

72. Consequently, Idaho

Power requested that the Commission issue an Order declaring that Idaho Pov,.cr may terminate
the PPAs due to the breach and recover delay damages. /d.
In summary, the utility requested that the Commission find and declare:
I. That the Commission has jurisdiction ·'over the interpretation and

enforcement ofthe [PPAsJ and the GIAfs]";
2. That New Energy/Exergy's ''claim of force majeure does not ... excuse
(the QFsJ failure to meet the amended Scheduled Operation Date for the
[PPAs]";
3. That New Energy/Exergy have failed to place Swager Farms and Double
B in service by their respective scheduled commercial operation dates of
October I, 20 12, and December I, 20 12;
4. That Idaho Power may terminate the PPAs if Sv.ager Farms and Double B

failed to cure their defaults under their respective PPAs by December 30,
2012, and March I, 2013;
5. That under the terms of the PPAs Idaho Power is entitled to an award of
liquidated damages; and
5

Idaho Power also noted that New Energy's force majeure notice specifically n:fers to Section 19.1 of the PPAs.
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6. t\\\ard any further relief to whkh Idaho Power is entitled.
Swager Farms Complaint at 37: Double B Complaint at 27-28.

:'-IE\V ENERGY'S MOTIOI\ TO DISMISS
On December 27, 2012, New Energy filed a timely ·'Motion to Dismiss for Lack of
Subject Matter Jurisdiction." New Energy advanced two primary arguments. First, 1\ew Energy
maintained that the Commission does not possess the necessary jurisdiction to interpret and/or
enforce contracts.

In particular, New Energy noted the Idaho Supreme Court has stated the

"general rule" is that the
construction and enforcement of contract rights is a matter that lies in the
jurisdiction of the courts and not the public utilities commission. This is true
notwithstanding that the parties arc public utilities or that the subject matter of
the contract coincides generally with the expertise of the commission. If the
matter is a contractual dispute, it should be heard by the courts.

remhi Telephone Co. v. Mounwin Stales Tel & Tel. Co., 98 Idaho 692, 696, 571 P 2d 753. 757
( 1977); Bunker Ifill Co. v. Washington Water Power Co. ("Bunker Ifill /1"), I 0 I Idaho 493, 494,
616 P.2d 272, 273 ( 1980}.
Although New Energy acknov..:ledged that the Idaho Supreme Court has held
''PURPA was intended to confer upon state regulatory commissions responsibilities not
conferred under state law," it argued that ''PURPA provides no independent basis of authority to
interpret executed QF contracts.''

Motion at 7-8 quoting Ajion Energy v. Idaho Power Co.

("Afton IIIII"), I 07 Idaho 781, 785, 693 P.2d 427, 431 ( 1984).

Consequently, Ne>v Energy

asserted that the interpretation of the PPAs is a matter governed hy state contract law "and each
particular state's laws govern the proper forum for such contract disputes.

In Idaho. the

Commission simply does not have ongoing jurisdiction over any contract disputes." ld at 8.
New Energy also conceded that the Supreme Court recognizes exceptions to its
general rule that the Commission docs not have jurisdiction over contract disputes. Motion at 910. !n Ajion IV, the Court reiterated the excertion to the general rule is that the Commission may
"interpret an imprecise contract because 'the parties agreed to let the PUC settle this dispute and
... there is substantial evidence in the record to support the Commission's decision."' Ill Idaho
at 929, 729 P.2d at 404, citing Bunker Hill I, 98 Idaho at 249, 561 P.2d at 391 6 However, New
6

The lineage of the Afton cases is sometimes confusing. Afton I \\as issued in January 1984. Idaho Power
subsequently petitioned for rehearing and the case was re-argued. In July 1984, the Court issued a subsequent
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Energy noted the Afton IV Court found that the QF contract "between Afton and Idaho Power
does not fall \vithin any of the exceptions [to the general ruleJ. Idaho Pov,er and Afton have not
agreed to allov; the Commission to interpret the contract." Id
Second, New Energy asserted it has not consented to the Commission's jurisdiction to
interpret and enforce the two PPAs. In particular, New Energy insisted the dispute resolution
provision in each PPA does not confer jurisdiction upon the Commission. Although Section
19.1 7 of each PPA requires that all disputes be submitted to the Commission, New Energy
argued that the Commission "has consistently disavowed the ability of the parties to unilaterally
confer jurisdiction" on the Commission. Motion at I 0. More specifically. New Energy relies on
two prior Commission Orders cautioning PURPA parties "that jurisdiction may not be conferred
upon the Commission by contractual stipulation." Motion at 10-11, citing Order Nos. 21359 at
I; 24674 at 4. Consequently, New Energy urged the Commission to decline jurisdiction and
grant its Motion to Dismiss Idaho Power's Complaints and Petitions for Declaratory Order.
Motion at 12.
IOAHO POWER RESPONSE

On January I0, 2013, Idaho Power filed a response to the Motion to Dismiss.
Although Idaho Power conceded that the "general rule'' normally requires that the interpretation
and enforcement of a contract is a matter for the courts, it asserted that the Court has recognized
exceptions to the general rule.

Ylore specitically, Idaho Power maintained that the Supreme

Court in Afton IV allowed the Commission to interpret a contract because "the parties have
agreed to submit a dispute involving contract interpretation to the Commission." Response at 5

cit in!{ III Idaho at 929, 729 P.2d at 404; Bunker Hill I, 98 Idaho at 252. 561 P.2d at 394.
Idaho Power also pointed out that the Court created another exception to the general
rule in AfcNeal v. Idaho PUC, 142 Idaho 685, 132 P.3d 442 (2006).

In AfcNeal, the Idaho

Supreme Court found that the Commission had authority to interpret an interconnection
agreement betv,:een two telecommunications carriers. After citing the general rule that contract
interpretation and enforcement are normally matters for the courts, the Idaho Supreme Court held
that the Commission does have authority to interpret and enforce interconnection agreements
opinion (Afton !I) at which time Afton petitioned for rehearing. Finally, in December 1984, the Court withdrew
Ajion II and issued a third opinion (Afton Iff) that modified the Court's Ajion I opinion. Consequently, the opinion
is often cited as "Ajion flit/" See Ajion IV, Ill Idaho 927 n. I. 729 P 2d 402 n I.
Supra, p. 5.
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between telecommunications carriers. Response at 4 citing JfcNeal, 142 Idaho at 689, 132 P.3d
at 446. Like the Commission's authority under the federal Telecommunications Act to interpret
interconnection agreements, Idaho Power insisted that PURPA grants the Commission "the
jurisdiction and authority to interpret the force majeure clause in the [PPAsj." Response at 5.
Idaho Pmver also asserted :-.lew Energy had agreed in the PPAs to submit all contract
disputes to the Commission. In particular, the utility reiterated that Section 19.1 of the PPAs
provides that ..all disputes relating to or arising under this Agreement including, but not limited
to, the interpretation of the terms and conditions of this Agreement, will be submitted to the
Commission for resolution."

!d.

Idaho Power also insisted that Section 7.7 of each PPA

provides that the Commission will have continuing jurisdiction over the Agreement. ld
Idaho Power next argued that there is a statutory basis for the Commission's
jurisdiction over this dispute.

In particular, Idaho Power insisted that Idaho Code § 61-501

provides the Commission with the authority to supervise utilities and to do "all things necessary
to carry out the spirit and intent" of the Public Utilities Law. In addition, Idaho Code §§ 61-502
and 61-503 provides the Commission with jurisdiction over contracts affecting rates and the
power to investigate a single contract, respectively ...The [PPAsl at issue are utility contracts
which affect rates as defined under § 61-502 and which the Commission has specific authority to
investigate under§ 61-503." Response at 6-7.
Finally, Idaho Power asserted "PURPA itself grants the Commission jurisdiction ...

" /d. at 7. Idaho Power declared that our Supreme Court has stated that ''it is clear that PURPA
was intended to confer upon state regulatory commissions responsibilities not conferred under
state law." !d. quoting Afton /lf/1, I07 Idaho at 784-85, 693 P.2d at 430-31. Consequently,
Idaho Power insisted that "the present dispute between a utility and [New Energy] over a
PURPA matter is seemingly precisely what FERC envisioned when it promulgated 18 C.F.R. §
292.40 I (a)." ld

Combining the federal authority with the speci tic state statutory authority

"creates an explicit grant of authority to the Commission to interpret a PURP A contract.., ld at

8.
NEW ENERGY REPLY
On January 16, 2013, New Energy tiled a reply to Idaho Power's response. New
Energy takes issue with Idaho Power's rei iance on the exceptions to the general rule set out in
the McNeal case.
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More specifically, New Energy distinguishes the McNeal case which is

8

premised upon the federal Telecommunications Act
Southwestern Bell Telephone Co. v. PUC

ol

In Jfc.Veal, the Supreme Court cited

Texas, 208 f.3d 475 (5th Cir. 2000), for the

proposition that the Telecommunications Act grants state commissions the authority to interpret
and enforce the provisions of interconnection agreements that state commissions have approved.
New Energy Reply at 2. llowever, New Energy asserts that Idaho Power does not cite to any
FERC or PURPA ca.'>e law allowing state commissions to decide and enforce disputes under
PlJRPA. New Energy argues that Idaho Power has not cited to any PURPA case "because there
are none." Reply at 3.
While it recognizes that the PPAs contain language "'to the effect that disputes would
be submitted to the Commission for resolution," Ne\v Energy reiterates that the Commission's
prior Orders have declined to exert jurisdiction. ld at 6. Consequently, New Energy urges the
Commission to grant its Motion to Dismiss and '·defer the common breach of contract claims to
the proper forum for resolution." ld at 7.

COMMISSION FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
In its Motion. New Energy asked us to dismiss Idaho Power's Complaints and
Petitions for Declaratory Order arguing that the Commission does not have the jurisdiction to
resolve disputes regarding PPAs.

It is well settled that the Commission exercises limited

jurisdiction and nothing is presumed in favor of its jurisdiction.

Idaho PUC, 107 Idaho 47, 52, 685 P.2d 276, 281 (1984).
whether it possesses jurisdiction over a particular matter.

Utah Power & Li;;ht Co. v.

The Commission may determine

ld

However, once jurisdiction is

clear, the Commission is allowed all powers necessary to enable it to carry out its
responsibilities.

Washington Water Power Co. v Kootenai r,·nvironmental Alliance, 99 Idaho

875,879,591 P.2d 122, 126 (1979).
Both parties recognize and we agree that the general rule is that ·'[g]cnerally, the
construction and enforcement of contract rights is a matter which lies in the jurisdiction of the
courts and not in the public utilities commission. . . . If the matter is a contractual dispute, it
should be heard by the courts." Afton IV, II I Idaho at 928, 729 P.2d at 403 (emphasis added);

Lemhi Telephone, 98 Idaho 692, 696, 571 P.2d 753, 757 ( 1977); JfcNeal, 142 Idaho 685, 132
P .3d 442 (2006 ).

However. the Supreme "Court has recognized exceptions to this [general]

rule." Afton IV, Ill Idaho at 924, 729 P.2d at 404. In AfcNeal, the Court explained that it has

r

''been careful to usc words such as 'generally' and 'normally' when stating the general rule l and
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also, to provide for exceptions_to the nom1.''

142 Idaho at 689. 132 P3d at 446 (emphasis

added). More specifically. the Court held that one exception to the general rule is >vhere .. the
parties agreed to let the PUC settle th[el dispute .... " Ajton W. Ill Idaho at 929. 729 P.2d at

404 quoting Bunker Hill!, 98 Idaho at 242, 561 P.2d at 394. New Energy declared that it has not
consented to allowing the Commission to resolve this contract dispute. while Idaho Power
believes that the exception to the general rule is applicable in this instance.
Based upon our review of the pleadings, the underlying record, and the case law, we
find that the "consent" exception (v.here parties agree to let the Commission settle a contractual
dispute) is controlling in this instance. More specifically, we lind that the QFs and Idaho Power
have expressly agreed in their PPAs to submit disputes arising under their respective PPAs to the
Commission for resolution.

As pointed out by Idaho Power. each PPA contains a provision

granting the Commission jurisdiction over this matter. Section 19.1 of each PPA provides:
Disputes- All disputes related to or arising under this Agreement, including.
but not limited to, the interpretation of the terms and conditions of this
Agreement, will be submitted to the Commission for resolution.
Swager at Tab I, Double Bat Tab l (emphasis added). Unlike the parties in A/ion IV, we find
that New Energy and Idaho Power have expressly agreed that"[ aJll disputes related to or arising
under this Agreement ... will be submitted to the Commission for resolution." PPA at § 19.1.
New Energy Two and New Energy Three signed their respective PPAs

~.:ontaining

Section I 9.1

on May 21, 2010. We further find this provision of the PPA to be clear and unambiguous. ··An
unambiguous contract will be given its plain meaning.'' Shawver v. Huckleberry Estates, 140
Idaho 345, 361. 93 P.3d 685, 692 (2004). In this case, the dispute between the parties is "related
to or arising under this Agreement." In addition, New Energy's force majeure notice specifically
refers to Section 14 of the PPAs

clearly relating to the PPAs. Swager at Tab 56, Double Bat

Tab 36. Moreover. each PPA provides in Section 20.1 that '"This Agreement is subject to the
jurisdiction of those governmental agencies having control over either party of this Agreement."
Swager at Tab 1, Double Bat Tab I.
We further find that there is a statutory basis for our jurisdiction in this matter. Just
as in the case where QFs may bring complaints against utilities under PURPA (Afron 1/111. I 07
Idaho at 781, 693 P.2d at 427). the Commission is authorized under Idaho Code§ 61-621 to hear
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complaints made by public utilities.x As the Idaho Supreme Court noted in A/ton /Ill. Section
61-612 "gives the Commission jurisdiction to bear complaints against puhlic utilities alleging
violations of ruks. regulations or any provision of lav.s: l.C. § 61-502 gives the Commission
jurisdiction to determine reasonable rates. including rates collected under contracts: and I.C. §
61-503 gives the Commission pO\\er to im cstigate a single contract. ... " I 07 Idaho at 78-l. 693
P.2d at 430. The PPAs at issue in this case directly affect Idaho Power's rates through the annual
Povver Cost Adjustment (PC\). Idaho Code§ 61-502. Kootenai. 99 Idaho at 880. 591 P.2d at
127. 9 The United States Supreme Court also noted in FERC · v. Mississippi. PURPA "and the
[FERCJ implementing regulations simply reljuire the [state regulatory] authorities to adjudicate
disputes arising under I PU RPA j. Dispute resolution of this kind is the verv npe o[ activit}•
customarily engaged in by the Mississippi !Public Utilities] Commission .... " 456 U.S. 742,
760, 102 S.Ct. 2126. 2138 (1982) (empha"is added): A/ton Nll, 107 Idaho at 789, (193 P.2d at
435 (emphasis original).
New Energy also relies on two pnor Orders of this Commission to support its
argument that the Commission does not have jurisdiction in this matter. In its reply, New Energy
concedes that "While the instant parties do have language in their Agreements to the effect that
disputes would be submitted to the Commission for resolution. the Commission has already
disavowed the ability of the parties to unilateralty confer jurisdiction on [the Commission].''
Reply at 6. In particular. Ne\\ Energy refers to a 1993 Order where the Commission cautioned
contracting parties regarding the Commission's jurisdiction. Order No. 24674 in Case No. IPCE-92-32. In that case, the parties (Idaho Po,ver and (ilenns Ferry Cogeneration) had executed a
PPA that contained identical language to the dispute resolution provision at issue in this case. In
reviewing the language in the Glenns Ferry PPA. the Commission
reminds the parties that jurisdiction may not be conferred on the Commission
by contractual stipulation. The authority and jurisdiction of the Commission
is restricted to that expressly and by necessary implication conferred upon it
by enabling statutes. The nature and extent of the Commission jurisdiction to
resolve actual disputes will be determined_jl} the Commission on an

R Idaho Code § 61·621 states:
.. Any public util1ty shall have a right to complain on any grounds upon •~hich
complaints are allowed to be filed by other parties.. "
'I

fhc Idaho Supreme Court in A/run ll/1 observed: ·conrracts entered into by public utilities with [QFs] or
decisions by utilities not to contract With [QFs] have a very real effect QD tht;..@\t:,U!'!iQJD_cpnst@ers both at present
and in the future." 107 Idaho at 789.693 P.2d at 435 (emphasis added).
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individual case-bv-case basis notwithstanding
provision] of the Agreement.

[the dispute

resolution

Order No. 24674 at 4 (emphasis added). Despite expressing concern about the language. the
Commission approved the Glenns Ferry contract including the dispute resolution provision. !d.
We tind

~ew

Energy's reliance on this prior case is misplaced. As noted ahme. the

Commission stated that the nature and extent of our jurisdiction "will be determined ... QlL.fll!
individual case-by-case basis.'' In the Glenns Ferry case, the Commission did not foreclose
exercising jurisdiction; it stated that the scope of its jurisdiction "to resolve actual disputes \viii
be determined ... on an individual case-by-case basis." For the reasons outlined above, the
Commission finds in this particular case that it has jurisdiction to resolve this contract dispute
pursuant to the consent exception to the "general rule."
In addition and without addressing the merits of the case. the Commission also notes
that New Energy alleges that the occurrence of the force majeure event concerned this
Commission's generic PURPA investigation and possibly other PURPA proceedings. Because
New Energy's force majeure allegation arises from Commission proceedings, we find that the
Commission is well-suited to revicv. these allegations. Finally. we note that because '"regulatory
bodies perform legislative as well as judicial functions in their proceedings. they are not so
rigorously hound hy the doctrine of stare decisis that they must decide all future cases in the
same way as they have decided similar cases in the past.'' McNeal v. Idaho PUC. 142 Idaho at
690, 132 P.3d at 447; Washington Water Power Co. v. Idaho PUC, I OJ Idaho 56 7, 579. 617 P.2d
1242, 1254 ( 1980).
In summary, the Commission finds in this particular case that it has jurisdiction to
resolve the contract dispute under the consent exception to the general rule.

Having found

jurisdiction in this matter, New Enc:rgy Two and New Energy Three should file their
consolidated answer (if any) to the Complaints and Petitions \Vi thin 14 days of the service date of
this Order.
ORDER

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that New Energy T\',:o and New Energy Three's Motion
to Dismiss for Lack of Subject Matter Jurisdiction is denied.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that New Energy Tvvo and New Energy Three file their
answer (if any) to the Complaints and Petitions within 14 days of the service date ofthis Order.
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DONE by Order of the Idaho Public Utilities Commission at Boise, Idaho this :1
day of March 2013.

R, PRESIDENT

MACK A. REDFORD,

COMMISSIO~ER

MARSHA H. SMITH, COMMISSIO~ER

ATTEST:

·-. !}, __ __,J:· i

/!

fei;'tJ~\~e~~----(

,1

.

•

sv

ommission ecrctary

0 IPC-E-12-25 IPC-E-12-26dh3
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IN THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE

STAT~

OF IDAHO

IN THE MATTER OF THE MOTION FOR
PERMISSIVE APPEAL.

)
)
)

Supreme Court Docket No. 40882-2013

NEW ENERGY TWO, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; NEW ENERGY THREE,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,

)
)
)

Idaho Public Utilities Commission
Nos. IPC-E-12-25/IPC-E-12-26

)
Petitioner~

)
)

v.

)

IDAHO POWER COMPANY,

)
)
)

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
OF APPEAL

)

Respondent.

)

~~~~~"~----~--···-~--~·······-~·········-·

.

··-···

)

Appeal from the Idaho Public Utilities Conunission, The Honorable Mack A. Redford,
presiding.
Case Numbers from Idaho Public Utilities Commission: IPC-E-12-25/IPC-E-12-26
Order or judgment appealed from: Order No. 32780 and Interlocutory Order No.
32755
Attorneys for Appellant: Angelo L. Rosa (ISB No. 7546), 1168 E. I 700 S., Salt Lake
City, Utah 84105
Attorneys for Respondent: Donovan E. Walker (ISB No. 5921 ), Idaho Power
Company, 1221 West Idaho St., Boise, ID 83702
Appealed by: New Energy Two, LLC and New Energy Three, LLC
Appealed against: Idaho Power Company
Notice of Appeal Filed: June 7, 2013
Amended Notice of Appeal Filed: NA
Notice of Cross-appeal Filed: NA
Amended Notice of Cross-appeal Filed: NA
Appellate Fee Paid: June 7, 2013, $94.00
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL ···1

Respondent or Cross-Respondent's Appeal Request for Additional Record Filed:
NA
Respondent or Cross-Respondent's Request for Additional Reporter's Transcript
Filed: NA
Was Court Reporter's Transcript Requested: No
Estimated Number of Pages: NA
If so, name of each reporter of whom a transcript has been requested as named
below at the address set out below: NA

Dated this lOth day of June, 2013

(SEAL)

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL- 2

CLERK'S CERTIFICATION RE: EXHIBITS

I HEREBY CERTIFY that there are no Exhibits in the record of PUC Case Nos.
IPC-E-12-25 and IPC-E-12-26.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of
the Idaho Public Utilities Commission this __,_...:;.___day of July 2013.

(SEAL)
Commission Secretary

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
OF PROPOSED AGENCY RECORD ON APPEAL
I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT I HAVE THIS
lOth
DAY OF JULY, 2013,
SERVED THE FOREGOING PROPOSED AGENCY RECORD ON APPEAL, IN
SUPREME COURT DOCKET NO. 40882-2013, BY HAND DELIVERY TO THE
FOLLOWING:
Angelo L. Rosa
1168 E. 1700 S.
Salt Lake City, Utah 84105
Attorney for Petitioner-Appellant
New Energy Two, LLC
New Energy Three, LLC
AND HAND DELIVERING A COPY
THEREOF TO THE FOLLOWING:
Donovan E. Walker
Idaho Power Company
1221 West Idaho (83702)
P. 0. Box 70
Boise, ID 83707
Attorney for Respondent
Idaho Power Company

CERTIFICATE OF RECORD ON APPEAL

STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF ADA

)
)
)

ss.

I, Jean D. Jewell, Secretary of the Idaho Public Utilities Commission, pursuant to
the provisions of Sections 61-620, 61-732 and 13-215, Idaho Code, do hereby certify that the
foregoing papers are the pleadings, findings of the Commission, orders appealed from and all other
papers designated by the Notice of Appeal to be included in the Agency's Record in this matter;
THAT all papers comprising the Agency's Record were compiled and prepared under
my direction and are true and correct copies of the proceedings before the Commission in this case;
THAT said Agency's Record was bound by me to form the Record on Appeal which
constitutes the full and complete record in this cause on appeal to the Supreme Court of the State of
Idaho;
THAT said Agency's Record vvas prepared and three (3) copies filed with the
Supreme Court, one copy provided to the petitioner/appellant, one copy provided to the
intervenor/respondent and one copy provided to the respondent on appeal.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the
Idaho Public Utilities Commission this

(SEAL)

L

day of August, 2013.

Jll1D. Jewe j

~

Commission Secretary

CERTIFICATE OF
RECORD ON APPEAL

